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THE DlAGERY OF JOHN DONNE 
(ABSTRACT OF TBES IS) 
Iaagery is the imaginative use of words, the correlation 
ot ideas and things in the mind of a poot that invokes in a perceptive 
reader a state or mind analogous to that or the poet. The statement 
of the correlation is in itself meaningless: poetic oonmn1nication 
takes place through a triple prooess: 
1. The ayabole or words denoting the ideas and things are 
combitled to rona a new symbol: 
2. !he referent• or things 4enoted are equated; 
' • The ref&rencea or ideas about the referents and aymbols 
are aade to coincide. 
It is this coincidence of references that alloWB the poet to invoke 
his state of ~nd in a reader. 
To thia process Donne added a far.oiful elamant. bringing 
into his poetry the conceit. A conceit is a ~tty or ingenious or 
fanciful oaaparieon or idea. us~ally so written that ita peculiar 
nature obaoures the iletapborical procese des.oribed above J fancy 
takes precedence over imagination. 
The metaphorical prooeas is more easily seen in the 
ooaparison. in whiab ita workings are not obscured by the fantastic 
element. Coaparieons and oonoeits can be either developed or eisple. 
The deTeloped image extends a basio metAphor by one or 
aore of the following methods s 
1. The introduction of further mataphorioal stRtement to 
justify the use or the basic metaphor. ~uauming its aptness; 
2. The use of further metaphorical statement to extend 
the baeio m.etaphor. assuming its aptness; 
Abstract Pt~ge 2 
3· The u~e of further statement, either metaphoricsl or 
literal. to explain the basic metaphor. 
This development or an image ia carried on .nena 
1. The statement of a metaphor leads to the creation of 
further imacery modifying and strenGthening the basic metaphor; 
2. A group or images become somehow related. f'oousing in 
one metaphorical idea. 
The habit or developing images seems the result or an analytical 
mind, taking pleasure ina 
1. Foroing all the possible analogies between the ret'erent 
of the bnaio metaphor nnd the subject or the poem; 
2. Introducing apparently logical ramifications or the 
baaio ~~etaphor. 
'fbe aiaple comparison shows an upaot of Donne's imagery 
obaoured by the dnelop~~ent in the longer iJU.gea J that is its 
reaaonable nature. DOJme not only •oditied hie iaagination by 
hie tanoya he also aodified the product by reason. 
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PREFACE 
Te•ge~y e~ be~t be defi~ed. fc~ t~e p~pc~e~ ef th!~ 
study. as language having greater and more intense meaning in the 
context or poetry than it ~uld haTe in a normal prose context. 
Poetry I oonaider to be the .. ana of expre•sion Whioh has as ita 
purpose chiefly the o~nioation ot experience. aa contrasted with 
pro•e• the ohier purpoae ot Which ia uaually merely the deaoription 
ot experience. X..gery b the iugiutiTe uae of 11Dr4e. involving 
the prooeee by which a poet correlates ideu aDd thing• to create a 
new 11bole. aaaooiatiDg thought• and attitudes in an attempt at 
oOMnanioation bordering on Ulp&thy. the prooeaa here referred to aa 
"the .. taphorioal proceaa•. 
The iagiation or i-ge-.akiag faculty ia 110d1tied by 
another taaulty. the aeleotive taoulty. which oauaea a poet to ohooae 
Oll8 ooapariaon rather than another • one word rather than another. 
JOhn Donne and hie oont .. porarie~ called it •conaeit•J and it ie 
thia taoulty that turna an !age into what we now call a oonoeit. a 
tar-fetched coapariaon or tantaatio turn of phraae. 
ln the ca•• ot John Donne a third faculty haa ita part in 
the creation or lag••• reaaon. All hia coapariaona aeem to have 
been aubjeoted to the aorutiny ot a coldly analytical aindJ he 
aeeu alway. ready to prwe the aptneee of hia imagea. It was thia 
logical turn or aind that led to the developaent or i .. gea and 
oonceita. It was al•o thia turn of mind that baa euggeated aany 
ot the generalizations -.d«' about Donne. Dryden noted it in hie 
T 
tamoue oriticiam. 
Be affeote the Metaphyeioka, not only in his satires, 
but in hie Amorous Verses, Where Hature only should reignJ 
~~d ~~p1~~8 ~he M!~d~ of the !~!~ 8~~ ~!t~ ~ioe ~peo~!­
ationa ot Philosophy, When he ahou'd ingage their Hearts, 
and e~tertain them with the sottnesaes or Love. 
Dr. Johnson, in hia Lite of Cowley, probably the best short study of 
Jl8taphyaioal imagery, obaerved or the sobool of Donne that• 
It IIUSt ••• be oontesaed or these writer a • that it 
they are upon oosmon subjects often unneoeasarily and un-
poetically subtle, yet Where acholaatio speculation can be 
properly adaltted, their oopiouaneaa and acuteness may 
justly be aa.ired. 
Bazlitt, alao writing or the school of Donne, aaida 
Their style wae not so properly lea.nwd ae aeta-
phy.ioalJ that ia to say, 11bell8Ter, by auy violence done 
to their ideas, they could make out an abstract likeness 
or possible p-ound ot ooapariacn, they forced the illage, 
whether learned or TUlgar, into the service of the llwsea •••• 
fM ouricnu u.ture or the poetry or D01mo and the other 
metapbywioala baa often been the aubjeot of diaousaion. The reason 
for the peouliar!ty or metaphysical poetry ia the uae or reason to 
aodity iugination, the ex .. ination ot the i•ge by an aoute 
analytical mind. 'lhia ia alao the reason tor the odd lack of 
apparent eaotion in the metaphysical illage, the exactness and 
artificiality that ooabine to •ke the aetaphysical style aeea 
alaoat a deliberate poae. Donne's images are a~oat iDYariably 
detencible by logic, and more etten than not they are defended by 
-
logic, or ~t least by oaauiatry. Donne always aeeu aware or the 
aptnoaa or hia ooaparieonaJ he aoditiea them, extends thea, ukea 
thea axio.a upon ~ioh to build lengthy arguaenta. It ia n~t an 
oYerstateaent to ola1Ja that the logioal, argwaentative aind working 
on the products or the imagination gives metaphysical poetry ita 
speoi~l nature. In other words. we recognize the metaphysical 
poet by hie i~ges. 
the key to the ·peculiarity of metaphysical poetry. At first, not 
being very oertain either or the nature or the image or the .ay in 
whioh it was used by the metaphyeioale, I decided to limit the 
study to John Donne • assuming that what was true of Donne would be 
11.0re or loss true or the other 11119taphysioa.la. The study began with 
-
an attempt to treat Donne as Caroline Spurgeon treated Shakespeare, 
listing the t.agea on index cards and attempting to divide thea 
into certain obvious categories, iaagea taken rraa household lite, 
trOll alchemy, and ao on. This part ended with more than two 
thousand index cards but no categories that oould enable a student 
to reaob oonoluaiou suoh aa Miea Spurgeon did in Shakeapeare'a 
lllagerz. There waa an overwhe bdng nUIIber or i•gos taken rroa 
religioua atudiee; the other categories were numerous and allowed 
tew generaliaationa other than that Donne was an extreaely ~11-read 
and obaerTant 111&11• 
However • in the couree ot transcribing i•ges from the 
poe.. to the index cards, I began to realize that the usee or Donne's 
iugea l'ere auch more interesting than the mere external grouping or 
the t.age• theaaelvea, and that the obscurities of Donne'~ poe•~ 
resulted not so much troa his learning as trom his subtle manipulation 
ot iaagee that were in themaelvee not extraordinary. The obvious step 
then waa to attempt a division or these uses - it not a complete one. 
one at least that would sllow th8 poaaa to be divided tor convenience 
in di•cueeion. The first division h•d to be aade between the conceit, 
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the "intellectual concept feathered with fancy", and the comparison, 
the metaphor or simile. These needed turther division according to 
The obvious method of division was to consider the extent 
to wnioh Donne's argumentative mind had developed or extenGed the 
imnge and the relative importance or each image in its context. In 
oases Where one image emerged aa tho chief image or a poem, as in 
••. by these hymnea, all shall approve 
U• Canoniz' 4 tor Love: ••• .. 
(The Canonization, 35-6) 
closer exaBdnation showed that most of the imagery or the poem waa 
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related, building up in a carefully logical method to the oano~ization ~ 
utaphor lllld i ·ta implications, which were alao related iJDL@;eS. The 
Whole complex then waa oonaidered ae one t.age, a developed conceit 
and a dft'eloped coapari•on, with the oanonisation image a• its basic 
aeta.pbor. 
In thia way the images were isolated enough to allow oon-
81deration and diacua£ion or examples of Donne's uses or i.agery. 
SeTeral t~pting mcuroea or error baa to be avoided. ~e first 
temptation was to iapose on the thesis a talae unity, to argue towards 
•ame generalization• thi•, I felt, would lead to distorting facta in 
order to prove a point. The second temptation wa• to tall into the 
habit or generalisation. The third as to consider the categorise 
arrived at in the preliainary survey ot Donne's iagery as water-tight 
compartment• and to force image• into them. The fifth was to accept 
conventional diacusaiona or iaagery, which would, I reel. have 
Titiated the studyJ the sixth, pare.doxica.lly, 11118 to aocept none of 
the conventional ideas of imagery. 
I fin~lly decided that Donne's imagery oould best be 
studied under thirteen headings derived from the preliminary survey 
Of' the !'06!'!!!!!;~ Rn<:l t..l?."'.t: t:h~ e~~mple!!! OOt~!d !!ot be OO!!!p!ete!y !eole.ted 
trom ths contexts in which they occurred. The study then broke down 
naturally into ten Chapters. in each of Which examples of Donne's 
imagery could be analy~ed and diaouesed according to their categories. 
and so according to their importance and their use in each poem. In 
this way the studybec~me a seriee or close readings of parts of 
Donne's poetry ~th tb6 taagery. ita chief peculiarity. as a tocal 
point. Inatee.d or setting out to prOV'e a theeie the work developed 
a twofold purposes to make clearer the nature or Donne's imagery and 
languat;e by attempting to analyze it and demonstrate the workinge ot 
the ooneeit and tre dialectical development ot imagery; and to 
illuminate the poems themselves by unravelling the twisted strands 
or thought 11hioh obscure so lll!llly of Donne's poeu. The second 
purpose is in R 1mY a by-product or the first J the chief aim of 
the study is to learn the nature ot Donne's imagery from an examin-
ation of his poetr.1• 
This study oould never have been completed had not so much 
been done for me. I muet. with all other students of Donn~, e.clmow-
ledge my indebtedness to Sir Herbert Grierson. Whose great edition 
has been the foundation or all Donne scholarship over the past half 
century. and to Mise Helen Gardner. Whose edition or the divine poems 
augmented his annotations. An acknowledgement must also be made to 
J.B. Leis~man. whose book. The Mcnaroh of Wit. although not quoted. 
helped in the formation and expression of a great many of the ideas 
irt this work. I am also deeply indebted to llr. C. Day Lewis • whose 
book. The Poetic Image. was instrumental in the definition or 
my field of study~ Finally. my sincerest thanke are due to 
erarts of tho ~ork. making suggestions for improvements. 
giving advice. lendin~ books. and occasionally prodding. was 
largely responsible for the completion of this studyo 
E. J.D. 
12 Uaroh 1958 
CHAPTER 1 
!HI BA.fORE or !BE POETIC DI~GB 
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The greatest aingle problem facing any student beginning an 
iDYestigatiOD or the imagery Of a poet ia tba derinitioa or •tmage•. 
apeeoh•l tells little &bout th• nature ot the subject. A simile, 
acoordtD« to the saae dictionary. is wA coaparison of oae thing with 
another • eapeolally as an ornament in poetry or rhetoric • •2 A 
.. taphor is "the rigure ot speeoh in whiob a name or 4esor1ptiTe tera 
is trau.terred to aa.e Objeot ditterent tram. but analogous to, that 
to wbioh it 1a properly applicable, an iutanoe ot 'thia, a -taphor-
loal eapress1on.•3 !be third tera. wa figure ot apeeOb•, is perhapa 
uader1Dab1ea it is a Tape expreaslon -•D1Bg appraiately ~ 
word or phraae or dwioe used to -.ke language oolourtul ad -aniDg-
tul. !he atudent ia atlll with~~t a preciae detinition of hie tleld 
C • Da7 Lnia Jla• atteapted a detini tiOD in hia b~ok OD 
the aubjeot. but he •s not -1nentl7 suooeastul. Be aa.ye that 
•the peetlo !age is a 110r.1e or lea a aeuuoua pioture ba word.a • to 
•~ degree "Mtaphorioftl• with an uadernote ot ao.. b~ eaotion 
in ita con~. but alao charged with and releasing into tbe reader 
~ apeoial poetio .-otlon or paaaiam ••••• ~ ADd here, be oo.plataa, 
1 
OlD ab 7 
2 
OBD ab 1 
3 
OlD ab 1 
4 
i.ewla. !bs Poetic l!ace ( 1947) 22 
1she def'Wtioa breaks down. It break• dOWil, I believe, becsuee 
Mr. Day Le\rla 1a too muoh on hiu guard. The word, "aensuoul!l", 
for ex9.mple, 1m eTidently an atteapt at JMking olear the vieual 
(or perhape phyaioal ~ulo be e better word) nature ot moat 
1.J.ges. But the u.e of the word weakens the de~inition. When 
Robert Buru wrote~ 
O, .y lUYe ia like a red, red rose, 
!ha~ • • aewl:v apruDg in June. 
0 "'Y lmre ie like the . melod.ie 
That' • awe~ly played ia tune. 
(A Red, Red Rose, 1~) 
ae 1181 preeentia~ his readere nth two eimiles. both or thea 
aenauou1 1JIIlgfte. But when Anclrew Harvell lfrote: 
My Love i• of a birth ae rare 
A1 '"11 tor objeot ii'\ruge ud hi&ka 
It •• beco\1sea b;r 'deepa ir 
Upoa ~aalblliW,y. 
(The Definition of Love, 1~) 
he ,ave b1a readere a Tery ooaplex metaphor, an intellootual 
OOD.G~pt or conoei t that waa tar fro• be in,; 1euuous. or oour1•• 
lfr. Da;r L.wie did lbdt hie adjective . and eay -t;h.st the iu.ge 
Will "ao:re or less eene\lous•. BolfeTer, 1r we look oloaelj" a~ the 
T.o exaaplee ft oal\ aee that the word doeB not ht\Te any place in 
., 
a gen~ral definition. 
Bui'Jll' s two sia!le11 are seni\10\UI, in tlte-.t the" idear ooa-
veyed by thea belcmg to t'he aenee1. Be me•.ne thr.t the lt\dy in 
quea~ion aroueee in him auob the aut.e plenflant emotion as would be 
arouaed by a rooe or by a IMllody. The rol!le giv6a pleasure to the eye 
by ita fora and Qolour; the ro•~ that is J"QfQrential to BurDa'• love 
it mare red then uau&l, end ie newly sprung. It ~ppe~la to the eye 
and the noae, aD4, of oourse, it alao oooaaiou, by beauty; 
fragility, and tenderneaa, the uaual •thoughts that do often lie 
too deep for tear•"• A melody played in tune ~ive• plea•u~e to 
the earJ when played a"ftetly aa 11all it appeals to what might be 
called elemental emotiOD&. So we 1ee that there are two aouroea 
of delight to the aenaea invoked, and between them they appeal 
to at leaet three aenaea and to the leaat 1Dtelleotual of eaotiaaa. 
ADdrew Marvell' a ocm.oeit, ou the other hand, appeals to 110 ae9e 
ot the body at all. Be pereonif1••• after a taahion, three perteotly 
abatraot qualitiea - love, deapair, impoaaibili"• To th•ae he adda 
'\he •taphor or ·beget'\iag and birtm, again an abatraotion. the sen••• 
are not 1DYOke4a the t.age is reoeiTed only by the i.telleot, and any 
aeuuwa OYertODea ill 'the pt1roeptio11 of the utapbort are oeruiuly 
irrelnaa. But, 'Ule 1-.gery at the two ataasaa is alike in one 
reapeoy. Bnh tke aeuuou iaage, in lllhioh the poetic quality ia 
ezpreaaed b)' ~· reterelliJial rote aDd ulody, ud i;he b:telleo~l 
t.age, lD Whioh the poetic · idea la expretaed by abatraot reter•n••• 
uae woru in an i8G1Dat1Te ,...,., ia a •ma•r in 11h1oh they are n~ 
a.--lly uaed.. 'the laportan 110rd ia ia~iative, a word which, 
uatortu.ately, alao eaoapea exao" c!etiDi'\iOD. I-t ia, or OOW"Ie, tile 
acljeotive derived froa ~e worcl, "iaagination•. And it w can learn 
'Wha\ iagination •r.u ._ oua appr\lach the iage. The beat det11l1 tiOD 
tor our purpoeea ia 4oub'\leat that of Coleridge• 
!he X..gtaation theD I ooaaider either •• primary. or 
leoon4uy. !he priaaey Iagiution I hold to be the liviDg 
pcwr ed prille agen't; ot all bUII&ft peroeption, and at a 
repetitioa in the finite .tad of the eternal aut ot or•atioa 
in ilhe iDtillite I AM. The aeooacla.ry Iagiution I ooaaider 
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aa an eobo or the torMr, coexisting with the prl .. ry irL the 
kiAd or ita agency, and <Uttering only in degree, and in the 
~ or ita operation. It dLiaolTea, dittuaea, diasipatea, 
in order to re-oreatea or where this prooeaa ia rendered 
~oaaible~ yet atill at all eYenta it ctru~!l•~ t~ !~~~t!~~ 
and to unity. It ia ••••ntially Yital, eYeD as all objeota 
(aa Objecta) are eaaentially fixed and dead.5 
-
It we aooept this definition in ita ai~le1t a&nae, 
thea w oo .. to the oonoluaion that the creation or an illage, the 
iaglaatlYe uae or a word, le a double prooeaa, ilrrolTlng rirat a 
proo••• or creative ~roeption, and eeoODdly, a prooeaa ot 
correlation. Coleridge'• det1Dition ia ooaple-llted by T .s. Bllota 
When a poet'• .tad la perreotly equipped tor ita wvrk, 
lt 1• oout&Dtly .... t, ... tlzag diaparate experienoea the 
W41Dary -·• nperleoe S.a ouotlo, lrreplar, fras-atary. «x 
!he latter tall• la lcrr•• or reada Spinosa. ud tbeae two 
aperieaoea bave aotblas to do w1 th eaoh other, or w11th ~·· 
aolae ·of the ljpewrlter or tile •-11 or cooklngJ in the aind 
of tile poe1; theae exper:leDael are a1'ftya tonaiDg new wholea.•6 
lo lwu, ualDg oreatlve peroeptlcm., thillka ot a -ly-a'PJ"UD& 
rose• ot iahe pleuure it gaTe hia ud. the eaotion it arowaecl - ita 
odour pleued bia• uct li;a oolouz-J ~ta De111leaa and traEillty .ucl 
vauleaoe arouaecl deep 'but \lllooaplloated eaotiou. In .uoh the 
•- way be thiDka or a a"Wet •lody be baa heard, and. peroelTea 
thai; bla ear lr pleaaed both by the •locSy itaelt and by the 
pleaamt aoucl ot the wor4. 'fhe n:perleDOel &re rela-ted with the 
Bperieue ot belDg with the la.cly ia queaialOD, u4 oreate a aew 
whole, the lage. In "tml• oaae the uperlone•• wre ohietl:r 
1euuoua oae1. Ia Marvell' 1 ocmoei:t the 1-.!in&tioa 11 iiiY01Te4 
5 
Coleridge, liovaphla Llterarla (ed. Shaworoaa, 1907) 1, 202 
6 
•11ot, '1'h• Hetaphya1oa1 Poeta• in Seleoted Pro•• (195~) 117 
in the creative perception or the concepts of love and despair, the 
perception or the emotions aroused by the abstraction - Impossibility, 
and the relation of the ideas with the ntate of mind of the poet. 
The experience is perceived intellectuBlly, not sensuously, and the 
imagination correlates all into a new whole·:by the abstract notion 
or begetting and birth. Both ime.ges convey a state of mindJ 
perception finds expression by means or correlation. That is to 
aay, the perception of one state of mind, that occasioned by falling 
in love with a beautiful waaan and being happy, or that occasioned 
by talling in love without hope of happiness, is felt but seem. 
inexpressible. fo the .an whose perception is not creative, the 
etate or aind remains mate or is brought out in olum6y phrasee. 
To the man whose perception is creative, the perception of the state 
or mind oan be correlated with the perception or another state or 
mind. So the perception of happy love ia related to the perception 
or a rose in spring and a sweet .elody. The perception of 
frustrated love 1• related to the perception or an abatraot idea -
that despair and impossibility joined to bring love into the world. 
The problem or iaags!~ is the problem or communication. 
It Burne says merely, "I aa happily in love", he tells us aomethiDg 
about hiuelt • but he does not CCIIIIlunioate what iB in his mind • To 
those who are not in this delightful state the phrase means little 
aore than, "I aa a great idiot". To communicate the state or mind 
or being an individual, different troa everybody else and therefore 
happy in a different way an4 in love in a different way, he .ust 
iu.oke another state of mind that is close to being analogous to 
hie preaent one. That ie the state ot mind brought about by the 
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sensuous and emotional perception or a rose and a pleasant tune. 
MarTell, e~ilarly, can only communicate something approximating 
hie state of mind by relating it with the intellectual and 
emotional perception or the idea that love is the child or a 
union or despair and iapoaaibility, using the aeaninga and 
oonnotationa of the words to the fullest extent possible. 
It we return to the more solid ground of the definition 
given by Mr. Day Lewis, we find that he has gone wrong by trying 
too carefully to limit his definition and make it more exact than 
it oan be. Neither ot the two images considered (and both of them 
were picked without forethought) really presented a picture in 
worc.ia. One was a sensuous image, certainlyJ but Burns, although 
8Yoking the eeu.uou. perception of a rose, did not give a picture 
in words of a rose, any more than Marvell painted a picture of 
despair and iapoaeibility posing as happy parents. That the poetic 
i.age is "to some degree metaphorical" oaunot be denied. And the 
image has o•rtainly "an undernote of ao.a human emotion in its 
context" and it is certainly "charged with and releasing into th~ 
reader a special poetic emotion or passion". Still, the definition 
is incomplete. because the most important thing to realize about an 
i~~&ge is ~ it conveys 8lii.Otion and passion. It does it by :-elating 
experiences, usually one that the poet finds inexpressible or which 
is peculiar to him with one Which is more common and which, although 
the feeling ot the experience is perhaps just ae personal, can be 
perceived by ~ good rea4er. By this correlation, if both poet and 
reader are suooeastul, a kind of empathy can be achieved. The poet, 
finding his love beyond description, •oomparea" his lady to a newly-
-s-
sprung red rose. not because she is red. but because the feelings 
aroused in his sensea and emotions by seeing suoh a rose are some• 
what similar to those aroused by his love for the lady. The reader 
who has also seen new roses evokes. by means of a mental picture 
if his mind works that way. the feelings aroused in~ by the sight, 
and relates them to the experience he has not bad, that of being 
Burna and being in love in a specific way with s. specific lady. In 
this way the poet oommunioatea, imperfectly, but still better than 
he could in purely denotative language, something or what ha reels 
at the moa~nt of inte~ity. something of his state of mind. The 
emotion in the context • of which lfr. Day Lewis speaks • and the poetic 
emotion released into the reader should. ideally, be one and the same. 
or course. they never are because of the weakness or human communioa~ion, 
but that they llhould be is the whole purpose or the poetic bsage. 
This process of empathy, of communicating a state or aind 
rather than a statement of r~ot, is, I believe, always involved in 
an imageJ in a simile or metaphor it ia quite obvious, but even 
the figures of speech convey rather more than statements. We 
usually aay, for the sake or stmplicity. that an image compares one 
thing with another or equates one thing with another. And to say so 
is not wrong, it is merely incomplete. The image saya that X ia Y, 
or X is equal toY, or X ia equal to or similar toY. If we consider 
once again Burns's simple image of the rose. we can see that the ideas 
ot comparison and equation are quite correct. but are not comprehensive. 
Firat, consider that ~ is Burns's love. We must realize 
that there is a subdued pun. The word, •love", can mean the poet's 
love for the lady; it oan alae aean the lady herself. Obviously, 
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the context calla for the second meaning, but the interpretati~n 
of the image force& the reader to take the first &e~a as a 
secondary meaning coexistinG with the meaning in the context. 
Secondly, ooru;ider the.t Y is the red ro:>e. ·tibet the 
poet has actually said is that X is similer toY. In other worda, 
his love (in both sense~) is similar to n rose. We got so much 
fro~ the idev of comparing or equating, but so simple a concept 
tolle us nothing of the thoughc proceeses involved in the attempt 
at communication between poet and reaaer. It need not be said that 
the ima{;" does much more than compare X to Y. Behind ~il decept-
ively simple phrase is the more complex aspect of the image, the 
attempt at perfect communication of a state of mind through empathy. 
Burna makes a cwnparison or an equation or a correlation between the 
experience of being in love and of bein~ aith his love and the 
exp~rienoe of coming upon a certain type of rose under certain circum• 
etanoea. !Witend or having a simple equation, X is equal to or 
simil~r to Y, we have something rather more complex, Which oan perhap• 
bast be explained by the use of the well-known triangle of reference. 
'l'be triangle ot' roi'erenoe, introduced by C. X. O~den and 
I • A. Richards in The lieaninf: of lleo.ning, is a ba&elesa triangle • 
•oro of a broken line than a. throe•cornere:d f'igure. At the two 
extremities~ must ·imagine. respectively, a symbol and a reterentJ 
e.t the apex is the reference. The symbol is the verbal means by which 
the poet expreeeea htmselfa the referent is the actual thing naaei. 
The reference is the complex mass of referential ideas and ooncept•.7 
7 
Ogden and Richards, The Meanine of Yeaning (1952) 11 
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The symbol X has two referents, forming what is re&lly a 
aomplex whole. The two are a Burns' a idea of love • his expartenc•;) 
with it. and his idea of the lady. ~at she saema like to him. 
Coming between the word. "love"" with its numerous connotations and 
irrelev~noiea, and the actual referent. which is lost to us and 
which only Burns could know. ere the references. These too must 
have died with the poet. but we oan imagine something of what they 
were. 
The Bl~ol Y hao one referent. &nd. beoause or the 
universality or tha deep red rose of summer, th~ reader oan oome 
close to it. the reader c~ also approxt.ate the referenoea. 
rna ima~e, correlating X andY, cannot change the two 
referents, In the human mind X is not Y, and a lady is not a 
rose. ~hat really happens is that the oompariaon or correlation 
ia •de between the references of eaoh 1110rd. So, When the ideal 
poet produoea an ideal image ~ich is read by an ideal ~eader, the 
following prooesa should ensue. The symbols or worda enrich the 
iaage by their sound, accepted meaning, and connotations; the 
references of the noUDS ooinoide, as when Burns correlates hie 
experience with his lore with his experienoe with the rose. and the 
reader, rever8ing the proceaa, oorrelatee hie experience with the 
roae with Burna' a experienoe, thereby approximating the state ot 
mind the poet was trying to expres&J and the reterenta join to 
form the outside of the image, th~ statement t~at the poet's love 
is like a red ro8ee 
This idea of an ima~e is, as ideas of ima~ery usually 
are, not always applicable. Some images are almost completely 
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descriptive, and eo oan be interpreted fairly exactly by the notion 
of ooaparison or equating. This happens When an image occurs in an 
unemotional ~oem, or one in which the emotions are well under control. 
For example, there is little of the empathy described in this chapter 
in the main oonceit of Donne's Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse. 
Whilst my Physitians by their love are growne 
Ooemographers, and I their »app, who lie 
Flat on this bed, that by them may be showne 
That this is ay South-west disooverie 
~ fretum febria, by these streights to die, 
I joy, that in these straits, I see ay Viest; 
For, though tbeire currants yeeld returne to none, 
Wha~ shall my Weat hurt me? A• West and East 
In all tlatt Maps (and I am one) are oue, 
So death doth touoh the Resurrection. 
· (Bymne to God my God, 6-15) 
Donne baa the same difficulty a1 Burns, he cannot Eive an exac-t 
aoooUDt or his feeling. But, unlike Burns, hie feeliDgs are 
oontrolled, ~eriou•J a man doea not describe exuberantly his 
teellags on his death bed. He muat find a referent for hie image, 
but he is not likely to find one that will bring to a reader an 
equiTalent state of mind. The communication, the empathy, must be 
even aore illlperfeot than it was in the Burns image. 
fhe referent tor the image is the actual statement, •1 
aa a aap and ay physioiana are map-makers." The connotations of 
~e words themselTes are Glosely interwoven with the referenoe•J 
"I• oreatea within every man feelings of self•love and aelf-pi~y. 
~ile ~p" baa practically no connotation except that of exaotnesa 
without emcnaion. 
!he references of both words are, to moat people, muob 
the eame as the connotations. The first word 1• meaningful both to 
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poet s.nd readera it conveys the whole complex of beinr;. of pt~.st 
nnd future life, of hopes and fears. The ref~ren~es of the second 
word are, by the exact descriptive nature of it, again almost 
universe.l. In combination thn refer~nts of the two lfords e.re 
equated, and the references r1re oomb:l.ned, creftting the image • 
• • • '!JIY Physit1ena by their love are growne 
Coamographera, and I their Wapp ••• 
Analyaia ahowa that the first part of the image is nothing more 
than an extenaion of the basic metaphor, the im.r,e in ita aiapleat 
i'orm, the equating of the poet wi tb the map. If we return to the 
tri~ngle or reference, we find tha~ the equating of the ideas hae 
produced aoae~bing sore iman a ure oOIIlpariaon. '!'here ia a new 
ay!bolJ the words have been ca.bined 80 that we have the phrase, 
•z (aa) their Yapp", and tbia sy.Ool baa certain oonnot~tiona, those 
or ita component worda. Taken a8 a meaningful phrase, the statement 
beo011ea the referent or the new ooaplex. In other words, the sense 
and pro•• ... Ding or the phrase take the place or the symbol, While 
the aotual .. aning, the thing naaed, that •t• wbioh ia alao a map, 
ia the referent. The referent or the t.age is the reault ot' the 
equation or the referent or the thing apoken or with the referent 
of the thing troa lllbioh the poet taken the analogous tera. It i•• 
in 1iapler ter~a~, the roae in Burna• a iuge. the birth in Marvell'•• 
the •'P in DODDe' •. Or. more explicitly, it ia the roae whioh ia 
a beloved lady, the birth or an abstraction begotten by two 
abatraotiona, the aap whioh is also John Donne. 
What happen• is that the eymbola oombine to term a new 
aymbol and the equating (but not oombination) of the referents 
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prcducea ~ new referent. These, of oourse, are bound to differ 
from parson to person. Com.munioation, then, ~·rhen th~ poetio illl9.be 
is tho vehiol~, takes rlnoe throu6h the middle proces~ or tho new 
trian~le~ the coincidence of refereno~s. rn this way the paroeptive 
reader oan r;et Cl combine.tion of complio!:ted thou€hts and conoerts 
Which, if he is rv~dinr, corre~tly nnd imar,inatively, oan ooinoide 
with the thoughto e-nd oonoepts of the poet, even though be oannot 
ex!lo t ly equs-te the referents • Des pita different ideas of self o.nd 
different ideas of 11 m.np, the reader and ~htJ poet can achieve a 
measnre of empathy. The idea communi~ated to every good reader 1e 
thatt "I am !J~ng here siok and dying~ full or re~rs and needing 
human oar•• But nobody oan appreoiate mr ~ad stateJ my doctors 
think of my disease, which may end my life, only as a matter of 
aome professional interest. Still, in spite of my natural fears, 
I am in ao.a paradoxioal manner hap~J to be so near death, for 
my faith tells me that I am going to a rioh, happy.unknown plaoo 
(Heaven, the unexplored weetorn hemisphere)." This faot, that 
reterenoea or words oan be made to ooincide, is the foundation ot 
all metsphor, figurative language, allusion, and connotative 
langua&•• It i&, indeed, the Whole basis of oommunioation or 
poetio thought. 
The prooees deaoribed, analyzed, and offered as an 
explanation for and definition or the poetic il'lllge is really not 
Yery muob better than the OED's eimple "comparioon of one thing 
with another, e~peoiclly as an ornament in poetry or rhetoricn. 
It is, perhaps, ae guilty or over-ayetematization as the Diotionary 
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is or over-silnplif'iol'ltion. Poets nr~ not psyoholo~ists, nor 
are thay e~eaialiate in s~mantioe; the process o~ creating and 
interpreting the poatio ime~e is aloost always uuoonscious. 
The poet's ~bility to communicate can vary just ~e much as the 
reAder's ebility to reoeive. A poet ~oee emotions are trifling, 
or who11e ima~ination is triflinr:~, oan create imar;es conveying 
praotio~lly nothing• images th~t fail. Often one cftn find ~n 
image that serves no pUrpoae other th*n description; althou~h 
the aame process is involved, the degree of poetic feeling it 
conve~ is much lower than that of the images already discussed. 
For an example or this, consider Chaucer's: 
A FRANltELEYIJ was in his oompaignye • 
Whit waa hie berd aa is the dayeayeJ 
Of' his COl'llplexioun he was sangwyn. 
Wel lov-ed he by the aonre a aop in wyDJ 
To lyTen in delit wae evere hie wone, 
For he was lpiourua owene a one; 
that heeld opinioun that pleyn delit 
Waa verraily felioitee parf'it. 
An householder•; and that a greet, wae heJ 
Seint Julian be was in his oontree. 
(General Prologue. 331~0) 
We have a miaile and two met~phors, each or the latt~r taking the 
torm of an all~sion. And, ~lthough all three oonvey poetic 
imagination through the process discussed here, their chief 
purpose is evidently plain description• 
It is perhap~ best to oon~inue using the s~pler explanation 
that an image is usually a eompsrison of something with aomethiDg elaee 
But. While oalling the image a oo~periaon. or •n equating. or a 
correlation, we must keep in mind the involved interplay or thought• 
and emotions that male it an integral ~rt of the poea, rather the 
ohiet aean• of' poetio oo.munioation than a mere decoration. It we 
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do not, the aetaphor beoo.aa nothing more than a euphemima, the 
oonceit nothing more th&n an exaggeration. 
It aust &lao be remembered that imagery cannot be neatly 
divided into metaphore, similes, and oonoeita, and th~n laid aside 
for future reference. Any turn or phrase, any 9pir,ram, any meaning-
tul deaoription or statement, any double meaning oan be a part of 
a poet'• ima~ery. Imagery iD not only a aatter or u~auribing a 
lady in terma of a rose. ~~erv is any lan~uage that in the 
oontext of a poem ia oharged with meaning greater th~n that whioh 
it nor.ally would have. Consider Donne' a ima~et 
Here'• DO more newwa, then vertue,'I aay as well 
'tell you Cales or i>t Michaela tale for newea, as tell 
That vioe doth here habitually dwell. 
(To Sr Henry l~ooton, 1-3) 
The t~u oompa.risow that are mudo aro not poetio o0111pariaoua on 
tho :Jurfaoe; they are quantitative rather than qunlitative. There 
is no obvious uqua~inc o~ news sud vir~ueJ there ia an equa~ing 
or t.he qunntity oi' now• (none) und the quantity ot' virtue (alao 
. nout"). Yet the whole is aer'bainly not purely denotativo language, 
and it o~rtaiuly is an illc.;;;e. l-.lthout:;h ilO does not ~iva the reader 
·~he oo~pa1·i~on of a11 X with o. Y, it uses the metaphorical prooeae, 
the process of uainG words. or the referenoea of word&, in suoh a 
way as to crent.e in the reader a stnto of mj.nd analogous to that 
of the poet. The idoa that~ is c cnmunioated doe• not depend u-pon 
the E~xact meanings of tht:; words. "vertue" and "newes", but upon the 
references which these uords he.ve. and thE'! additional rei'erenoee 
arising frcm their juxtaposition. The idea i& not that of the 
amount of virtue. It iE that there is very little virtue, and that 
the lf'.ck of virtue is so wcll-knol'm. D.fl to be nc, neu • 
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Caretul enough examination of almost any lina in Doame' a 
poetry will show that be ueee very rew worde that are not images, 
literally, imaginative uses of words • Because of this it has been 
neoeaaary to divide the collected images into several different 
categories ao aa to be able to study them, for the line 
Gve, and oatohe a tallin~ atarre, 
(Song, 1) 
uses the aame prooesa as does the lengthy developed oonoeit or 
The Progrease or the Soule. All bsagery, no matter what the 
oategory might be, uaes the metaphorical process. 
~l'lw 
CIUPTER 2 
1'BE TYPES OF IMAGERY 
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We are not likely to reach any universally applicable 
definition of the poetic i.age. even though we can arrive at ease 
notion of ita workings. Fortunately, eaoh of uP has aa.e idea, 
incho~te though it may be, or what the poetic i.a~e is, and we 
can usually recognize the i.age when we see it on a page. The 
t.age, ev6n if it is not iMmediately identifiable as a aetaphor 
or a s iaile, atande out in a poe1a as the wort\ or phrase having 
greater .. aning in a poetic context thAn it would ordinarily 
ha'f'ee In thia study the plan i8 not only to recognise the i•ge 
but to atteapt to iaolate it traa ita context, &ftd to find out 
by .. aDa ot a classification and aub-olaaaification of the words, 
phraaea, and even whole po ... that 1eea to be i.agee, 1oaething 
about the -•ne by which John Donne, that aoet subtle of poeta, 
contr1Yed to add aore intenae aeaning to hie language. 
llcnr • in the caae of Donne or any other Dellber of the 
witty acbool or seventeenth century poeta, the atudent auat 
oonaider not only the ooaventional tropes, but also that 
ooapln aa.ething 1m01111 as the conceit. Students or seventeenth 
century poetry have tar a long tble been using the tera, 
• .. taphyaioal oonoeit•, with a great deal or treedoa and even 
aore looaenesa ot definition. It we look to the OED tor an 
.!!. cathedra atateaent, we find only that the ooncei t ia a 
•tanoitul, ingenioue, or witty. notion or expresaion•.l the 
Diotioaary adda that the term is •now applied disparagingly to 
a strained or tar-retched turn or thought, figure, ~ cetera.•1 
1 
OED, ab 8 
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Ir thie definition is the beat we can find, (and it 
aee.a likely that lt ia,) we are faoin~ a difficult problea, 
beoouae the oonaeit 1a not so muoh an image sa an image with 
something added. This can beat be explained by an .sample. 
'lhe poesa, fo Mr ·;~.la\n after he had taken orders, enda with 
thia notliona 
And ao the h~avena Which beget all things here, 
And the •~th our 110ther, which these 1minga doth beare, 
Both these in thee, are in thy Calling knlt, 
And .ake thee now a bleat Hermaphrodite. 
(To ~r Til.an, 51~) 
Here we have a dtrvelopod ~Mtaphcr. But, by ita f'aaoitul ancl 
... 
Taken aa a whole, the 
... 
i.age ooDYeya the idea thftt the heavenly function, whioh la 
-taphorioally ••ouline bGoP.ulle it oreates, and the earthly 
tuaation, which 1• .etaphorioally te.Ine beoauae it bears the 
-.iaietry. Therefore, ainoe he ur.dtea 11ithin hi .. elt that 
Which 1e .. taphorioally maeoulins and that which la ~taphor• 
ioally re~nlne, he, 1a, metaphorically, a beraaphrodite, 
making M$Difeat in femiDB earthlineaa the .aaouline divine 
power. The logical dcrvelopaent or the thou~ht is typioal of 
Dorme•.a oonoelta, l\B ie the fantastic nature of the oORapariaon. 
We are now on muoh ah~kler ground than W$ were with Burna's 
little simile. The ti~ure 1~ certainly a conceit by definition, 
because Of its t~r•tetahed triple ooapariaon. dUt it 18 the 
atrain of' ourioua, scholastio wit, the el~ment th~t is .ore 
tlllntf\av than imar,tnl\tion, th~.t mak~s the i~~ar,e a oonoelt. It 
ie, ~t the aaae time~ ~ ooaplox uevaloped metaphor. 
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This idea can probably be beat explained by another 
quotation from Coleridge, the definition of fancy '~ioh he uaes 
to oomple .. nt his definition of the im~ge-makin~ faculty. 
Fancy, on the contrary, has no other counters to play 
with, but fixities and detinites. The fancy is indeed no 
other than a mode of ll8mory emancipated from the order ot tiJH 
and apaoea While it is blended with, and modified by that 
empirical phenoaenon of the will, which we express by the 
word Choice. But equally with the ordinary memory the Panoy 
must receive all ita materials readv made from the law ot 
assooiation.2 ~ 
That is to aay, the poet uaea iaagination to create new Wholea 
by correlating experiencea, but uses a le•aer faculty, the fancy, 
to effect the correlation. It is fancy and not aemory that 
makes Donne ccapare iu.eparable lovers with the legs of a pair 
of oaapaase11. This quality ~~&kes the ~~&taphor a oonoeitJ it 
is the quality that Donne hi .. elr would probably have called 
~oonoeit" or •wit.". 
Asauming that it is now clear that the conceit ia 
usually 1011ething else aa well as a conceit, we should now list · 
different types or this device. There aeem to be four categories 
into which we oan put practically &hy poetic trick that can be 
called a conceit. 
the first or these four categories is th~t or the 
long and carefully worked-out co~parison. This type or conceit 
can be found especially in the Songs and Soneta, Where we find 
such poeae &B LoveB Vaury, The Flea, The Bllite, The Relique, 
e.nd '-'he OomputatioD, all follo"tdng t!. caref'ully preconceived 
pattern. In such oases the entire poem is a metaphor of a sort, 
2 
Oolaridee, BiographiA Lit~rarin (ed. Shaworo~o, 1907) i, 202 
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developed to some logical or quasi-logical conclusion. In 
Loves Vaurv, for ~xample. the poet strikes a bargain with the 
god of love. The first part or the first stanza presents 
the baaio ~taphor of borrowingt 
For every hour that thou wilt spare 11ee now, 
I will allow, 
Usurioua God of Love, twenty to thee, 
When with ay browne, ray grey haire1 equall be ••• 
(Loves Vsury1 1-4) 
then the poet apeoifies the benefits he wants tor h~elt 
before he will repay. And in the third stanza he tells the 
usurious god how repayaent will be made in due tillet 
this bargaine's goodJ if when l'am old, I bee 
Intlaa'd by thee. 
It thine owne honour, or my shame, or paine, 
Thou cOTet moat. at that age thou shalt ~aine. 
(Lovea Vsury, 
fhe factor that .akes this tirat type of conceit different 
troa other• is the taot that it ie a comparison, usually 
17-20) 
witty and ingenious, developed according to a logical plan 
tor the full length or the poea. Usually the development is 
done in a dialeotioal .. nner, ao that the poea ia held 
together by ita develop.ent and tinishe8 with a logioal 
conoluaion. 
The second type is what could be called the 
spontaneou8 oonoeit. In the act of writing the poet seizes 
upon soae aetaphor, simile, or fanciful notion. and followa 
it towards a logical or quasi-lo~ioal oonolueion, either 
until hie poea oomea to an end or another i .. ge auggeata itself 
and atarta a new train of thour,ht. '!'his type. whioh does not 
alwaya have the tight logical structure of the first type, 
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.tght be considered ae being related to Prof'esaor Empson's 
fifth type or ambiguity. which oooura when tbe poet dboOTera 
hia idea in the actual act of oaa~oaition.3 
Aa an example of this type of oonoeit, consider the 
poea !o the OOUDtease or Bedford. This poem opens with some 
wit•y wordplay about the .etaphorical deadness of the poet, 
and hie reaurreotion in the thour,ht of the Countess. Death 
and reaurrection naturally imply thoughts of Easter, and 
thoughts of Easter naturally lead a Catholic to remember hie 
Eaater duty, the precept or the Church which oo.u.nde him to 
oonteae hie aine at least once a year at Easter. The conceit, 
then, deYelopa out or the wordplay at the opening. Death and 
reaurreotion .ean Easter, laster means epring and the 
reaurreotiOD of the world, the rebirth or nature, and the 
obligation or oonteaaion. 
!hla aeaeon as 'tia laster, aa 'til spring, 
Muat both to growth and ~o confeaeion bring 
lly thoughts diapoa'd unto your 1111'luenoeJ ao, 
These Teraea bud, eo theae oonte1aione grow. 
(!o the Count•••• of' Bedford, 7-10) 
And ~oa there the poet goea on to oonteee hia three aina againat 
the Oounteaa. Arter he baa f'oUDd the iaage to hang hie poem upon, 
the oonoeit deTelope, Sa.ett.ea, aa in this oaae, the aeoond 
\ype of oonoeit baa the aame tight unity as the first, but the 
difference is that, while the first type is prearranged and is 
the whole backbone of a poea, the eeoond oropa up aoaeWhere 
along the line. ~nd may or .ay not dominate the completed poea. 
lapaon, &wen Typel ot A11b1guity ( 1953) 155 
'!'he '\bird. Bd probably the m011t OOIISO!l type of oonoeit 
il the wi-ttily developed image. Such iu.gea aa these teleaooped 
oonceita earned for the aetaphysioal poets the ~11-known oeu.ure 
ot Dr. Johnson. What they actually are is simply detinedJ they 
are aore or leas witty and ingenious comparisons developed for a 
few linea in DWch 'the same manner as the other "two types of 
deYeloped oonoeit. For an example or this type. consider the 
oonoeit pioked by Dr. Johnson as an especially bad example or 
Donn•• "enoraoua and disgusting hyperbolea•.4 In the Obsequies 
•o ~e Lord Barrington w. find the abort ooaoelt that God ia a 
lena being oarried on both by i .. gery and language to the long 
oonoeita 
Though God be our 'true glaaae • 'through whiob we aee 
All. aiuce the beeing of all '\hinge is hee. 
Yet are the truDkea Whiob doe '\o ua derive 
Things • in proportion ti't • by perapeotive • 
Deeds or good .. nJ tor by their living here. 
Vertues. indeed remote. aeema to be neare. 
(Obsequies to the Lord Barrington. 35~0} 
The fourth type of oonoeit inoludea 'the w1:cty and ingenioua 
turn of phrase left undeveloped. 'the short. pithy. hyperbolioal or 
tanoitul .. taphor or aiaile. the paradox. Donne'a poetry. like the 
poetry or the entire witty aohool or seventeenth oentury poets. is 
full of lugery of this type·. Consider auoh atateaenta aas 
Who would not laugh at aee • if I should say • 
I saw a tlaske of powder burne a dayf 
(The broken heart. 7-8, 
or the aore taaoua 
Goe. and oatohe a falling atarre. 
4 
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Get with child a mandrake roote, 
fell .-, where all past yeares are, 
Or Who olett the Divele foot, 
Teach ae to hear• Uermaides singing, 
Or to keep orr envies stinging, 
And find• 
What winde 
Serves to advance an honest minde. 
(Song, 1-9) 
These Are examples of what will be called in this etudy conoeite 
or the fourth type. The olaasifioation ia admittedly very b~oad 
and the fourth type of oonceit .will need much further disouaaion. 
Within thea• four cate~ories we can, I beli~ve, fit any 
image that c'an be called a oonoeit. Several attempts have been 
.. de over the years to explain how the conceit ae uaed by the 
.. tapbysical poets ca .. into being. Usually it is attributed to 
imtation or an earlier aohool ot Italian poeta. C. Day Lewia 
in his study or the poetic image arr,uea that "..men a social 
pattern is changing, When the belieta or structure of a society 
are in prooeaa or diaintegration, the poets should iu.tinotively 
go farther and more boldly afield in a eearoh tor iaagea wbioh 
.ay reveal new patterns, some reintegration at work beneath the 
aurtaoe, or .. y merely ooapenaate th~ for the inooherenoe ot 
the outside world by a more insistent emphasis on order in the 
world ot their tmagination."5 So, aooordin~ to Mr. Day Lewie, 
in the earlier part of the seventeenth century there grsw up an 
arguaent "baaed on the interplay between fancy ~nd reaaon.a6 
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fhia argu.ent, then, oould be the el~ment that 
provokes the tanoy, the element that is added to the oompariaon 
or phrase to change it into a oonoeit. It seems unlikely that 
we oan make any sore exact at~tement ~n the oonoeit and ita 
nature than th&t made by John Peter, who, notin~ that mua}! 
metaphysical iu.r.ery "oen::not iu tact be se~auously apprehended . 
at all, Whether visually or otherwise",7 commented that it 
•seem. ~o take effect as a tone of the spoken voioe would do, 
aa a means of oouveying· to us th~ purpose for Whioh, ~nd the 
spirit in whioh, the poet's aasertions are made.•8 
We oan see troa all thiB that the oonoeit ia not eo 
auoh a type of 1mage as an ima£e with something added, or even 
an attit\lde towards an iaage. To aee how oonoeita work in Dom:1e' a 
poetry,.. must think or them not only under the heading ot 
forceful and eo.etimee extravagant iaageaa we mu.t also consider 
thea undef' more clearly definable beadings. Exoept 'When the 
conceit ia merely an odd turn of phrase, it ia ~ comparison, 
either ~plied or stated. 
The OED definitions tor metaphor and similo, which 
were invoked earlier in ·chis work, do not make clear one very 
important point, that both of' these d8Vioes are comparisons 
and that the difference between them is purely a matter ot 
graJaar. The metaphor •aya that X 11 equal to or 6 imilar to 
Y, while the aimile saye that X is like Y. In oaoh oaae the 
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poet ia, tor saae reason. exp.reaaing an idea or concspt in teras 
of &Dother idea or concept. the experience or whioh he considers 
to be aualogoua to hie experience. Th!s may seem very obvioua, 
but the point muat be made olear. Consider two images troa 
Donne's poetry, one a aetftphor ~nd the other ~ simile, both 
using the word, "gold•, as key word. 
But now ahee'• gold oft tried, and ever new. 
(Elegie IX, 8) 
Tbia is the metaphor. and the aimile iea 
Like gold to ayery thinnesae beate. 
(A ValedictioDJ forbidding 
mourning, ai 
In the •taphor DoDDIJ ie trying to convey the idea 
that the lady in question, although abe is well into middle age, 
baa beoou not lese preoioua but more precious than abe •• 
before. So, aetaphorioally. abe oan be described in teru ot 
gold. which ie otten melted down and eo renewed. and which gaiu 
rather than loaea in value durin~ ·the prooeaa beoauae or the 
remcwal ot ia'puritiea. In the simile Donne is trying to expreaa 
the vague feeling that distance will not really aeparate him 
troa hia loved one. Since their two souls are united into a 
new entity by a aysterioue aetaphyaio or love, they cannot·be 
divided and the poet'• travela will oauae 
• • • . not yet 
A breach, but an expansion, 
Like gold to ayery thinnesae be ate. 
(A ValediotionJ forbidding 
mourning. 22:14) 
In both i .. gea an idea is bein~ expressed by a 
correlation between the idea and the obaracteristioa of ~old. 
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Gold does not decrease ~.n value, although it does grow older 
and is melted down and re-refined. And gold can be beaten out 
into thin sheets While remaining the came preoioue metal it ~• 
before. The images differ in ~e external matter, the structure 
or the sentence. The referent, bold, re~aine th~ same. In the 
metaphor Donne 1ays that the lady is gold, meaning that we oan 
attribute to her the oharaoteristios of gold. In the simile, 
the mystically united souls of Donne and his lady are .!!!!_ gold• 
Which also means that the reader oan attribute to them the 
oharaoterietica or gold. Basically, and without considering 
the differences of context and the fact that different character• 
istioa or gold are iaplied in eaoh of the two images, the metaphor 
and aiadl~ are the aameJ eaoh works on the reader in the same way. 
I have tried to ·make this point quite ole&r, beoause 
the main object of this study is to differentiate between the 
uses of images in John Donne' a poetry. C01:1parisons can be used 
in several different ways, and the diffnrences in usage, acme ot 
'Which are very subtle, will become unduly complicated if we 
ina.iat on dividing comparisons into metaphors and similes • The 
atudy can be done much more easily if we over-simplify the idea 
of an image developed in the first Chap~er, and, Utiing the simple 
foraula,~ ia equal to or similar toY", divide images into the 
following groupst-
1. 'rhe extended metaphor which provides the whole framework 
tor a poeaa 
2. The extended metaphor or simile which orope 11~ almol!rt 
apontaneoualy in the context or a po~, and which grows to 
beoo.. • .ajor part or the ima~ery; 
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3 • The metaphor or aiaile which is developed toward 
t'urther iJiagery, but which does not go on to such an extent 
that it becoaea a major iJaage dominating the poemJ 
4. The 118tapbor or aiaile which is developed purely aa 
language, in Wbioh there ia discussion of tho image iteelt but 
not turtber developing imagery in the same veinJ 
5• The aiaple metaphor or ciailea 
6. The lingle word used metaphoricallyJ 
7 • The deYeloped iage which take& the form Of an analogy, 
and whioh is selt'-expla.natory. 
tbe first type of ooapar1eon ia evidently the first 
type of conceit taken in ita aetaphorical function, as the work 
of t.agination rather than tanoy. Actually we cannot separate 
the two tunoticna in practiae or in analysis, but we must realize 
that there are two. The ditterenoe between the runotiona ia that, 
when we oall an exaaple a conceit or the firat type we are 
speaking or a quality, or that quality which John Peter ao aptly 
0011.parea to a toue of voice. When we call an exaaple a o011parison 
or the tirat type, w. are apeaking of ita conatruction and 
intalleotual aethod, or the equating of experiences by which the 
poet ooDYeya his idea or atate or mind. 
Siailarly, the aeoond type of oompariaon ia the aaM 
aa the second type or oonoeit, except that by calling it a 
ooapariaon we reoo~ni•e that it baa a metaphorical function. 
The third type of ooaparieon, the metaphor or simile 
de.eloped towards further iaagery, is Yery common in Doune'a 
poetry. It ia usually the same •• the oonoeit of the third type. 
In auoh imagea the poet oreatea a metaphor which auggeata to hia 
another and perhaps yet another. For an example, consider the 
following t.agea 
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My heart is by dejection, clay, 
And by aelf'e-murder red. 
Frca thie red earth • 0 Father • purge away 
All vicious tinctures, that new fashioned 
I u.y rise up trcm death, before I•am dead. 
(The Litanie, I, 5-9) 
The heart, the centre or feeling, the physical manifestation, 
as it were, of the soul, ia described by means of two metaphors• 
each one distinct in a way, but both uniting within the context 
of a greater image, the conceit in Which sin becomes suicide, 
earthly lite .-kes the heart clay, and the purgation of evil troa 
tho red earth will undo tho auioide and bring the soul new life. 
The fourth type of comparison is the .etaphor or aimile 
which d~elops toward further language, which beco.ea a focal 
point tor aucb of' the talk of the poem without causing the 
growth or further iaagery. The difference between the fourth 
and third types of' ooapariaon was expressed by Mr. Eliot, 
commenting that we often find in the metaphysical poets "instead 
or the mere explication or the content of a comparison, a 
development by rapid a1sooiation or thought which requires con-
siderable agility on the part or the reader•.9 The explication 
or content is what deTelope the comparison or the fourth type, 
aDd u.ny oonoeita of the third type. The aaaooiation of thought 
and growth or n.w 1 .. gee out of a basic metaphor deYelopa the 
comparison of the third type and moat or the conceits of the tirat, 
second, and third type. In the last ataDza of A Hy!De to God the 
Father. tor example• we find the poet usinb the metaphorical pun 
that Christ, the Son of' Qed, is the eun whioh a~kes life possible 
9 
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OD. earth. Out of that iaa.r;e develol)s the prayer that this aun will 
ehine. The verb, "shin•"• is evidently not a n~ part or the poem's 
illagery dneloping out or the first, althou~ it is in part 
metaphorical. It oc:apleaents the metaphor, but does not carry 
the i.age on to any new concept or intensify its meaning. 
Actually, there is an extension or the referent or the image 
i. 
•. without any oorreeponding development or the image itself'. 
But aweare by thy aelfe, that at ray death thy eonne 
Shall ahine as h~ shines now, and heretofore. 
(A Byane to God the Father, 15-6) 
It we ooapare thia i .. ge with another uae of the aaae notion we 
oan ••• the ditterenoe betw.en the i.age left undeveloped and the 
~ge, like thia one, developed either toward f'urther imagery or 
•rely toward further language. Conaider the illllge ina 
Salute the laat and everlasting day, 
Joy at the uprising or this Sunne, and Sonne. 
(La Oorona. !aoention, 1·2) 
!be difference oan eaaily be seen. In the La Corona t.&ge the 
idea ia .. de clear and the poet passe• on, While in the first 
t.age there is aore talk, the •eun• ia made to •shine". 
The fifth type of' oo.parieon is the siaple metaphor or 
aiaile. This ia probably the commonest device ot all poets, the 
atated or implied comparieon. Donne's metaphors and siailea are 
not radically different from any other poet's, except in that 
.any of them become alao conoeita or the fourth type. Hie uaea 
or aetaphor and aiaile are quite ordiuary. In The Extaeie, for 
iutanoe, a bank riaea 
• • • like a pillow on a bed. 
(The Extasie, l) 
ADd in another poem the poet'~ tleeh, weak but tranailluainated 
by the sanctifying fire of the Paraclete. becomee 
• • • this glasse lanthorne • (The Litanie, 26) 
An even simpler form of comparison is the eixth type, 
the aet•pborioal ~~• of eingle words. It is staple in the aaae 
way that the simple metaphor or simile is; it is not developed 
and extended into a complex pattern. As the first Chapter of 
thie study show., no t.age is simple in the aooepted eenae of the 
word. For an example, consider the followin~ linees 
t•were prophanation of our joyee 
to tell the layetie our love. 
(A ValedictionJ forbidding 
mouriiiug • 1:18 ) 
There is a seventh type of coaparison Which takes the 
ton of a eelt-explanatory analogy, suoh aa a preacher like Donne 
would have u.ed in eeraona. The peculiar thing about this eort 
ot t.age ie that the poet, instead or letting the reader interpret 
the ooaparieon tor hl.aelt, ooapleaente the image, soaetimee with 
another ooaparieon • 
.l.e th'earth ooDCeiving by the Swme, 
Yeelde faire div•reltie, 
Yet never know.e Whioh course that light doth run, 
So let aee 1tudy • thai; Ddne aotione bee 
Worthy their eight, though blinde in how they aee. 
· (The Litanie, 50-4) 
We have here a doUble aetaphor. The personified earth oonoeivee 
lite and nature by the personified sun, although it doee not know 
the eouroe or thia vital power. In thie w.y should the poet' 1 
aotione ehould be worthy of Beaven, althour~ they (pereonified) 
ahould be ignorant of how Beaven eees them. The image is a sort ot 
o~plex at.ile. in Whioh two i .. ges are correlated, one becoming 
the referent for tht!) oth()r although both e.re written down. The 
image of the aun and ~arth bringing lif~ to the world is the 
referent ror the pereonirio•tion of the actions of Donne's life. 
The prooeaa is doubles ia.gination effects the correlations 
needed for the ereatiou of two imegeft, and then correlates the 
referent of one with the oontent of the other. S011etimee in thia 
'\ype or iaage the complementary pa.rt is purely denotative, and 
aervea •• an explanation for the ~ginative part. Usually it 
ia more purely descriptive than the other types or image, and 
aerves to relate two iaages into a new descriptive ~ole, present-
ing a "~plate idea by the use of images as if they were factual 
etateaenta. So wa e;et 'What seems at first to be -.ere descriptions 
Aa virtuoua aen paese mildly away, 
And whiaper to their eoulea, to ~oe, 
Whilat eome or their aad trienda doe aay, 
The breath goes now, and some say, noa 
So let Ul aelt, and make no noiae. 
lo teare-tlooda, nor sigh-tempest• move, 
T•were prophana:tion of our joyea 
To tell the layetie our love. 
(A ValediotionJ forbidding 
mourning • 1:S ) 
Cloaer exaaiu.tion reveals that the whole is a very oomplex iaage •. 
uniting aeveral lesser tm.gea into a cohesive patter~. 
Thia division or Donne'• 1.-gery into tour type• or 
olaaeea or oonoeit and aeven tyPes of comparison might appear to 
be needleaaly pedantic and atrainedJ indeed I should not like 
'\o aee these oategoriea replaoe the acoopted ones for normal 
studies ot imagery. Perhaps the simple phrases, "metaphor" and 
•oonoeit", would have been eutfioient tor the purposea of • etudy 
ot Donne's imaeery done in th~ ~.nner or Caroline Spurgeon. 
and they are certainly sv£fioient for an analysis of a single 
poea. But. these categories have not 'been invel!ted and forced 
on Donne 1 • poeu J they have emerged from a oaretul scrutiny 
of the poema. ~or do they purport to be new names tor image• J 
they are only tags needed to describe different uses of images. 
Before going on to a consideration of Donne's 1-gel 
.... must consider yet another category, that or double meanin~a. 
Although the pun is not usually considered an imag•• there i1 
always something metaphorical in any double Maning. 'l'he 
do\lble meaning correlate• two senaee or a word. or two worda 
that 1ound alike or are spelled in the aaae way but which have 
dittereut ~aninga. It worka in the same way •• the oomparisona 
the aymbols ooBbine (within one word) ADd the referent• (the 
thing• really meant) are equated, or more or leas equated, and 
the referenoea. the thought• about the referents described by 
the aymbola, are made to coincide. 
There are two types within thil category. Irony, 
although it certainly involves double meanings, is ~re a matter 
ot attitude than or ilU.gery. So the only types of double meaning 
oonaidered here are the pun and the quibble. 
The aiapler form or double meaning is the pun. the use 
ot a word which auggeata more than one meaning. Donne uses the 
pun Whenever he oonaidera it to be suitable. whether the context 
is aerioua or tunny. Wryly commenting on the effects of hie 
elope•nt. he write•• "John Donne. Anne t·ome, Vn-done"• and in 
prayer. aaaething at which he never laughed, he writes• 
- . 
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But swe,re by th~· selfe, thnt at my de!lth thy sunne 
Shall shine as he shines now, and heretofore. 
(A Hymn to God the l~ther, 15-6) 
Wilt thou forgive that ainneJ through whioh I runn~, 
And do run stilla though still I do deplore? 
~en thou ha5t done, thou hnat not done, 
For, I have more. 
The pun oan also become the basic ~tnphor of a lonr- conceit, as 
it doea in Elegie XI. In ·this poem the poet says that he has lo.t 
a golden chain belonging to his mistress, and beoause of this 
twelve gold angels must be taken from him and melted down to provide 
gold for a new one. He bemoans the sad fate of these innocent 
angeia sent by Heaven to provide for hi'ill and care for hilll. Beoauae 
ot his a in, and through no fault of' their own, thsy must be oaalfj 
in'to fl&JMe. lfypioally, the dbousaion is carried on in 11 quasi• 
logioal aanner, aaref'ully notinc all the aoholastio definitions 
oonoerning angel•• 
There is also in Donne's poetry a less direot type of 
double ~~eanine 'Which we shall oall • quibble, combining both OED 
definitions or the word to express the meaning needed. there i•• 
in the quibble, a certain amount of argument to justify the double 
meaning - a certain amount, in tact, or "quibbling". It ia a pun 
without the direotneaa of a pun. Perhaps the best definition would 
be that it is L~ implied rather than a stated pun. 
For example. in Elegia XI the poet, bewailing his juet 
angels Bnd their sad fate, speaks or coins not as noble as hie 
t•elve lost angels. ·rh6re are a 
• • ~ Spanish Stamps, still travelling, 
!hat are beoaa. aa Catholique aa their lin~. 
(Elegie XI, 29·30) 
..... 





The Spanish ooina have become o~~holic or universal because they 
have been used so rreely as bribes by tho r~r-flung agents of 
Hie Mout C~th~lio Mujesty, tho King or Spain. Similarly, the 
oharacteristioe of French coins are similar to (or rather 
ironically, directly opposed to, vhich amounts to the same thing) 
the title of the Kinga 
• • • bouoe'r t'rench lin~s mo3t Christian 'be, 
Their Crownes are oiroumcis'd moot lewiahly. 
(Ibid., 27-8) 
-
The main body of this work will be a study of' Dorme•a 
iaager~r under the oategorieas developed in thia Chapter, and it 
.uat ba understood that the cntegoriea have not been invented 
iDdependently but have been extrs.oted from a olose acruti.ny of 
the imagery or the poeu themselves. Ir we do not consider the 
headinga ·to 'bs ribid and 1!' we reme:aab':lr that Donne like all poets 
oombinea these component& to ~reste his own imagory (for imagery 
ooaes from the imar,i~tion and not froa theses or liete ot rules) 
we oan begin to approach the 1magory of Donne's poeMa. 
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CONCEITS OF THE FIRST TTPB 
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The first of the four distinct types or conceit in 
Donne's poetry is the long and carefully worked-out comparison 
taken by the poet to some logical or quasi-logioal conclusion 
and oarried on for the full length of a poem. The ohief 
oharaoteristio of the conoeit aa e developed and lengthy image 
.. . 
is the fanciful expansion of the ref€rences of a basic metaphor 
by some apparently logical method. c. Day Lewis. speaking of the 
metaph~ioal poets and their imagery. saysa "Instead of the 
dramatic or narrative argument there grew up a kind of ~rgument 
based on the interplay between fanoy and reason. The Meta-
physicals pureued this arbument remorselessly. driving the poem 
from one image to the next along the ohain of fancy, and sanetimes 
!>d &bsurdum. The oonoeit, as they practiced it. was the fanciful 
treatment of predominantly intellectual material."1 
The conceit then. especially the longer developed 
conceits with their oonetant evoking of ramifications and 
analogues, is the mark of intellectualized poetry. of emotion · 
not only reoolleoted in tranquillity, but pondered over and 
rationalized in tranquillity. Indeed, it is often the mark of 
non-exiatant emotion, insincere wit. The bones. as it were, of 
the long conceit oan be found in the developed metaphor, for the 
oonoeit. the "intellectual oonoept feathered ~th fanoy".2 exists 
not only as an image. but as a certain way of using an image or 
even an attitude towards an image. This rather va&ue statement 
will become more olear after a consideration or an example. 
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Probably the best example to start with is The Flea, a quaint 
little poem that would seem to have been greatly admired by 
Donne's ool).t&mporaries. Since it is short and not too oompli-
cated, it will give &ome idea or the working or the ~onoeit. 
VArke but this flea, and ~rke in this, 
How little that which thou deny'at me iaa 
It suck'd me first, and now suoks thee, 
And in this flea, our two bloods mingled bee; 
Thou know'st that this cannot be •~id 
A sinne, nor ehame, nor ·losse of maidenhead, 
Yet thi1 enjoyee beforo it wooe, 
And p-mper'd B~lls with ODO blood made or two, 
And this, alae, ie more then wee would doe. 
Oh stay, three lives in one flea spare, 
11here wae alao1t, yea aore then aaryed are. 
This flea is you and I, eDd this 
Our .ariage bed, and mariage temple iaa 
Th ou~h p&rent!l grudge, and you, w• &re met, 
And cloyeterd in these living ~lle of J~t. 
Thou~ use make you ept to kill mee, 
Let not to that, aelte aurder added bee, 
And aacrilege, three siunes in killing three. 
Cruell and eodaine, bast thou ainoe 
Purpled thy naile, in blood of innocence? 
Wherein could this flea Euilty bee 
lxcept in that drop which it auckt troa thee! 
Yet thou triumph'et, and asist that thou 
Find' et not thyaelt, nor aee the 11eaker now; 
'!is true, then le~rne how rslse, feares beeJ 
Juat 10 auch honor, when thou yeeld' at to mee; 
Will wast, as thie flea's death tooke life from thee. 
(!be Flea) 
The idea which Donne ia tryiDt to .:.xpresa u wittily 
aa he can is that hia aistreaa should not worry about the loaa 
of her virginity. The correlative of the pcea ie the flea ~ich 
juapa rroa his body to hera. Be points out that she ie not at all 
ashamed or guilty because her blood is mingled with his within the 
tlea. Yet, metaphorically, the flea is suooeeding ~ere the poet 
baa f'ailed. COIIbining two blooda, it has achieved the metaphysic 
ot lovea it baa gained the perfect union or male and feaale, 
mingling t ·..,o 1n one to orE~ata s. ne"R, mysteriously unit.ed entity, 
the ?t!lre.calsb.n ideal. !!.!. ~ roemine. integer~~- "Nithin 
the flen the l~ars hnve a union more perfect th~n that of 
narringo. 'l'ha in:;;eot actuallv is the lovers • it ie their nuptial 
. -
bod and the hymoni~l tem'Ole in whioh they ... re mataphorioe.lly 
oloistersd. 
But the oruel 3istress would kill the flea, etamping out 
three lives. This would iDVolve three sine. Tha first would be 
killing the poet, and to this her oruel nature h3s a~ouatom~d 
her. '!'he second would be !luicide, 'ftbioh +,he f108t implore• her 
not to add to the first sin. 'rhe third wculd be aacr11ege, since 
the £len 1o their temple Of ~rriage And the symbol Of t.heir 
mywterious unity. It miGht be noted in paaaing that Donne, the 
;~ •cholaatic, doaa not consider it ainf'u.l to take the lite or the 
f 
flea., whioh he.s nr.l z0\!1. 
"Cruell and sodaine" she kills the flea and commits the 
triple sin, and the poet adds yet another evil, that of killing 
the flea, in whioh there ~a no guilt e~oept th~t t~ken in with 
her guilty blood. Finally Donne. dro~s the oon~ideration ot the 
flee's innooenoe Rn~ ~th ft typioal ter~iveraation comments that 
neither h6 nor his mistress is any the worse because of the flea'a 
death. and argue• that yielding to his ~11 harm her honour only to 
the •a.e extent •• the flea's death imperilled her life. 
IYidently the image c•nnot be called siaply a metaphor, 
fer no olear-out comparison is made. The basio metaphor is the 
ab~traot idea cf the minglin~ of bloods. The flea and its aotione 
.qo. 
provide the objective correlative Which givea Donne the 
1tar•ing point for hie arguaent, allowing him to treat hi• 
idea in a aanner whioh hides the abaple idea in the complex 
arguaenta or the aohool1, typifying What E.M.W. Tillard calla 
the "logical atruoture ••• characteristic of Donne".3 This 
reluctance to reach conclusions, a keener relish for the 
prooeeae1 than tor the iaauea of thought, a oast or mind the 
remote•t poaaible troa the 1phere or aotion".4 Thi• "oatt ot 
sind" of which Mr. Tillard 1peaka, the habit or takiDg a 
metaphor and building it into a great logical atruoture, ia 
What .-kea the aetaphyaioalt and their i.agery unique in Engli1h 
poetry and the oauae of Dr. Joh.Daon' • . raaou• oeMure of the 
metaphyaioala or being •upon ca.mon aubjeota often UDDeceaaarily 
and unpoe,ioally aubtle•.5 
Dr. Johnaon'• oritioiam ia not now generally accepted 
aa a oenaure, but ia atill taken aa a very acute comment on the 
metaphyaioal'• poetic praotiae. Writing in an age When clarity 
ot expre11ion waa an ideal and When aetaphor had been reduced 
alaoat to the level ot aere orllllJPnt, he was levelling a blow 
againat the poet who affected the metaphyaioa, for to him the 
arguaentative nature of the long conceit aee.ed quite UDSuited 
'o poetry. But there i• a great deal more to the use of the 
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conceit than the errort or a wit to indulge in solemn metaphysics 
on trifling or obscene matters. Thomas De Quinoey, in his attempt 
at reruting the censure or Dr. Johnson, comes closer to the correct 
appraisal of the developed conceit when he says that Donne used 
the curious type of imagery now being studied because he was a 
rhetorician. Beginning with the unqualified statement that "the 
very first eminent rhetorician in. the English literature is 
Doune•,6 he goes on to lay his hand unerringly upon the intellectual 
nature of the conceit, the image which is not only a decoration to 
a · poem, but which is the very e oul or it. 
Dr. Johnson inconsiderately classes hi:a in company with 
Cowley, &o ., under the title ot Metaphysical poetec metaphysical 
they were not J Rhetorical would have been a aore accurate 
designation. In saying that, however, we lllUBt remind our readers 
that we revert to the original use of the word Rhetoric, as laying 
the principal streea upon the aanage.ent of the thoughts, and 
only a secondary one upon the ornaments of style. Few writers 
have shown a aore extraordinary compass of powers than DonneJ 
for he ca.bined What no other man has ever done - the last 
sublimation of dialectical eublety and address with the most 
i:apaasioned aajeaty. Massy diamonds ooapose the very substance 
of his poem on the Meteapsychosis, thoughts and descriptions 
which have the fervent and gloomy sublimity or Ezekiel or 
Aeaohylua, Whilst a diamond dust of rhetorical brilliancies is 
strewed ewer the whole of his occasional ve.rses and prose. No 
critioia• wae ever aore ·unhappy than that of Dr. Johnson's, which 
denounces all this artificial display as so much perversion of 
taste. There cannot be a falser thought than thiSJ tor, upon 
that principle, a Whole class of compositions might be vicious 
by contoraing to ita own ideal. The artifice and machinery or 
rhetoric furnishes in its degree aa legitt.ate a basis for 
intellectual pleasure aa any othera that the pleasure is of an 
interior order, can no more attaint the idea or model of the 
composition, than it can impeach the excellence ot an epigram 
that it is not a tragedy. EVery species of composition is to be 
tried by its own laWBJ and if Dr. Johnson had urged explioitly 
(~hat was evidently ·moving in his thoughts), that a metrical 
structure, by holding forth the promise or poetry, defrauds 
the mind or its juat expectations, he would have said what is 
notoriously false. ••• Weak criticism, indeed, is that Which 
condemns a copy of verses under the ideal of poetry, When the 
De Quinoey, Works (1862-71) x, 39 
~· ... 
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mere substitution of another name and classification suffices 
to evade the sentence. and to reinstate the composition in ita 
rights as rhetoric. It may be very true that the age of Donne 
gave too much encouragement to his particular vein of 
compoaitionJ that. however. argues no depravity of taste. 
but a taste erring only in baing too limited and axolusive.7 
Both Dr. Johnson and De Quincey. despite their differing 
views of the suitability of Donne's imagery to poetry. have evidently 
realized the nature of the conceit. It is subtle in the philosophical 
sense of the wordJ whether poetically or unpoetieally does not effect 
this study. And it is a rhetorical device. a way of writing that 
adds overtones to ordinary poetic oommuni( ation of an idea. The 
metaphor. Whether simple or developed. conveys some idea or state 
of mind that cannot well be expressed in any other way. The conceit. 
the peculiar use of an image or attitude towards an image. oonve~~ 
something further. It conveys. ae John Peter puts it. a tone of 
voice. 
With this in mind we return to The Flea. The conceit of 
the poem comes from the vision of a flea biting the poet and his 
~,::· mistress in turn. this vision is turned into a cc.mplex metaphor in 
,. which the union of two bloods in a third epitomizes the metaphysic 
,. · of love treated so frequently in Donne's poems. Invoking the methods 
: ~ ·. 
of scholastic disputation. Donna turns his metaphor into a fine 
theological argument. proves his arguaent. then denies it. refutes 
it with another argument. and finally. by a sudden tergiversation. 
makes the ~ole a masterpiece of irony. There is a great deal 
more implication than statement. although the implications are 
7 
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made olear by the obvious a·ttitude of the poet, l!lhow in the choioe 
ot the ludicrous flea e.s the objective correlative for wha.t purport& 
to be a poem or love. 
In Lovers 1Dfinitenesse the idea is rather lese definite 
and more abstract than that expressed in The Flea, and agftin it 
is developed by a oonoeit. 
It yet I have not all thy love, 
Oeare, I shall never h~ve it all, 
I oaunot breath one other sigh, to move, 
lor oan intreat one other teare to tall, 
And all my treaaure, Which should puroh~se thee, 
Si&ba, tearea, and oathes, snd letters I h~ve spent. 
Yet no more oan be due to .ae, 
Than at tho bargaine made was aent, 
If them thy !itt or love ~• partiall, 
Th~t some to mee, some should to others fell, 
Deare, I eh~ll never have Thee All. 
Or if then thou gaveat aee all, 
A.ll waa but All, lllhich thou hadst then; 
But it in thy henrt, sinoe, thero be or shall, 
Bew love oreated bee, by other men, 
Whioh have their atooka in,ire, and oan in teares, 
In ai~ha, in oathes, and letters outbid mee, 
Thia new love aay beget new feares, 
For, thitl love waa not vo'Wd by thee. 
And yet it was, thy gift being generall, 
The ground, thy heart ia mine, What ever shall 
Grow there, deare, I should hnve it all. 
Yet I would not have all yet, 
Hee that hath all oan have no more, 
~nd ainoe my love doth every day admit 
New growth, thou ahoulcSat hne new re1mrds :fn store; 
Thou canat not every day give me thy heart, 
If thou cau.t give it, then thou never g&vest itt 
Lovea riddles are, th~t though thy heart depart, 
It atayee at home, and thou with losing eaveat its 
But wee will have a .ay more liberall, 
Then cha~ing heartc, to joyne them, eo .ee shall 
Be one, and one another• All. 
(Lovers infiniteneaae) 
Again we are not dealinr, with a ebaple aetaphor or the 
equating of olle thing with another. The metaphor, which b or oour•• 
..w..-
'\he baaio of the conceit, deals with l!l fixed quantity. The 
conceit, on tho other hand, de~ls with an ide~ that is changing, 
grcwin.:; or expanding. The basic 1!18t&phor in thie poem is the 
idea th&t the union of the two lovers is like the formation of 
a corporation. 
DoDne begina with the simple atatement that, si~oe he 
h&a not all the lcwe whioh bill mistress oan give. he will probably 
never get it all. Then eomes the f'irst imBge of the conceit, the 
notion thllt hia money (his sir:h• and. teere) hRs all been fllpent. 
He a~ent it buying the controlling interest in tke corporation 
'Which ia th8 union of his mistress and himself'. But now it 
would aeem that the company hes expanded, and "t!l&t other men are 
buying in. In other words, the l~dy is not keepinr, all her 
t&voura, not giving all her l~e, f'or the man who originally 
bought it ~th his ourrancy of aigha and _tears. the poet'• 
argument is that he himaelf, since be bought the chief' part when 
ber atook of l~e W8s amall, 1hould now h&ve all the aupply ot 
love she oan produce. The last atanu turns back upon the argu.eut 
and deatroY' all the rcnsoning with a series or paradoxea. Finally 
the poet returns to his baaio metaphor, rejects the idea of' buying 
the lady' a heart outright, and c.alb upon her to fora a joint 
oorpora,ion with h~. Thie joint corporation, of course. represent• 
the aetaphyaio of love which mysteriously ll!lkes two into one. 
Donne uaea thia com?lex form of metaphorical atate.ent, 
thie conceit, because it is the only aeana of expression for What 
he haa in mind. Aa in The Plea his idea is that of the myeterioua 
union or male and female into a porteo~ third entity, a favourite 




ooncept of hia. But the poe118 ditter. In each the poet adda to 
the ooncept wbioh he eabcdiee by .eans of an objective correlative 
and a aetaphor his owa attitude and the attitude of his mistreaa 
towards him. The aia ia not expoaitory, but dramatic. The idea 
oan oaly be co..uDicated by a poem that not only tella the reader 
that Donne ia aeeking a perfect union, but that oonveya alao hia 
attitude, ~· tone of Toioe he would use if' he were apeaking rather 
'\han writing. Thia cannot eaaily be dODe by aiaple ~~etaphor and 
denotative expoaition. Were the poea a conventional lore lyric 
then auc11. aetaphor and exposition would haTe aui'ficed. But DoDDe 
is not tAinkiDg in auch aiaple teraa. fo hia love ia an experience 
that aua't not only be felt, but must be acrutini&ed and rational-
ised. Ria poea represeuta btmaelf thinking out loud, aDd the 
aubjeot ia n~ only love. The aubject ia John Donne in love, and 
this ia rather more complex. 
lie oan ooapare these two poeu, The Flea and Lovera 
iatiniteneaee. They are nidently quite eisile.r, having a oOBDon 
theae, the •taphyaio of' love. They both take a complex and 
abatraot -taphor and develop it into a conceit. While both are 
to eoae degree extenaions or metaphora, neither ia siaply a 
deYeloped utaphor. Both build an elaborate argument trom an 
axi011atio baaio aetaphor. Both deatroy the fruita of reason with 
a audden tergiversation. 
But there ie a di~tinot difference in uae. In one the 
correlative ia an actual flea, giviDg the poet the idea that two 
blooda (apirita) oan be united to form a third. Thia ~ivea riae 
-···. 
_..; 
to an ironic arguaent on the unimport~nee or the loas or virginity. 
The conceit 1a built up in fun. to be smashed as aoon as it hae 
been ooapleted. In Lovers infiniteneese the conceit ~orks from 
the other end. The objective correlative is the metaphor, the 
abs~ract idea or the mistress aa a business enterprise Whioh the 
poet baa bought. There is not quite the aame irony. Instead or 
an argument on the moral considerations iuvolved in killinr, a 
flea, wa find the diaouaaion or a basic metaphor, carried on 
too far perhaps tor teste, but not ao far that it becomes 
ludioroua and deatroy. its own argwaent by a reductio !! 
abaurdua. The tergiTeraation at the end does not reverse the 
argument of the oonoeitJ it aerely ignore• it. In the second 
poea Donne drops all pretence at logic to show that his meta-
phyzioal idea of love is illogical and o~n beet be expressed by 
a series of paradoxes. In the f'irat he builds a logical ar~nt 
into a reductio~ abaurdwa by ehowillg that the point be baa 
proven is apecioua. 
To ~et aa.e further idea or the nature and use or the 
first type of conceit, consider now a third poem or about the 
same length. This poem, The Primrose, being at Montgomery Castle, 
upon the hill, on Which it is situate, ia also toraed by a conceit 
of' the riret type. Again we find aome of' Donne's ideas about love 
. being expressed by a developm.ent of' a basic metaphor, but the 
metaphor is aore vague than those or the two poems just conaidered. 
Vpon th1• Primrose bill, 
Where, it Heav•n ~uld distill 
A ahoure or raine, each eeverall drop mi~ht ~oe 
'fo hia owne priaroae, and grow IIanna DOJ 
And Where their forme, and their inf'initie 
:. ,' : 
. . -~ . 
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Make a terrestrial Galaxie • 
Aa the amalle atarres doe in tho akiez 
I walke to finde a true Lovea and I see 
that 'tie not a mere woun. that ill ahee. 
But aust. o~ more, or lesse then woman bee • 
Yet know I not, which flower 
I wiahJ a sixe. or foureJ 
But should ~ true-Love lease then woman bee, 
She were aoaroe any thiDgJ and then, should ahee 
Be more then woaan. &bee would get above 
All thought of aexe, B.Dd ._hinke to move 
My heart to study her. and not to loveJ 
Bo~ these were moneteras Sinoe there au.t reaide 
Faleebood in ~n, I could more abide. 
She .are by art. then iature talaity'd 
Live Priaroae then. and thrive 
With thy true uu.ber fiv&J 
And woaen. 'llhoa ~ia tlcnrer doth represent, 
With thia mysterioua nuaber be oontentJ 
Ten la the farthest number1 if halfe ten 
Belonge unto each ~n, then 
Eaoh woaan may take halte ua aenJ 
Or if this will not aerYe their turne. Since all 
R~era are odde, or eTen, and tbey tall 
Firat into thi1, five, women may take ua all. 
(The Primrose) 
Thia ia a complicated idea expresaed by a complicated 
T o0110eit. The whole iaage ia baaed on the tact that the normal 
primro1e baa tive aegmenta in ita corolla, and that the country 
people ot Donne'• tt.e oonaidered the primrose ~th either more 
or leaa than five a token or true love. This idea i1 the basic 
~taphor. But Donne, before beginning the extenaion or the image. 
adda another idea. that the normal or perteot primrose, with its 
five aegmenta, ayabolizea the perfect woJIS.n. So the b&eio 
.etaphor ia complicated to auoh an extent that it beoomea 
puadoxioal. Five petala will be a perfect woman. but only 
aore or lea& than five will aymbolize true loveJ Donne's true 






The poea opena dramatically upon a hill covered with 
primrose•• Donne walks upon the hill to find a true love, a 
primrose with either more or less than five petalaJ therefore 
the lady aust be more than a normal woman or leas than one. If' 
ahe ia leaa than a. normal WDIUln, she is nothing, bffing lower 
than the oauae or the poet's pains. If she is more than the 
normal woman ahe will be, as Griereon says, "that unreal thing, 
the objeot of Platonic affection and Petrarohinn adoration.•a 
So Donne decides to give up the idea of finding his true love, 
e.ll.d tell• woaen that they ahould be satisfied with themaelvea aa 
they are, for five, the noraal or perfeot woman, is half or ten. 
If ten is the higheat poasible nu.ber and the real unit of 
counting, then the normal or perfect woman is half of the highest 
possible human aohieveaent, whioh is the aetaphysio of love, the 
perfect union of aale and fe.ale into a third being. Cynically he 
adda that, if being half of the Paraoelaiau. union 1a not enough to 
aatisty woman, they .ay oonaider that tive, their nuaber, is the 
firat number aade up of the addition of an odd nu.ber (three) and 
an even number (two), and so, ainoe all numbers are either odd or 
even, they control buaftn nature. 
In this oonoeit, aa in the other two considered above, 
we have a baaio metaphorical idea being developed into an ar~ument. 
Dut in thia poea, unlike the other two, the argument is neither 
reduced to absurdity nor ignored. It is considered to be proven& 
four petals ia a true love Who is leac than womAnJ six petals ia 
6 
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a true love who b ra.ore than womanJ e.nd five petals repreeents a 
norllB.l or perfect woman who is not a. true lova. There is a 
deliberate contusion betwaen the two pos~ible interpretations or 
the baaio metll.pbor; five petals could man a normal woman. it 
could Mean a perfect woman. This ambir,uity is used skilfully. 
The ohange of tbou~ht in the last stanza is not a tergiversation. 
but a seaond argument based on the first. telling woman why they 
sl'to\tld avoid extreme10. 
So far we hP.ve considered three lyrics of about the 
ssme length. aud tried to diutinguiah in them dif'fersnt ways in 
which the poet treated hb baaio metaphorical idea. J..s "ffe took 
them iD order we found that the idea itself became more oomplex. 
and the metaphor in its simplest form moved. ae it were. farther 
away trom it8 referent. In 1~o Flea the metaphor had an aotual 
object aa its oorrelativ~ and referentJ in Lovers infiniten~sse 
it was conceivably visual. but only by stretching the imaginationJ 
and in The Primros~ it was a completely Abatraot notion. in which 
the primroee wa1 the ~orrelative but in which the idee of the 
primrose was the referent rather thau the flower itself. If we 
go on to oonaider the longer didaotie poems. we shall see that 
the baaic mst~phor beoomea even lesa nleQr and even more remote 
frOD\ any tangible referent. 
The Auniverse.riea of the death of Elizabeth Drury 
present conoe1ta more abstract than those found in the three 
lo•• poe... In the first the oonoeit is developed ~y a listing 
or the ~akDeaaee of the world and the ostablishaent or What 
would eeea to be a logioal relationship betwE~en tbeDL and the death 
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or the child. Donne anatomizes them under several headingaa 
. \,· 
':/;~;.' i'irat the world' 11 shortcomings are related to the ohild •s 
·· ~~· ::~~ 
~hW; early death. He mentiona "What life the world hath stil" • 
a gli-.ering of reflected virtue left by her memory. Be 
developa the anatomical metaphor. listing ~The sioknssse of 
the World" • "Iapoaaibility of bealtb .. • "Shortneaae of lite" • 
"S.allDeaae oi' atature"~ until be baa proven his point that 
aankiad haa decayed to a aare ebadow of what it wa.a.. ni th an 
appalling hyperbole he aaysa 
She. of Whom th'Anoients eeem'd to propheaie. 
WheD they oall' d Tertue • by the aame of' ahee a 
Shee in whoa vertue was so much rei'iu'ci.-
Tbat tor Allay unto ao pure a aiDde 
Shee tooke ~e weaker Sexa shee that could drive 
The poy.onoua tinoture. and the etaine of EYe• 
Out oi' her thoughts. and deodeJ and puririe 
All. by a·true religioue Alch,adeJ 
She•• ahee ia deada ahee'• dead& when thou knowaEt this. 
Thou knoweat how poore a tritliDg tb iDg aan ia. 
And learn'at thua much by our Anatomie. 
!be heart beigg periah'd• no part can be tre~. 
(the first Anniversary. 175-86) 
The conceit develope further, demonatrating tha deoay ot 
the lower form. of na~ure aa well as that or mankind • 
• • • the Spriuga and S011111ers which we see, 
Like aOIIJlea of WOMn after titty bee. 
And new Phlloaopby oalla all in doubt. 
the El ... nt or tire le quite pu~ OUtJ 
The SUD is lost • and th' earth, and no mans wit 
Can -.11 direct him where 'o looke tor it. 
And freely men oonfe~se that thi& world's spent, 
When ia tbe Planet•• aDd the Firaa~nt 
Thoy aeeke eo mauy new; ·they see that this 
Ia cru.bled out agaiae to his Ato.aiea 
'Tis all iu peeoea. all cohaerenoe f;one. 
(~ •• 203-13) 
Ooherenoe, proper rel~tiona between things. reason. are all gone. 
Elizabeth Drury. beauty. ia gone. Beauty ia colour and proportion 
to the aoholaatio. 
· ~ . 
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And. Ob. it oan no aore be questioned, 
That beautiea beat, proportion, ia dead, 
Since even griete it aelte, Whioh now alone 
Ia le~ ua. ia without proportion. 
Shee by whose lines proportion should bee 
E:a:uin' d, aeaaure of all Sy..aetree, 
V.boa had that t.ncient aeera, who thought soules made 
Ot Bar.ony, be would at next have eaid 
That liaraony was she, ••• 
(Ibid., 306-13) 
- · 
the logical ar~nt continues. Colour is gone, ainaea-
••• thee, in whoa all white, and red, end blew 
(Beautiel ingredient•) voluatary grew, 
At ill an UDYext Paradiae J f'roa whoa 
Did all thisaga verdure.. and their lustre ooae, 
llho.e coapoai tioll wae airaouloua, 
Being all colour, all Diaphanoua, 
(For Ayre, and Fire bu"t thick groaae bodies were 
hnd livlieat atomea but drowaie, and pale to her,) 
Shea, thee ia deadJ ahee'a dead• When thou kDow'at this• 
Thou mowat bow -w.n a Ghost this our world 1•• 
(Ibid., 361-70) 
Proportioll arad oolowo, the e le!11Bn1se or be&u'ty, beiD,; gone, '\here 
JNSt alao be a weaklleaa in the oorrea-oondenoe between the heaven• 
and earth. Finally Domte ttatea the ba.eio ~~etaphor arouDd which 
But as in cutting up a aan that'• dead, 
The body will not last out, to have read 
OD &Tery part, and therefore aen direct 
Their apeeob •o parts. that are of aoa't effeotJ 
So the worlds oaroaaae would not l~at, it I 
Were puno'\ual in this Ana~omya 
Ror amele it well to hearers, if one tell 
Thea their diaeaae, who taine would think they're wall. 
(~., 435-42) 
In fhe aeoond AnniTeraary ~he argument develops f'roa the 
idea ~hat the life of thia world is bred from oorru~tiona 
Elizabeth Drury ia not to be mourned but envied. 
Forget thi• rotten worlda And unto thea 
Let thia owuo t*• ae an old storie bee. 
Be not oonoern'da atudie not ~~. nor Wbena 
. · , 
Iioe not ao much as not beleev·e a man. 
For ~hough to errs, be worst, to try trutha for\h, 
Is fsr more businesee, then this world is worth. 
The world 1• but a oarkasseJ thou art fed 
By it, but as a worme, that ca.rkasse bredJ 
And Why ahould'at ~hou, poore worme, consider aore, 
V~eD thia world will grow b~tter than befor~. 
Thea thoae thy fellow wormes doe thiDke upon 
That cerkaaaea !aat resurrection. 
(Tbe aecoud Anniveraary, 49-60) 
'the logical argUJU'IRati~e msthod is at ill being used. The 11iuat 
diaeatiaation or thia world" ia followed by a contemplation of 
death. Death ~i~e• liberty to the aoul, which is cr~ped in tae 
body. Iu 'his lite the aoul auat sweat and atudy to learn 
triflea, While in the usxt it will know e~erything by mature. 
In this life the soul ia tainted by corrupt and ainful ooapan~, 
While in the DeXt it will be surrounded by the greatest and best 
ot aen. The aoul knows no essential joy in lifeJ even if it did 
the eaeential joyw or the earth would eaaily be eurpaaeed by the 
accidental joys or heaven. 
In these two poema we find another use of the conceit. 
Iaatead ot haviag a baeic metaphor being buil~ up into a tir~t 
logical arguaent, we find the logical aaeooiation of ideaa and 
t.agea beiag ueed to build the basic met~phorio~l idea into a 
long, quite loose disputation. In The fire\ Anniveraary the basic 
metaphor ia the hyperbolical idea that the world is deoayi•g 
because of the death of Elizabeth Drury. But iutead of buildiDg 
the arguunt arOWild the idea, as he has done in the three lyric• 
quoted abuve, Donne .erely atatea it, ~oing on to liat as .any 
thi~a aa he can to prove the truth of hie a\ateaent, drawing hia 
r+ example• trcna the oont'used ideas of the universe whioh resulted 
. '·. 
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from 'the obeh of old and ne?r philosophiell. There b no 
devolopmeut of thou.:;ht, no prol:!,;ross. Thu conceit is built 
up not to empbaHize the basic metaphor or to uss it for an 
arguaeut, bu·t to provo it beyond ull doubt true. 
The conceit in 'l'he s~ocnd AUI!iveraary is developed 
in much the same way. 'Ihe basic metaphor gets lout in a aea 
of words, so ~oh so that tho poet himself seems frequently to 
lose eight oi' it. lae;tead of a growth oi' thour,ht thore is a 
•equonoe of exa!Uplee to prove the atatemertt that the world 
~ravels through apace u&elessly, 
••• &8 a ship wbioh h~th strooke saile, doth runue 
By roroe of that force whioh befor$, it wonne. 
(t~~·· 7-8) 
And &lizabeth Drury's cie~tb proves that only ·che next lire ia 
worth oon.idering. Thi• uae of the conceit differs from the 
one1 considered earlier in much the tiBme way aa exploring a 
house differ• froa buildiag oue. Tae leut•a of the poem 
truatrate• any attempt at giving -the conceit the unity oi' th.e 
oonoeit of, for exa~ple, The Flea. The poet loses sight of 
his baai~ metaphor and the referent. and follows thought rather 
•han oonstruot new thought. 
The next poem to oonsider ia The Frogrease of the Soule 
or Metempaychoaia. Ben Jonson explained the metaphor to Urummond 
of Hawthornden, telling him th~t the oonoeit was 
••• that he sought the Goule of that aple which Eve 
pulled ~nd tbereatter made it the soule of a bi~oh, the~ or 
a ahee wolf, and so of a womanJ hie generall purpose was 
to have brought in all the bodies or the Heretioka from the 
·:~ ·~ . . ; . ·, 
.· .... 
•: .;.· 
;_ . . 
,. . ~·.\ 
. ·• ~ . 
. ··;,• ·. 
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aoule of Cain, aDd at last lett it in the bodie of Calvin.9 
Al~hough the interpretation waa probably given Jouaon by DonDa 
ht.8elr, the poea ahowa that the progress or the soul is aoae.nat 
ditteren,. Aa Grierson points out, the theae "is the progress of 
the aoul or heresy. And, aa the aeventh atanza clearly indioatea, 
the great heretic in whoa the line oloaed waa not to be Calvin 
but Queen Eli&abeth.nlO 
••• the great soule which here &a01lg ua now 
Doth dwell, aDd aovea that hand, and tongue, and brow, 
Which, aa the Koone th• sea, aovea ua. 
(The ProFrease of the Soule, 61-3) 
The baaio .etaphorioal idea ia that the eoul which fled troa the 
apple Which Eve ate paased on through varioua creaturea until it 
leared nil enough to beooae feaale. 
Prinoe of the orchard, taire aa dawning aorne, 
Fenc'd with the law, and ri~e aa aoone aa borne 
That apple grew, aiola thia Soule did enlive, 
Till the then oliaiag serpent, that now oreepa 
For that ottenoe, tor Which all aaDkinde .eepea, 
Tooke it, &Dd t'her whoa the f1rat man did wi'f'e 
(Whoa and her race, only forbidding• drive) 
Be gave it• abe, t'her husband, both did eateJ 
So perished the eatera, aDd the .eatea 
And .ee (tor treason taints the blood) thence die and .aweat. 
Man all at o110e waa there by WODD alaine, 
And one by one we'are here alaine o'er againe 
By thea. 
<~·· 81-93) 
So the aoul paaaea f'r011. the apple, and enters in turn a undrake 
plant, a bird'• egg (the aparrow, aymbol or lechery), a fish, a 
sea-bird, a whale, a aouae, an elephant, a wolf, an ape, and finally 
9 
10 
Dru.moad, 'Ben Jon1on's Conver•ations ~th William Drus.oad 
ot Banhonaden' in Ben Jonaon (ed. Herford and Simpson, 
1925) 1, 136 
Grierson, The Poe .. or John Doane (1912) ii, X'f'iii 
',, .... . . 
··>:"!.' 
.. - . ;~~!~'\. 
·. :· · . .. ·~:· : :::r·, 
':_ /_·}.~~:;:~/ - . 
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a woa&B. In the aecoDd last stanza the aoul enters the body of 
Cain'• wife. Dolllle, a ~~ay preaUIIe. had not the daring to tollow 
ita progre•a •o the Queen. The oo:oeit endaa 
••• aad taat there by one end, 
Did thia Soule ltabea, tkeae limbes a soule attend) 
And aow taey joys• da keeping aoae quality 
Ot e.ery paat ahape, abe kaew treachery, 
Bapiae, deoeit, aad lu.t, and illa eaow 
To be a woaaa. theaeoll abe ia ~acnr, 
Slater aDd wife to Caiae, Caiae that tirat did plow. (.!!!.!!.. 5~-10) 
!Ilia b ,.._ aaotaer way of uaing the fully-developed 
ooaoei._. Doue doea not •alte hia baaio aetaphor as the atarti:ag 
pota._ tor eitker &R argu.eat or a diaouaaionJ he neither pro.ea 
i' aor explores it. He expands it. ao that the Whole poea beooaea. 
rather ~haD a de.elo~at or a .. taphorioal idea, an enormoua 
beaa._, but iaclifteresnly to plaata alao". The oonoeit: enda with-
ou• a 'hrgiver8a,ioa or a uw &I'CUJ~&Il' growiag troa the proveD ODe 
or a •ri\lllpaun Q.B.D. Taere i8 110 rooa in it tor &Ry auol:a thingJ 
tae whole po .. has .. rely expanded a baaio metaphor ~taou• ohaDging 
or dneloplag it iJl ..,. way. 'rAe idea in tbia poem 11 not laiddea 
witllia \he oo~aoeit, it 1a -.agaif'ied by it. Spreadiag his idea over 
a Ta8' oaDYa8 • Douae bypa8aea hia ouatOII&ry tougue•iD-oheek oynioiaa 
aDd allows ataaelt ._o deaoend to bitter a11d aavar,e 8atire. indeed, 
._o iDTeotive. 
At this poiat, aaving givea fairly close readiDga of 
tlve po ... ooataiaiDg oonoeita or the tirat type, w. ahould try 
•o 8ua up 8088 or tlae ways ia whioll tkey were alike aad •oae ot 
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the waya in ~ioh they differed. 
1. The Fleaa 
Do.ae takea a whtm.ioal idea and .akea it ~he axio. upon 
wioh he builas .an argUJMnt that hide• a relatively lillple idea in 
a ca.plex of philoaophioal eubtletiea. Having proven hie point, 
he reduoea hia arguaent to absurdity and turllB the whole poea in.to 
an exeroiae in wit and irony. 
2. LOTera intini,eneaeea Donne tak•• a metaphorical idea anc develops it into an 
arguae11.t• 'When he ha.1 proven hil poiltt he eleota to igBDre it, 
ao orea~lD£ the idea be wants to communicate, that love 11 no~ 
logical at all and oan beat be expreaaed by pa~adoxes. 
3. The Pri~~roae, beinf at Koatgomery Castle, upon the hill, 
on Which 1\ ia 1 tuatet 
In -hla poea the baalc aetaphor ia developed into an 
argwaen'b wb.icll :la proven to the poet's aatiat8otion. But the 
ar~11.t b ao\ ailled at any real or iaat;iuary lietener J the 
poet 1• apeakiug to biuelf'. Having provea hia point, he ueea 
1'\ aa an axloa on which to baee a new argument directed at 
woaaDkiud. 
4. The Anniveraarieas 
The baalc •tapllora of theae two poeu do not develop 
iato ar~ataa they are merely stated, and followed by a aerie• 
or· further atate•uta beariDg out their truth. Donne doe a not 
.. ke any ~hought follow logically from another in the develop.ant 
of' the ooDOei'\. Be doea not develop the ba.aio RBtaphoraJ he 
diacuaaea thea. 
5 • The Pro,reaae or the Soule or Ketempayohoaiea 
Tie baa a .. taphor Ia aelt,er developed nor diaouaaed; 
it ia expanded. Inatead of uaing the notion to build up a11. 
arg1meat, or atatiag the idea witll proof'a, DoJme epreada the 
concept out and .agnifies it. 
Wha,, then, do \beae poe .. have ill oa.aonf Eaoh of thea 
oo11.aiata or a loag, worked-out ooaparison oarried on tor the full 
length or the poea. In each poea the conceit eervee aoae purpoae 
diatinct from that of it1 baaic metaphor, either that or addiBg an 
element or wit or that of tmpoainr, 1oae unity upon a aeries of 
raabliag ~hought1 and i.agee. And in eaoh poea the conceit worka 
upon the reader aa a tone or voioe, implying by ita aptness or 
ludiorouaneaa and by ita form the poet'a attitude towards the 





COICEITS OF THE SECOJD TYPE 





fbe second type of conceit haa already been tbe aubject 
ot aoae diacuaaion iD the first part of this work, Where it waa 
writiag, ~· poet aei&ed upon aose metaphor, simile, or tanoiful 
pkraae, and followed it through to a logic~l or aook-logioal 
ooaoluaioa, either u.~il hia poe• C8B8 to an end or another i.age 
augea\ed itael.f. In aany caeea, conceits at thie type will differ 
troa ocBOeita of '*e fira't type only ill the tact that, While the 
fira\ ~ conceit ia prearranged and prOYidee the fra~k tor 
an en'\ire poem, the OC1loei t of tlle aeocmd type eaergaa troa the 
word-play of the poem aBd growl into a major i.age. 
In ~· diaouation ot the typea of imagery, the poea cited 
aa beiag an example or thie type of conceit waa one of the poeaa 
To the Oouateaae or Bedford. We ah&ll consider the poem here in 
grea,ar detail. 
flloug\l I be dead, and buried, yet I have 
(Livi~ .in-y;u,) Court enough in ray grave, 
AI ott aa 'there I thillke ay aelfe to bee, 
So .any reeurreo\iona waken aee. 
Tbat \lla~llneate your favour• have begot 
I• ••• .-alMa JMe, \hat I doe not rot. 
Tbil aeaaon aa ''1• Eaater, aa 'tia spring, 
Mue\ both \o grow\k and to ooDfeaaioa bring 
lly \la.ougll\1 cliapca'd unto your intluenoea ao, 
Theae vereea bud, ao these conteasiona grow. 
Fire'\ I ooDfeaae I have tc othera lent 
Your a-took, and over prodigally apent 
Your treaaure, tor • bee I had n•ver knowne 
Venue or beautie, but aa they are gr0111le 
In you, I ahould not th1Dke or aay they shine, 
(So aa I have) ·1A aay other Mine. 
lext I coat•••• thia ay oonteaaion, 
For, 'i;ia aoae te.ul t 'Chua JIUOh to touch upon 
Your praiae •o you, Where halt right• aeeae too auoh. 
And aake your ainda eiDOere coaplexion bluah. 
Hex'\ I oontea1e m.y' iapeni tenoe, tor I 
Can aoaroe repent my first fault, ainoe thereby 
Reaote low Spiri'\1 1 Whioh shall ne'r read you, 
May ia leaae leaaio .. fiade enough to doe. 
By studyiag oopiea. ao~ Original•• 
Deaunt caetera. 
(To the Counteese of Bedford. 1·25) 
!he poem is unfinished. and therefore. aiuoe it probably 
never received any reviaion, ahowa us a very good example of the 
growth of 'he spontaneous conceit. The conceit developa out of the 
word-play of the poem and grows to beoo.e the major image. 
DoDDe starts his poem with the oo.Ron uotion that the 
lover is •etaphorioally dead when he i~ away fro~ his ideQl aiatresa. 
But ~e modifiee the idea• werely thinking of baing with hia belov~d 
can resurrect him. The aeta~orioel oonoept of reaurreotion leada 
quite naturally to the aetaphor of spring. ~d both theso oonoep~a 
lead naturally to the ~taphor of Enster. By oomb1ning the tour 
notion.. DoDDe arrives at the basio aetaphor Which develope i.to 
The basic 88taphor - the combined ideas or dea\h, 
resurrection, apring, and Eaeter - develops into an allusion to 
that precept or the Roaan Cetholio Church Wbiob ordera all the 
taithtul to oontesa their ains at least oace a year, speoifyin~ 
that this aunual confeusion muat be made during the Easter season. 
So ~ere d.velops the ooaceit in ita final fora, and the poem 
bogina to taks the form ot a oonte••ion. The conceit itself, 
taken out of its context, does not differ in any way from the 
exaMples oi~d ot ooaceits or the first type. The idea aight 
evea haTe been carefully thought out before Donne started writing. 
But. the difference i• that the poet does not start right troa 
the beginning with a basic .etaphor to develop~ he •tart• writing 
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aDd \hen find• or bringe in his ba1io metaphor. 
'nae uture of the aeooad type or conceit aay become more 
clearly defined ~th the discussion of another poem, the Hymee to 
God my God, in my aiokDease Which also contains a oonoeit of the 
aeooRd type • Although it ie developed in the usual way, \here ia 
a difference in the introduction. Instead of finding a oonoeit 
grOwing out or tb.e poea and doaint11ling what follows, we f'illd 'the 
oonoeit being roughly introduced into the poem ~nd moviag farther 
and fartaer fro.. the referent until it finally loses all the 
characteriatioe of the ~etaphor. 
SINCE I am oa..aing to that Holy rooms, 
Wbere, witk ~hy Quire of Saints for evermore, 
I eaall be •de tlly Yuaiquea As I oo:ut 
I tuae the I .. tru.en\ here at the dore, 
And nat I JIIU&t doe taen, tbinke now before. 
While~ ay Phyaitiana by their love ere growue 
Coaaograpkera, and I their llapp, 'Who lio 
Flat oa '\hia bed, that by tkea uy be ahowne 
Taat tkia ia ~ Souta~st diacoverie 
!!!:, fre'ua tebri1, by tlu~se 1'treigbta to die, 
I joy, 1Jha't in tbeae atraita, I see ay Yle•tJ 
Por, ~ough 'theire ourranta yeeld returne to none, 
'Wlaat eaall ay Weat hurt ae? Ae West and Eas't 
In all tla'tt Map11 (and I am one) e.re one, 
So dea~h do\h touch the Resurrection. 
X. t}t.e Paoit'iqu.e Sea •Y llo.e! Or are 
Tk~ Eaaterne riobeeT Ia Jeruaales! 
~. aad Magellan, and Gibral~are, 
~ atreigkta, aad noae but atreig~ts, are ways to thea, 
lille~aer Dere Japlle'b dwelt, or ~~~ or ~· 
We tbiDke that Paradiae and Calvarie, 
Cariata Cro1ae, and ldama \ree, atood in oae plaoeJ 
Looke LOrd, 8lld find• both Adaaa -.t in MJ 
Aa ~he tir1t Ad&aa aweat aurrounda ay race, 
May the laat Adam. blood .y aoule embrace. 
So, in hit purple wrapp'd reoeive aee Lord, 
By theae bi1 thornel give me ala other Crawne; 
Aud a~ to ctaer1 aoulee I preaoh'd thy word, 
~ : L . ~~ ~·· ~ ;:.:~!~~!:X:; :/:~ :. 't:d -=~ down. It: (Hymne to God my Cod, in !Y 
~F sickllesae, 1-~6) ~~;· : 
t Aa Do~m.e approaches death he thinks ot Heaven aa a rooa i· in nioh ~htt saints sing, ao a choir, the prnhee or God. He 
(jf,l. 
r~· prepare• hb aoul ('the instruaent) tor the muaio or which he will 
£.:.~.:.·.. be paru. Suddenly a metaphor appeara, and deTelopa rapidly in15o 







1. Doa~&e'a doctors are like co&aographers, uneaotiou~lly 
a15udylag ~1• phJ5ioal body, his &icrocosa. 
2. Siace tlaey are ooaaographers, Donne is the -.p which 
\hey are ~tudyiag. 
'• Mapa all aaow straits; Donne'* wap ah~ the atraitt 
or 15l:le explorer• aad 1;)le etrnits of pe.il1 and denth by wbioh his 
aoul sua' eater ~e aext world. 
Tae ooRoeit grOWB from the basic aetaphor or ooaaography, 
8iol1 11 aade up a._ the begiDlling ot ~heae taree r~o\iona. But "tlaea, 
instead of a develop~nt of the baaio metaphor into a logical 
struo\ure• we find tbat the basic metaphor ia assumed, and ita 
\hird ooapoRent - the pUll - ~ivea rise to a new •eta ph or. Heaven, 
tae oulaiaa't;ion or t'he journey. beoo•• tl'&e west, the unkuo11Jl 
plece tor which so many explorers of the ti.e were sailing tbrough 
a~rai~a. Bu' the ourrenta of the straits ~ion Donne must sail 
will allow no return. Tnia • howe~·er • b no cause for fsar • ainoe 
DoDRe aeea taat wea' and east merge in a tull-eiss map. And, 
'• ~tiDOe Dorme is a full-size aap, his east and we6t - his death and 1: 
{=> 
:'.'. his reaurreotioll - will beoo11e o:ae and the same • 
In this oaae 'he oonoeit i1 not developin~ according to 
a logical plaa. Tae baaic aetaphor 11 ohangin~, developing in'o 
~ ;': 






aew related imagerya and the oonosit is moving farther from it1 
Ill the next atan~a t'hEt conceit de-velop! still te.rther 
away f~om ite referent, and beoomee a disoueaiou in Which DoDDe 
poiat• out ~bat etraite lead to practically all the de1irable 
plaoee in the world, implyiug that the etraits be is suffering 
~met 'be endured it be is to re~ol:. Bee.ven. Then eolllea the idea tllat 
'•• tree froa Whioh Adam aad ETe took the forbidden fruit stood on 
the •••• 1pot wkere the oro&a or Christ ~s later raieed. Thia 
no~ion •'111 h~• 10ae oouneotiou with ooaaography, but it has 
aoved so tar froa the referent of the b~sic metaphor that it ia 
aear losiag all olaia to be called a metaphorical statement. 
F'ially the conceit breaks down 01314ple·cely, and the la1t 
iuges of the poem a&Te no ooDnection wbatever with the ooemot raphy 
~~etaphor. 
By ooapering ·~ia with the first poem conaidered in tkia 
ohapter we ••• 1shat there ie a difference betl,'ledll the method by 
~ioh the ooDceit is developed in each, in the way in Which it ie 
iatroduoed. and in tke way in ~1ich it ooasm to an end. 
I• A Valediotiona of weeping we find a ooaceit of the 
aeooad type appearing, like the oonoeit in t~e rirat poea, out of 
the word-play of the firat part of the poem; Qnd ~ find the conceit 
losiag ita unity and petering out befor~ the ead or the poea, ae in 
the aeooad example. 
Le'\ - powre r orth 
My teares before thy face, Whil'at I stay here, 
i'or ~by face coiDeB them, ud thy stampe they beare, 
And by tbia Mintage they are eomethiug worth. 
For taua they bee 
Pregaant of theeJ 
Fruits or muoh griete they Are, e~leaes or aore 
Whea a teare falls, that ti1ou falst which it hor;, 
So thou and I are nothing then, when on a 0.iv~rfl ahore. 
On a round ball 
A workeaaa that hath copiee by, can lay 
AD &urope, Afrique, and an Asia• 
And quickly •eke th~t. which was nothing, ~. 
So d~th eaoh teare 
wlhioh thee doth weare, 
A globe, yea world by ~hat impre~sion grow, 
Till thy teare~ aix' with aiae doe overflow 
!his world, by w&ters seut from t~ee, my heavea diaaolved ao. 
0 F.ore then ;~ioo~te, 
D~aw ~ot up aeas to drowne ffiB in thy •nbeare, 
Weep ae ~ot dead, ia ~hiae arae&, but forbeare 
To ~eaob the sea, aat it u.y doe too aocne; 
Let uot the windu 
Exaaple f'i11de, 
1'o doe ,., aore he.rm, then i~ purpo~:~elihJ 
SiDO~ .,A.ou and I 6i~h one l!l.nothers breath, 
~~o e'r sighes moat, i& oruell~at, and ha11t1 the otkera death. 
(A Valeuiotiona of weepiDg, 1-27) 
The poea OOJlOeraa two lover• W8epiu.,;. The idea or tear• 
leada to the JMtaph.or of coillllge. Th.e ias.,:e of tho aiatre11 
retleot•d in ~aoh tear makas it, as it were, a coin. valuable 
beoau•e of' the EtaJap upon it. Three other metaphor• follow i11 
quiok auoceaaions the notion of pregnancy, of the ~aBra as fruita 
of grief, ~d, returlliRg to the ataap idea, of the teP.rs aa emble .. 
of further grief. 
From tJleae ideaa, to which iB added tlut obvioua alluaion 
to i;Qe roWld.Deaa of a tear. DoDDe ooaes to his oo~oeit. Tlae lUjor 
image o:f the poea eaerg•• as a oowpariaon of the scvunth 1sype.l 
Eaob tear retleo1sing the i-mage of ·&he mistreaa beoomas a globe, 
1 
fhe deYeloped i.age wniO~ takA8 the fora Of a lelf-expl&llatory 




i• -~e aaae way as a ball becomes a globe ~en a skilful 
work111an pQin'Ca on oopiefl of the contiaenta. The elobe beoorr..es 
a world, &nd the mixture of thP; tea.rs of the hro lov-::rs become:! 
the dbsolution of the he'l.vena an1 tl:.e inund~ttion of th~ "''rorld. 
·rhe oonceoit :a.oves fe.rther i'ron;. ite basic ns.ete.phor, 
althou~h thu idea ia still bed~-; followed. l'he r.tistrass beoou.~• 
the aoon, or, hyperbolias.lly, more thn.n the J:Loou. Ar:. the moon 
draw. the aeas upward•• so the mis~res~ draws seas of ~ears, 
clrcnmiag the poet. 
The uoxt metaphor still has some connection with the idea 
of t'be mietro•• aa a geogr&phioal thing, but it has lost e.lmoat all 
ooDDeotioa wi'h the baaio metaphor of the globs. Ths wind, as ~11 
&a ~. tide, ltaa something to do with &co.:.rap11y, b•..1t globes do not 
a'how wiDd atoru. Witla t.be 01otioJl of the see. wind harming tne poe' 
the oouoel' fade• out of the poea. !be last image ooDReota the 
wiad - a developuut or the aea illllge .. with the sighs of both 
end or tae poem. 
Ia \he three poema we have oonaidered ~ haTe found three 
ditterea' uaea of the ae~ond type oonoeit. Ou~, in an unfinished 
poea, oould kave been MAde by the poet into a oono~it or the first 
typeJ aad ae written a wbole po~• in such ~ ~ay that all the 
t.&gery waa united by one basio metaphor then the oonoeit would h&ve 
been quite dil:fereaat in nature. Anothe~r appeared suddenly without 
waraiaga it eaerged in the second ate.nr:a without having ••Y roots 
in the first. It developed but without unity, aaving fQrtber away 
t"roa it& referttnt l.lRtil it ceased tc be one image • And a third ., 
i 
appeared ou\ or a complex of mstaphors and an alluaiou, developed, 
weakened, and di1appearsd. Ir. Tbe Canonization we lrl.ll find the 
oonoe1~ dev•loping out of some very complex iMagery in the third 
atansa or a poea, anu beoomiu~ a olooely-knit dilcuaaion Whioh 
doaiJaatea the poea ~o such. .IJ.U extent th,tt tl.e titla is derived 
froa it. 
For.Godaake bolu yo~r tongue, and let ~~ love, 
Or chide •Y palsle, or my ~ou~, 
Ky tive grey baires, or ruin'd fortune flou~, 
Wita Wlt'al~h your at;~te, your :dnde with Ar";r. i'lllprove, 
'lak11 you a oourse, g;et yo\J. s. ph.oe, 
Voaon·e hia honour, or hb grace, 
Or tae ltbaga reall, or his stllmped race 
Co~template, w~at you •ill, approve, 
So you will let me love. 
Call we wk.a.t yo1.1 will, w~e ~r" IJAde such by loveJ 
Call her one, mse anothe~ flye, 
We'are Tapera too, aud at our owne oost die, 
Aad ... in us findo ~he'Eaglo and th~ Uove. 
rAe Phoeaix ridle hath aero wit 
By u., we two b1dug o•e, arc it;. 
So to ORe neutrsll ·t;hilag bo·t;"R sexe11 .t'it, 
We• dye and rias the aame, and prove 
~ya~eri~ua by this love. 
V1ee Olllll dye by it, if not live by love • 
Aud it uatit for tomb~• and hearse 
~ letend bee. it ~ill be fit for vorseJ 
Aad it DO peeoe of Chronicle wee prOYe, 
~e'll build in ao~ets pretty roomea; 
Aa well a well 'U'ought urne beooaea 
Tile &reahest aaheB, l\1!1 hRlfe-acre tollbes, 
Aad by ~keae hyaaea, all shall approve 
Ua CaaoDiz'd for Lover 
A.Du thua invoke ue J You whoa revert.nd love 
Made oae anotaera keraitageJ 
You, to 1fh011. loves wa• peEtce, that now is rt:Lg&J 
Wbo did tae whole worlds Boule contreot. and 
Into tRe glaases of your ey•m 
(So aade auok airrore, aad suoh epie1, 
thnt they did all to you epitomiza,) 
Countries, Towne1, Courts• Be~ froa above 
drovt~ 
A pattsrue of your love~ (Tho Canonization, 1~5) 
-66 ... 
The ba•io .etap~or liea in the implied ooapariaon between 
tae pair of lover•• Wko reject the world for more intense lite in 
eaCh other, and tke great aainta, who reject the world for a aore 
iaten•• lite in God. At the begi11ning thia is not clearly •tated,J 
tke idea ia there but aaa not yet been related to tbe referential 
no~ioa of aaoetio ••in~hood. 
Tile poet begiu by angrily addreaainr, a friend, who aaa 
eYidently been poking tun at hia for hia devotion to aia aiatre••· 
Be ~ell• tke trieDd to eootr a~ his poverty or at hia phyaioal 
wean•••• but Rot at hil loveJ the frieud al\ould work at iaprniag 
hie owa poeition in ~e world• it ae ao wiaaea, but he should leaye 
tae poet to aia loviJag. 
'l'Ae aetaplaora of the firet 1taasa are coRDected wit1a, but 
not directly related to. the basic aetaphor. In two of the poe .. 
ooaaidered above we touad a oonoeit developing away troa ita referent 
and tadiag 1a15o ~~ere related 1•gery. Here the oolloeit worka tbe 
other waya as the poea progre11e1 the iaage beoo.ea aore and acre 
olear. oloaer and closer to the basic aetaphor until finally it ia 
•tated clearly 1a liae 36. 
Tae tirat two atau&aa are taken up by a aeries of aetaphora, 
or rataer. aetaphorioal atateaenta, referring to the outside world 
which DoRDe and hi• aiatreee have rejected. Palsy, gout, grey baira, 
&lld a ruiaed rortwae repreaeat Doane's state in the world. The 
trie•d'• ooadition, or the oODditiou which he would like to have, is 
repreaented by the two ideas of the king's face. The poet tells hia 
either to go to court and get ahead by adairiRg tae kiug'a actual 
face, or to go ia~o buaiae•a and cultivate a fondueaa for the ataaped 
,.., 
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taoe ot the ki~~g on money. The seoolld atanza changes the 'tlle•a 
the aetapk~ioal atate.eDta loee their perao~al quality and 
beoa.e a aeries of raetorical ~uestions in .Uich the poet de•ands, 
aaroaatioally, to be told what harm be and ais aietreaa do to the 
outaide world by rejecting it. 
I~ ~e ~hird atanza tae conceit moves oloaer to ita baaio 
118Mp1aor J the t.agery of the outside world ia lett behind and Doue 
begina playiDg with oaapariaona and aoviag towards the aainthood 
•tapllor. At tirat "tbe ironic note is aaintainedJ the friend ia 
told tbat ae oaa oall Donne aad his .datreas fliea, that he oan 
uae &Jay aUIIber ot ridiouloua ooapariaona. But then the irony 
diaappeara, aDd t~e pceu coaea atill oloaer to ita baaio aetapaor. 
Olea-'ll Brook• point• out. in aia diiOUI&iOil or this poem in ~ 
Well Wrougk~ UrRa 
For 1sllat •tter, tlle laver• oan conjure up tor theaaelvea 
plell~Y or auok taRtaatio ooapariaoaa a :h•yk know Wllat the world 
thiaka of' thea• But tkeae figwoee or t e "t ird ata.nsa are no 
loager the tllreadbare Petrarohall ooaventioaalitieiJ they haTe 
allarpuaa ud bite. The last oae, t'he likening or the lovers 
1;o the phoeRb:, b tully aerioua, and with it, the tome baa 
ahitted troa ironic banter into a defi&nt but controlled 
tender••••• 
'nae etteot or the poet'• iaplied aware11e11 of the lOYera' 
apparent aadaeas ia to cleanae and revivify aetaphora to iudicate 
tlle ae .. e tB .aiok the poet aooept• it, and thus to prepare ua tor 
aoceptiag •erioualy the fine and aerioualy iutended metaphora which 
dO.!Da~e tbe laat ~0 stanzas or the poea.2 
Witk tae phoeaix i.age DoRile is en the verge of his conceit 
or aaiDtaood. Again we tiud his obse&sion with uuity. his aetaphyaio 
or lore. !b: lc~~r= togetaer fora one entity, in this caae the 
pboeRtx. Tae pboeuix dies on his bed of tlaae, and riaes from the 
2 




~•h•• reju•eaated aad purified of the taint• of old age. The lovers 
die (tkat 1•• reaaa a aexual climax) on their bed of love. and riae 
traa ~e aeaea, like tae phoenix. witk the one a&ture renewed aDd 
• 
atreagtllened. Tile end beoo•• the begianing; like the phoenix (or, 
like tae aaiat) tke lovers die ao th&t thoir true and higker aature 
aay be ooDtiraed. Although the word "die" is a pun, ead an obeoe1le 
PUll at taat, Do~me ia bei~at perfectly aerious. By the use of t)le 
pua aad tae phoenix i.age he has ooaaeoted the notion of actual 
death (wbiah. or oourse. must oo•e before canonization) with t~e 
utapll01'ioal deatk of the lOYe which he is defendiag. The poea 
aovea oloaer to ita JUjor !age. Tao lovera will die, IUld will 
leaye a legend beaind taea. At tbe ti .. Donne wa& writiRg, legead 
aad *• apeoifio •&Aiug of a lite of a eaint. Should the legend 
of lOYe'a aainta be oODeidered •ot worthy of the heavy ohrouiolee 
wkioa tae friend'• outer world de.otea to the lives of the great. 
•'ill it ia auited to tae IODAet, tor the well wrought urn will hold 
aabea •• .-11 aa the large tomb• 
Two antitaeaea are used to ooA\rast tAe real world with 
tbe ideal world of the lorere, eoaoing the metapkora of the firat 
two ataasaa. Tae tirat antitbeeia opposes the ohroniole, tae 
welgk~y aad often dull reoord of raots about r,reat men's live•• to 
tao aoaaet. the .-all aad exqu1•1te poem; 'he second oppoeea tke 
"balte-aore toabe•" Wbioa, witla gross and vulgar ostentation; wark 
the re1tiag plaoee ot tae wee.ltlay dead, to the "well wrought urne" 
Wkioa deoeatly ooataiaa tbe aahea or modest people. One pair or 
aetapaora uaderliaea the outer world 10 idealized by the friend aa 
a orude and wapleasant tltiu~l ·l;he otller pair •bows the world of tbe 
, 
lOYera, ~ae .. elves, aa eo.ething beautiful. By rejeotiag the 
ooareeneee of tae ~rld they become loveraa by rejecting the 
world they become aainta. Th~ souneta of their love beooae 
~)~. and DoUDe fi~lly makes a clear statement of his baeio 
aetap~or, tkat the lOTera are "Canoniz'd for Love". 
Baviwg reaobed a clear at~tement of tae basic aetaphor 
Doaae goea on to ~he developaent. Of thia development Grieraon 
Boted, ROoDDe as usual is pedantically accurate in the detaile of 
hia metaphor. The oaaoni~ed lOYers are iuvoked au sainta, i.e. 
their pr&Jora !!!. requested. They are asked to beg froa above a 
pa.t\ern. of their love tor thoae below."3 Tae lOTera, haviJlg beooae 
: 1aiata, llr.ve a. legead ud oe.n be invoked. But their aain\bood ia 
in no way 1piritual, exoert in a ~taphorical seRae; thia ia 
olearly borne out by the obvioua aetap~or of eaca lover being a 
~ermitage for the other. 
In The Caaonizatioa we find the oonoeit growing out or 
tlle iagery or tlae begilll1ing oi' the poea. .~ series of metaphora of 
th• practical world balanced againat a &eries of metaphor• of the 
ideal world of tae lovers beooaes the expression of the idea of 
reaunoiation. Reuunoiation in ita turn lead• to the basic ~taphor 
ot aaia.thocxl, 'Which is dneloped logically iJ:a·to the aajor blage of 
'\he poea. 
Finally, we should oonsider oue poem in wnioa tAe oonoeit 
never reaokea its full development at all, the Epitaph Ou Hiaaelte 
addresae~ to the Counteaa of Bedford. Iu thia poea iaagea are 
gatkered together in auc~ a way that tlle reader auto.atioally looka 
Grieraoa, The Poe .. of Jolln Doane (1912) ii, 16 
tor a baaio metaphor. a notion behind all the related metaphors 
gi"f·illg tllem wdty fllld ooming more and more olear as the poem 
progreaaea. There ia JlOD8J the last imagery or the poem shows 
a ralae unity. There is. I t~ink• a frustrated attempt at 
developi~ a conceit of the second type out of the related 
That I aigat make your Cabinet l'I!:f tombe • 
Alld tor 'ay tuae aicll I love next ay aoule• 
~ext to aJ aoule provide the happiest roome. 
Adsit to tllat place thia last funerall Scrowle. 
othora by Wills give Leg~cies. but I 
Dytag. of you doe beg a Legacie. 
My tortUM aDd ay will this cue tome breake • 
Waen • are aenseleaao grown to make atouos speak. •J.' 
ftaougll ao atoae tell tllee nat I wae • yet thou 
X. tay p-ave& iui~• lee nat thou art 110'11'1 
Yet tll' art aot yet eo goodJ till ua deata lay 
To ripe and 118llow tllere. w'are stubborae clay. 
Pa.reat1 Mke ua earth. ud aoule1 dignifie 
Va to be glaase. here to grow gold we lie; 
Wbilat in our aoulea aiDRe bred and paapered is. 
Our aoulea become wo~me-eaten Carkasses. 
(lpi,aph On Himself•• 1-16) 
Here the would-be conceit etarts with the hyperbolioal 
aotioa of stoaea apea.killg. The ato11e or tbe tirBt illage becomes a 
,;raTeatoae. nut aDkiad is JUde of clay. AdamJ a body coaea froa 
the earthly parenta as earth. The soul becoaea the process by which 
certaia kiDde of earth are turned into glass. Havin~ progressed 
troa ea~th (the crude subetance) into glass (the more refined and 
valuable eubstauoe) the hwu.n. union or body and soul. waits to 
beo011e golda aa gold was believed to be tne most perfect ot all 
minerals. ao the redeemed JUD• body end soul made perfect at the 
resurreotion. caD be represented by thie valuable substance. 
There 11 a deTelopment according to a logical method. 
, 
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Tlle atoae iaage beooaea a gravestone iJUge and leads to the 
allusion to eartk, anotker mtReral and tbe substance of waic~ 
man is made by GodJ tke eartb image d8Velope into the glass 
image, and the notion of the perfeotion of minerals leade to tae 
t.age of gold. And at taat image the rlevelopm~nt ~f the notion 
abruptly balta • Dozme moves towards acre ret~rent, •ome ~~etapbor 
taken tra. ~ia knowledge ot alokemy and tke relations bet~en tae 
~rals. Indeed, it could be argued that the relationship implied 
to exilt between eartk, gla••• a:a.d gold ocnat~.tutea a ba•io Mtapnor. 
But were we to argue so we would be raced with a~ unanswerable 
queatioaa baaio to •atT At'ter 'haviag developed ~he ill.agery towards 
eoae aort of UDity and kaving argued some relatioasaip between aie 
i.agee, Doaae negleote to go on to ais oouceit. Be produ~~• a 
ooaplex aetap~or and lets it drop. 
Alioaougll tke alohemioal notion.a bebi:a.d tae imagery do 
provide a Ollie •ort of wd.ty, the conoeit does not t•ee.oll OOI'Ilpletion, 
&Dd ao it abould really be ooRsidered in t~e next chapter Wkere 
conceits or the third type will be discussed. But, sine~ t}le 
iaagea gatkered togetber develop towards the baaio metepbor of a 
OOilOelt of t}le aeoond type, tl'U' poem aaB 'been 001'.81dered ltere &8 
an example of how the seooRd type of oonoeit grows in ~ poeM. It 
oan alao provide a liDk between the third type of ooaceit. t~e 
!.age ~lch develops into tke major image of a poem, and the tRird 
type. the developed metapkor or simile. 
At this point. we ehould try, as 1~ did in the firet 
chapter of tRis eeotion, to sum up briefly the differenoea ft'lld 
the aimllaritiee which were found in tt~ ue~r. or th~ oonceit in 
, 
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the poema considered. 
l. To the Countease of Bed£ords 
The opening linea diseuse the subject and bring up the 
notion of death, resurrection, spring, and Easter. These combined 
ideas lead to an allusion to the Easter duty or the Catholic; on 
the basis of the four combined metaphors Donne develops a logical 
conceit and the poem takes the form of a confession. 
2. Bymne to Go4 ay God, in ! siclaleaae t 
three aetap'tiora cODibim 0 rorm the basic metaphor or 
cosmography in the aeoond atan~a of the poem. They appear suddenly 
in that atansa, not growing out of related imagery in the first 
stan&a. The oonoeit is not developed logioallyJ as the basic 
•taphor ohangea and develops into new related imagery, the conceit ,.-' 
moves farther away trom ita referent. Finally it mOYea completely 
away, and the last imagery is completely unrelated to the major 
image, the ocamography conceit. 
~. A Valediction• or weepinfa 
The major LB&ge deTelopan the aeoond stan~a out or aome 
vaguely related imagery in the first. As the notion develops 
through the aecoDd and third stanzas the conceit moves farther 
away troa ita basic metaphor until it finally comes to an end just 
before the end or the poem. 
4. The Canonizations 
The 6aslo metaPhor atarta to emerge in the second stan~a. 
developing out ot a oaaplex of metaphors presenting the antithesis 
between the practical world and the ideal world of lovers. As the 
imagery develops the basio metaphor becomes more and more clear, 
until tinally it is atated as a simple metaphor. Having reached 
the basio metaphor, Donne goes on to a logical development which 
continues until the end of the poem. 
5. Epitaph On Biuelfes 
Donne relates a aeries of metaphors, goes through all 
the stages of developing the baeio metaphor of a oonoeit of the 
aeoond type, and then leta the poem drop before the conceit emerges. 
Despite the differences in these five poe~. there is one 
thing they all have in common. In eaoh -poem there is a ujor image, 
developed in the same manner ~• the conceit or the first type, 
although there is not alway. the unity found in the larger conceit. 
The differences ere in the way the poet oomes to his basio metaphor, 






















Conceits or the third type are little more than simple 
metaphor6 or similes developed in much the same way as the longer 
types of conceit. Usually they do not have the complexity of' the 
first ~nd eeooad typ~s of conceit. They provide no lo2ioel rr~me­
work upon Which R poet oen build bis poem, nor do they expend to 
become major ~agee. They appear aud then disappear, as if Donne 
&ad planned a full oonoeit and changed his mind after three lines. 
to a comparison which is more or less simple and straightforward, 
ae adds tae element or wit and ingenuity which turns images into 
oonoeite. One is tempted to eay that Donne could never leave an 
image a.lone5 'he always had to develop it, or justify it, or 
explain it. 
An example is provided in the poem To Sr. Edward Herbert. 
at Iulvras 
All tbat is fill'd• and all that which doth fill, 
All tlle rouad wor'ld, to man is but a pill, 
In all it workes not, but it is in all 
Poy•ouou•• or purgative, or cordial!, 
For, kRowledge kiDdles Calentures in some, 
ADd is to otaers ioy Opium. (To Sr Edward Herbert, 39~) 
The oonoeit developa out of the medical imagery or the earlier part 
of the poea1 e.nd follows directly from the lines a 
••• Man into himself can draw 
AllJ All ~ia taita· oaD swallow, 'or reason ohaw. (Ibid •• 37-8) 
Tae Dotio•s of swallowing (takinG down whole by simple faith) and 
oaewiug (considering by reason) lead to the metaphor that states 
that tae entire world• both physical and spiritual, is a pill. 
The pill aan either be oaewed by one's fRoulty of reason or 
swallowed by blind raitll. 
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But, kavi~ ~itten the metaphor - Whieb is ingenious 
euou~h to be considered a conceit even if not developed - Donne 
goes on to modify hiD idea. The pill or worldly knowledge, ae 
BB.y!l, will not "«ork for everybody. That ia, it will not 'lllrays 
~I!V8 s salutsry effeot. Yet it will have some efi'~ot; it will be 
either poieonouz, purgative, or a cordial medicine. The idea is 
taken from an earlier i~ge in the poem, in which Donne is demon-
atretiDg how man der,radee himself. 
So, to the punishments Which God doth fling, 
Our apprekeaeioR ooatributee the Etiug. 
To ua, as to ltis oldokine, he doth oe.st 
Bnlooke• aad "Re aa aeD, his llemlooke taetf$J 
~e do infuse to ~at ho mennt for meat, 
Corroeiveaeeee, or inteDse cold or heat. 
For, God no such specifique poyson ~ath 
As kills we know not howJ hie fiercest wre.ta 
Beth no antipethy, but may be good 
At lest tor pkyeicke, if not tor our food. 
(Ibid., 21-~0) 
-
GrlereoD'e note poiute out that hemlock, Which is food for young 
birds, is poison tor men, and explaius that nour own nature oon-
tributes tbe faotor which mgkes a food into a poison either 
corrosive or ki111u.g by inte12sity of )!eat or oold."1 This stue 
notion, t~en, is invoked to modify the metaphor of the world as a 
pillJ to some it brings de~tb, metaphorically. by exoess or heat, 
and to otllers it bri•gs deeth by excess of cold. 
Taere aas been, we can see, a complication of thought. 
A simple metaphor, the world is a pill, has grown out of two 
esrlier metap~ors, fait~ swallows and reason che~J it has been 
modified nnd explained by an eoho of an imsge written muoh enrlier 
in the poem. Instead or n simple metaphor, we find a fairly complex 
1 
Grierson, T~e Poeaa or John Doane (1912) ii, 1?8·9 
~~etaphorioal statement, with an idea expres~ed by thf'.l statement" 
sx·tension, modifio~lliion, and eX!Jlication of a be sic idea. 
~nother example of this type of conceit provides ~ome 
oont;rust s . .o.d brings us oloser to o:tn u:r"derstanding of the uses and 
development of suoh images. The simplest fcrm of tr.e oo~oeit or 
the third class ia that of the ingenious or witty metaphor develop-
ing into e. related metaphor, and the following e:xRrnple from a poe!ll 
To Sr Henry v.~otton will show in m.iuia.ture the devolopmen·t or conoeita. 
Cities are Sepulchers} they who dwell there 
Are carcaae•, as if there no suoh were. 
And Oourt11 tl.re Theatres, wllere some men pla.y 
Priaoea, •ome slaves, all to oue end, and of one olay. 
The country is n desert, where no good, 
Gain'd (as ~abita, not borae,) is understood. 
(To Sr Heury Wotton, 21-6) 
Here we have taree images in a sequenoe, demonstrating 
that the poet is rejecting all forms o.f sooial life. T\ey provide, 
ae it were, working mod~ls of the oonoeitJ . t~ere is in eaoh an 
extension aRd developm@'!nl; or a metaphor, modifying a b!t.ei~ notion. 
The thre., :tmar;ea are quite simple: Donne states the mete.phor that 
oities ar~ •epulohres, and, to justify his metaphor, throws in 
another, that people "Who live in oities ue not elive but dead; 
he adds th6 aetaphor tkat oourts ~re theatre8, ~nd extends it by 
oe.llinr, the p~ople li-ving in 1\nd around tb~ oourt aotors; he 
finieaea by oalling the ooUDtry a desert, and explains tho metaphor 
by eayiag that the oountry is R desert because there ie nothiag 
good in it. ~aoh of' the three metnphors iR stated ~nd then monified 
in oue ~f three ways: 
1. Further aetaphorio~l statement is introduced to justify the 
uae of the baaio metaphor and argue ita aptnees; 
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2. Further met•phoriosl statement is used to extend the 
baaio metaphor, aaauming its aptne&SJ 
,. Further statement, metaphorical or literal, io used to 
expl~in th~ b~sio metaphor and ar~e ita ~p~ugss. 
Most developed images, th11t is most of tl;A lo'tl~(>. :r" conceits 
found in the poetr~{ or the Met•.1physicala, are developed -t:n one or 
more of these ways. Or. course, this onnnot be seen very clearly in 
a long onneeit whe~e the poet has used all three met~ods to develop 
his imat;ery, but in q short conceit, :mch ns ~ho 011es quoted above. 
the three 'll'lethods emerge oles.rly. Because or th1r., there hae been 
no attempt made to distinguish these methods of davelopment' in the 
two chapters 011 full-length conceits. 
A.nother very eimple ex&mpla 1 and ono which shows how the 
oonoait varies, is tha following from tlto -poam Vpon Mr. Thomas 
Coryats Crudities. 
Ror shall wlt-pirats hope to find thee lye 
All in one bottome, in one Librarie. 
(Vpon ~.~ • 'l'homaa Coryats Crudities. 
65::()) 
Here we havo two related met~phors, one evidently growing out of 
the other e.ooording to the seoond method listed above. But. in a 
way. the conceit is directly opposite to those listed above. One 
of the two metaphors is more important than the other. In the 
earlier oases there was a direct 'statement or the primary notionJ 
cities are sepulchres, oourte are theatres, the country is a desert. 
Bach or these clear statements was followed by a more abstract 
modifying notlonJ oity dwellers are oaroaesee, and so on. But in 
this case the stronger or the two metaphors is the second; the 




not to be found. together, in the hold of one ship. The metaphor 
extending this oomea fir&tJ the pirates who live by stealing 
the fruits or others' brains will not find the leaves together. 
With the.se two exnmples wo oome olose1• to a full under-
standing or the nature of the developed oonceit; we aee that there 
are three waya in whioh a basio metaphor can be developed, and we 
aee alao tho.t the order oan vary. Developed images ooour when• 
1. The at~tement of a metaphor leads the poet to related 
imagery Whioh modifies and strengthens the basio idea; 
2. A group of images beoome somehow related, focusing in 
one metaphor Whioh emergee as the chief idea, the baaio metaphor, 
The two examples oonaidered above give us the developed image in 
ita aoat rudisentary form. In the first short example we found 
three metaPhors developed in three separate W&y&J in the aeoond 
we found the development reversed, the related image ooming first 
and the ohief metaphor ooming aeoond. We have disoovered five 
things about the development of imsges, and, although in most long 
oonoeita we will find the poet oombining more than ~ne of the 
methode or developaent. a olear understanding of these prinoiplea 
auat lead u. to a olearer understanding or the developed oonoeit, 
whether it be of the first, aeoond, or third type. 
A slightly longer example of the third type or oonoeit 
oan be found in the poem To Sr fl.eory Wotton. 
Onely' in this one thing, be no Galenistt To make 
Oourta hot ambitions Wholesome, do not take 
A dramme of Countries dulneseeJ do not adde 
Correctives. but aa ohymiques, purge the bad. (To Sr Henry Wotton, 59-62) 
Here further metaphorical statements are used to explain and extend 
the baeio metaphor, the medioal notion behind the thought. The 
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elements or the oonoeit cannot be extracted from the image as 
readily ae they were from the two o~rlior ones. There is a 
group of images bound together by a fairly loose idea, the 
differences of opinion between the school of Galen and that of 
Pftraoelaua. But, there is also an extension of a stated metaphor. 
And the added metaphors, or the group or metaphors, do 
not stand out as having one clear funotion in the poem. They 
explain the metaphorioal term "Gnlenist"J they also justify its 
use, and they assume its aptnees and extend it. Donne has taken 
his basic notion, the metaphorical statement that one should be 
not a Galenist but a Paracelsian; hG has explained it, and the 
explanation hns become both an extension and an argument for the 
aptness or the metaphor. 
So, after finding two ways in which developed images 
occur and three waya in which basic metaphors can be developed, we 
find that the processes are hidden by an,y real complication of 
thought. What re&lly happens is th11.t the development of an image 
is carried on by a combination or soma or even all or the principles 
we have extracted fro1a. our short examples. While the principles oan 
easily be seen in some ehort and clear passages, the complication or 
thought in a more involved (or perhaps we should say a more meta-
physical) oonoeit cannot very well be unravelled and l~belled in 
suoh e. eimple 'tftlY'• Still, the principles &re velunble e.nci they do 
tell us something about the development or imagery. 
Keeping these principles (and, or course, their limitations) 
in mind, we now leave generalization &nd ~eturn to the consideration 
or examples. The next example of the conceit of the third type is 
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from. a letter to Mr Rowland Woodward. 
Wee are but farmers of our selves, yet may, 
If we can stockc our sclveR, ftlld thrive, unplay 
Muoh. muoh dea.re treasure for the sreat rent day. 
Manure thy selfe then. to thy selfe be 1 approv'd• 
And with vaine outward thingo be no more mov'd 
But to know, that I love thee'and would be lov'd• 
(To Mr Rowland 'iToodward. 31-6) 
The baaio notion is that man is a farmer, granted land by God and 
obliged to give an aooount, to pay hie rent, on the day of judge-
ment. The harder man works at his farming, then, the more 
produce ~11 he have to pay his farm's rant when the time oomes. 
The basio metaphor of this conceit is assumed and then extended. 
The extemaion goes only as far as the injunction to "Manure thy 
selfe"• after which the conceit disappears and the poem ends with 
purely denotative langu&ge. 
In this oa•e the development or the conceit is not 
especially intere5ting. t'>'hat is interesting is tho way in whioh 
the oonceit appears in the poem. The stenzae immediately praoeding 
it have no agricultural imagery in them at all, ~nd one is tempted 
to say that the conceit appears out or no~ere, like the ~eograpb­
ical conceit in the Hymne to God my God, in my eioknesse. Suoh, 
however, is not the case. The poem actually begins with a series 
of' iJU.ges drawn rr ODl farming • 
Like one who'in her third widdoWhood doth professe 
Her aelfe a Nunne, tyed to retirednesse. 
So•af'tects my muse now. a ohast fallownesseJ 
Since shea to few, yet to too many'hath showne 
Bow love-aong weeds, and Satyrique thornee are growne 
Where aeeds of better Arts, were early sawn. ) 
<~·· 1-6 
The agricultural imag8B then stop, and Donne moves on to a 
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theological argument in the middle ot which comes one image that 
will reappear a 
••• in thoae taithtull aoales, Where God throwea in 
Ilene workee, vanity weighs as muoh as sinne. 
(~ •• 11-12) 
There follon a disoourae on the w.y to become virtuoue, which 
is followed by1 
You know. Physitiana, when they would infuse 
Into any'oyle, the Soules of Simples, use 
Places, Where they may lie still warme, to ohuse. 
(~ •• 25-7) 
'fhia notion ie deTeloped into an arguaent for staying in retir~dneas, 
aDd thia 1e followed by the agricultural conceit. Grierson'• note 
e~ the t.age just quoted eaye that "Paraoeleus refers more than once 
to the heat ot horae-dung uaed in ' separations' , e.g. On the 
Separationa ot the El...ata traa Ketala he enjo~ that When the 
..tal haa been reduced to a liquid aubstanc~ you muat 'add to one 
part of thia oil two parts of treah ~ .tortia, and when it is 
enoloaed in glaaa of the beet quality, set it in horae-dung fOT a 
lllO!lth ' •• 2 
A!l 8.J11llyaia ot the prose ccnrtent of the poea will deaon-
atrtte bcnr the oODCeit ... rgea. Donne eayw th11.t he lvu not been 
writiDg -.ush poetry, hie JmBe has been affeotin:?: tallown.ets; thil 
fallowaeaa waa a.ceaeary becauae, al thO'I~h good seed h.lld been ~l:l:at.ed. 
the ~~U.Be had brou01t forth noth~ ~ut the weed• of l~e BOJlll!l 'lnd 
the thorn. of satire • Theu be drops the agricultural 1-~ery fOl' 
the tiaa beizag. !till OD the eubjeet of his poetry, be nya that, 
alth~ it ia not a1atul tar hia to love poe~ry, i't ee.u•e• lln 
2 
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omission or good which is as bad as sin. In this statement we 
find the image of the scales used by God on judgement day, a 
nction that he will use again talking or "the great rent dayn 
on which man, the farmer or himself, will present his produoe 
to God. Then comes the notion of man seeking himself within 
himaelf, an idea that seems suited to the later agricultural 
conceit but is instead expressed by the image of the glass 
focusing the sun's rays. They comes the alchemical image mention-
ed above, and finally we find the farming conceit. 
The conoeit has oome out or the poem by a process of 
relating ideas, bo~~ strai~htforward ideas and metaphorical 
notions. The steps have beena 
1. The poem begins with an introduction Which uses some 
agricultural imagery, probably developing out or the metaphorical 
word, "tallowneaa"; 
2. The agricultural im!lgea oease and are followed by some 
moralistic argument, in the course of which Donne uses the notion 
or the general judgeaent and God using aoales to weigh misdeeds 
against good deedaJ 
3. The •oral argument brings DoJme to the statement that 
man aeeka hiJUelf within himaelt, the iden behind tho image that 
man is a farmer ot himself; 
4. Returning to the original notion or retiredness, Donne 
develope the Paracelsian image mentioned above, with ita implied 
reference to manure1 
5· Finally Donne develops the image ot man as a farmer of 
himeelt. The conceit oomea from the agricultural imagery at the 
beginning or the poea, from the notion of deeds and misdeeds 
being weighed by God at the ~udga11Bnt, and from the implication 
or the alchemioal oon~eit. The poet uses the outside of the 
imagea1 he takes the notion of farming and imposes it upon the 
actual argum&nt or the poem, combining the external idea or 
farming with the more serious moral ideas to reaoh his concluding 
image in 11h1oh he aaya t 
(a) man ie like a farmer, 
(b) be will have to give an account of. his work, 
(c) he should improve his farm and work hard so that he 
oan show results when his time comes to render 
an account. 
Many conceits will be found to have emerged from poems 
in a similar way. The imagery of a poem becomes rel~ted, perhaps 
by plan or perhaps by mere ooinoidenoe. In some oases the relation-
ship between images will become eo close that they will merge into 
a basic metaphor and a conceit of the seoond, or perhaps even the 
first type. In other casas, ns in the poem just considered, the 
relationship will be aooidental and somewhat vague, and the 
referent• - the external parts of the metaphorical statements -
will be combined with the actual ar~;ument of the poem. This will 
result in the appearance of a ooneeit, sometimes a conceit of the 
aeoond type - a major image - &nd sometimes s conceit of the third 
type. 
In many oases we cannot see the evolution of the conceit 
a1 clearly as in the poem just considered. Frequ9ntly there is no 
evolutionJ the oonoeit develops from a simple metaphor. 
••• Preachers Which are 
Seaa of Wit and Arts, you oan, then dare 
Drowne the ainnes of this plaoe, for, tor moe 
Whioh am but a acaroe brooke, it enough shall bee 
To wash the staines away. · (Satyre IIII, 237~1) 
Here we are dealing with the witty development of a metaphor. 
The poem in Which this im8ge occurs is the fourth Satyre, a collection 
of unrelated ill'l8.ges, most of which are plainly meant to be facetious • 
The metaphor ia extended, giving us a metaphorical statement with 
tour distinct images, two pairs relating size and ability. The 
great preaohsr is like a sea, so vast is his learning tmd ability; 
ao he should drown the sins of London. This is a common enough type ~ 
I 
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of image, the development of one m~taphor into another related 
metaphor. But in the extension of the ima~e. Donne doee not go 
on in quite the ordinary way. His next related metaphor does 
not so much advance his line of thought as restate it in miniature 
for a ludicrous effect. He is e see, like the greet preacherJ 
therefore he cannot drown the sins of r.ondon. He is only a brookJ 
therefore the best he o~n hope to do is wash away the stains of sin. 
In this oaae the development of the conceit has occurred 
because Donne wished to inject ~ note of irony, to twist ~ con-
ventional ima~e and so express a cynioal attitude of self-depreca-
tion. The grandiose metaphor is stated and developed into a 
related metaphor. Then it is restated in ~ ridiculously rliminished 
form Which is developed into another relsted metaphor. The effect 
of the image is that of Horace's famour lines 
Parturient montes. et nescitur ridiculus mus. 
So .e see that the oonceit of the third type. like the 
two longer types of conceit, does more than oonvey an ideaa it 
oouveya a state of mind, giving the reader not only the poet's 
idea but his attitude towards that idea. The arr,umentative image 
almost always results from an effort on the pgrt or the poet to 
relate his idea to himself. Donne's lovo lyrics do not describe 
love, nor do they pload in Petrarehan conventionalities; they 
deaoribe Donne' in love nnd the effect of the emotion upon him. 
Hie eatiree do not merely chastise the evils of the timeJ they 
list the evils ae the~r directly ei'feot Donne • And Donne's 
religious poetry deals ~th the relationship between God and the 
poet himself'. It is this added effort, the problem of doing more 
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than expressing an idea, ~1ioh cAuses the complication of th ht oug; 
to which we can attribute the complication of imagery and argument. 
For example, in Donne's inveotive ar,ainst the courts in the fifth 
Satyre, he rushes on from one image to another until he finds one 
that can be developed. 
0 Age or rusty iron~ Some better wit 
Call it some worse name, if ought equal it; 
The iron Age that wss, When justice ~$ soldJ now 
Injustice ia sold dearer farre. Allow 
All demands, fees, and duties, gmmstsrs, anon 
The mony which you sweat, and sweare for, is v,on 
Into other handaa So controverted lands 
Soape, like Angelica, the strivers h~nds. 
If Law be in the Judges heart, and hee 
Bave no heart to resist letter, or fee, 
Where wilt thou appealet pawre of the Uourts below 
Flow tram the first maine head, and these can throw 
Thee, if they aucke thee in, to misery, 
To fetters, halt~rBJ But if the injury 
Steele thee to dare oomplaine, Alas, thou go'st 
Against the stream, When upwards• When thou art moat 
heavy and moat faintJ and in these labours they, 
'Gainat 'Wh011. thou should' st oomplaine, wi 11 in t'ha wA.y 
Become great aeaa, o'r which, when thou shalt bee 
Foro'd to make golden bridges, thou shalt see 
That all thy gold was drown'd in them beforeJ 
All things follow their like, only Who ha~e may have more. 
Judges are God&J he Who made and said them so, 
Meant not that men ehould be rorc'd to them to goe, 
By meanea or Angela, When supplications 
'We aent to God, to Dominstiona, 
Powers, Cherubins, and all heavens Courts, if wee 
Should pay fees aa here, Daily bread would be 
Soaroe to Kings. 
Donne etarta by twisting an image rrom Juvenal snd go~s on to explain 
what it mean• and justify its use. He et'ltes plainly what is wrong 
with the ·age, and gives an example. Then he quibbles over the two 
senaea of the word ~eart" and moves on to describe the source of 
legal jurisdiction as literally a source, pouring out a river into 
which an bmooent can be suoked by a current. Changing the image, 
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he eaya that compl~inte are only attempts to swim against the 
ourrent. Changing it still further, ho m~kes the judges seas 
rather than rivers, and brings in the notion of brib6 s as golden 
bridges. But the gold with Which the bridges would have been 
built, he adds, has all been swallowed up ~y these seas that oome 
from the eouroe, divine justice. At this point the river and 
bridge oonoeit is dropped, before it has been united into one 
lor;ioal iaage. The notion of gold nnd that or the divine 
authority vested in judges leads to the next image, that judges 
are like God in that our prayers and supplications must be brought 
to them by means of angels. In the case of the jud~es, however, 
the angels ~ioh intercede for us are not of. the haavanly ohoirJ 
they are golden angels, ooins. 
In this 1hort passage there has been some sort of develop-
ment given to at least three separate images. None of them have 
been given the unity and logical aequenoe of the second class of 
oonoeit. They are, as it were, inoomplete oonoeits, one following 
the other, one growing out of connotations of the other, one 
ooaplioating the other, as the poet rushes to get his state of mind 
on paper. The iron image is explained by purely denotative language, 
the aouroe image givea rise to a series of oonnected images leading 
to the bridge ot gold image, and the two latter imabes are developed 
into a new image, an ironio conceit based on a notion and a pun. 
There is one oonoeit or the fourth type and there are two or the 
third type; all three oome from the same furious state of mind, 
but there are three different referents. iron, rivers, and angels. 










poems collections of conceits of the third type, metapho~ical 
statements developed but not built into major image·; rJr logioal 
arguments. 
'."fe will now try to sum up what has bean learned about 
the conceit or tbu third type, attempting at the same time to avoid 
undue repetition or those oharaoteristios which are common to the 
first, socond, and third types: logical, ar~umontative structure, 
logical or q_ue..si-logioo.l mt::thod, and so on. It has b6en established 
that the conceit of t;he third type is a metaphor or simile, ingenious 
in nature, which has been developed in much the same way as the 
two longer types of concei·t, but has not been given the magnitude of 
a ~jor image. In considering a simple exWDple it was learned that 
the short ooneeit (and so the longer oonoeit as well) could be 
developed by ~he use or one or more of three methods: justification 
by further metaphorical statement, extension by further metBphorical 
atetement, or explanation of an image by further statement which its 
either metaphorical or literal. Another short ex~mple demonstrated 
that developed images could oocu~ in two e~parate ways; When the 
statement or a metaphor led the poet to r~lated imag~ry modifying 
his metaphor. or when a broup of images beoame interrelated and 
foouaed in one metaphorio~l notion. 
It was also seen that oonoeits of the third t:'rpe emerged 
from a poem by maa.ns of a vague interrelation&hip of' imagery, not 
olose enough to provide the unity of the major imr.f\9 • .A..nci finally 
it was seen that the third type of conceit would, like the first 
and seoond types, convey a "tone of voioe" and ef'feot !\ com-plication 




CONCEITS OF THE FOURTR TYPE: 
~ , 
The fourth type or conceit has been defined in this work 
as a loose oAteg:ory, oor.1prisin~ any witty or inr,enious turn of phrase, 
short, hyperbolioal metaphors or similes, pare~.doxes or oxymorl!. The 
term, admittedly, is a blanket term and does not say very much !\bout 
Donne's illlfl~ery. But, some term must be uaed to cover the man~r 
typically metA.phys ioal phrtwee found in Donne, phrRses that cannot 
be dismissed as purely denot,.tive lang"ua~e and yet cannot. strictly 
be cAlled metaphorical. Ima~es they are, certainly, but they Are 
ju!t as certainly not the common form of ima~e. the aquatin~ of one 
thing with another. 1 Sir Herbert Grierson, in the introduction to 
his Metaphysical Lyrics and poems, includes in a discussion of Donne's 
ima~ery a aeries of quotations. Among the quotations are: 
For Godaake hold your ton~ue and lat me love. 
(The Canonization, 1) 
Who ever comes to shroud me, do not harme 
Hor question much 
that subtile wreath of haire, which crowns my arms. 
(The Funerall, 1-3) 
I lo»g to talke with e~oms old lavers ghost, 
Who dyed before the god or Love was borne • 
(Loves Deitie, 1-2) 
Each of these quotations is an example of what is called, in this 
study, a oonoeit of the fourth type. A oonsiderRtion or them will 
briag us closer to an understanding of the category. As they stand 
The first they are not imar,es, but purely denotative statements. 
oertainly is prose; the wreath of hair in the second is a real 
objeot and not a metaphor; and ghosts, in the seventeenth century, 
were not considered to be figments of the imagination. But, within 
the contexts of the poems from Which they are taken, all three ~re 
Grierson, Metaphysical Lyrics and Poems (1921) xxi-ii 
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images and parts of larger images. 
The first quotation is th6 opening line of The Canonization. 
The basio metaPhor in this poem is that of the rejection of earthly 
lite for a more intense life, the first st0p towards sainthood. · The 
poem begins ~ media £!!= soma friAnd has been mocking the poet for 
his dedic~tion to love. Donne tells his friend that he should mock 
weakness or poverty,. but not dedication to love. The first image 
or the poem, then, is this imaginary addre~s to a friend) and the 
friend, Who is censured in such abrupt terms, epitomizes the practical 
world, the antitheJia of the poet's world of love. There is an anti-
thesis of metaphorical statement&J the friend and his practical 
world are bAlanoed against Donne and his mistress and their ideal 
world, the worldly life of debased man against the intense life of 
the saints. the demand tor silence, then, becomes the first of the 
aeries or metaphors Whioh constitute, as it were, the preamble to 
the oanonisation oonoeit Which gradually emerges tr~ the changing 
iagery to dOilinate the poem. The abruptness of the demand gives 
the imagery the metaphyaioal "tone or voioe". In the context ct the 
poem, then, the apparently denotative etatement can be seen to be 
the first of a eeries of metaphors and an important part or the 
larger iage of the poem. It is a conceit or the fourth type • a 
witty turn or phrai&J and one that, on closer examination, proves 
to be a metaphor and an integral part or a poem. 
The second quotation aeema at first sight not to be an 
image at all, since the wreath of hair ie obviously ~ actual 
wreath and not a mataphor tor something else. Yet the first three 
linea ot The Funerall are cited by Grierson as an example of Donne'e , 
' i 
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imagery. CoDteaporary critics. reading the linea, would call the 
wreath a symbol. which is rather different from an image. But. in 
tact. the U.ua constitute whe.t Donne himself' would have oalled a 
conceit. "A fanciful, ingeniou•, or witty notion or expression", 
and what is called in this study (fer the seke of distinguishing 
it from the metaphysically developed conceits) a conceit of the 
fourth type. Again it acts aa a tone of voice, an ingenious phrase 
preparing the reader for the complex imagery which will follow it 
and grow out of it. Considering the entire poem will show that the 
apparently denotative, it ingenious, statement of the opening lines 
become part ur a metaphor becaua~ of the imagery following. 
'Who ever oomea to ehroud me, do not harme 
Bor queetion much 
That subtile wreath of haire, which crowns my armeJ 
fhe syatery. the aigne you JllUBt not touch, 
For•tia my outward Soule, 
Viceroy to that, Which then to heaven being gone, 
Will leave thia to oontroule, 
And keepe these limbes, her Provinces, from dissolution. 
Por it the ainewie thread my brain lets tall 
. Through every part, . 
Can tye thoee parts, and make mee one of all a 
These haire• which upward grew, and strength and art 
Bave troa a better braine, 
Can better do' itJ Except she meant that I 
By thia •hould know my pain, 
Aa prisoner• then are manacled, When they'are oondemn'd to die. 
lllhat ere ahee meant by' it, bury it with me, 
For ailloe I am 
LoYea martyr, it might breed idolatrie, 
It into othere hands thes~ Reliq~es oame; 
A•'twaa hwaility 
To atf.ord to it all that a Soule oan doe, 
So,•tia same bravery 
That ainoe you would eave none or mee, I bury some or Y!~·) (The Funerall, 1-~ 
In the first stanza the wreath of hair is nothing more than 
a aymbol of love, a symbol ao unoommon as to shook the re$der into 
awareness. Then Donne starts adding new meanin~s to itJ the wreath 
becomes an "outward Soule". In other words tho wreath of hair has an 
oxistence b~twnen the mundane and the heavenlyJ metaphorically it is 
tho enrthly soul, the hnlf-s~iritual part of Donne's nature which has 
become tr~ough love a three-part nature rt~th~r than a two-part nature. 
So, by the end of the first stanza, the wreath, at first merely an 
ingenious notion, has became a metaphor, and, although the metaphor 
is not developing in the dialectical manner of the longer conceits, 
it is developing into further imagery. Incl~ded among the further 
imagery is the implied notion that Donne's na~ure has become tri-
partiteJ ordinary men have body and soul, two natures, but Donne 
has body, soul, and the symbol of love which acts as a soul to his 
body While the soul ia away. The imagery of the first stanza oan be 
summarized aaa 
1. the ~gined preparation tor burial; 
the denotative statement about the wreath of hair; 
the description or the wreath as a mystery and a sign; 
the metaphor of the wreath as an outward soul; 
the descriptive (and comparatively unimportant) me~phor 
of the outward soul aa a viceroy controlling the body. 
It should be noted here that the image is ~ being 
developed in the dialectic manner used in, for instance, The Flea. 
The wreath or hair ie literally the conoeit or concept, and the 
metaphor of the outward aoul ia secondary to the notion of the 
~eath' the wreath ia related to the metaphors ~ich follow it and 
Whioh •xpreas What the aymbolio wreath means to the poet. The images 
Whioh tollow are not metaphors tor the wreath but are about it, 
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although it ia not itself metaphorical. 
In the second stanza a comparison is made between tho 
thread of nerve growinr, downward from the poet's brain and the 
tl1reada of heir .nioh form the wreath and ~ich have grown upward 
from hia lady's br!\in. To a eohoolman. obviously. up is better 
than downa therefore the hair• of the wreath can unite Donne's 
body better than his nerve~ and muscles. This development or the 
oonooit again ia not dialectical. nor is it met;e.phorical. Tho 
aot~al ~eath of hair. Whioh has already been described metaphor-
ioally as an "outward Soule", is used for the sake of an analogy, 
one of the false turns of logic so frequently found in Donne's · 
love poetry. 
In tho third stanza the wreath becomes a relic, and a 
aeries ot new related metaphors are introduced. · But the meaning 
of the wreath ot hair is still uncertain and the poem ende with 
the myetery still unresolved. 
The reason for this discussion of The Funerall, Wbioh 
might aeea to be quite auperfluoua, haa been to examine the phrase 
about the wreath of hair in its relation to the entire poem, to 
ahow that it is not metaphorical, and to find out Why so eminent 
a oritio as Grierson has quoted it as an example of Donne's tmagery. 
Obviously it is an image, because it is charged with more intense 
meaning in the context ot'~  poem than it would have as a simple 
~ 
atatement, because its tone of voioe. its abruptness and int~ntion 
to shook, givea the poem gre•ter meaning, and b~cause the minor 
i.agea of the poem all focus in the wreath. It ia, then, a major 
t.age although it is not a metaphorJ it is an ingenious turn of 
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phraso, a oonoait by the dictionary meaning. But, unli.ke the 
images here OQllsd conceit's of the firt.t, second, end third. t~rpes, 
it is not developed in the dialectical manner, nor ic it mat~phcr­
ioal like them. Therefore it has been necessary to oonoider such 
"· " b l i J.me.gea as e ong ng to yet ti. fourth oa:t11gory, that of conceits 
of the fourth type • Into this· oatf!lgory ono oan put the three 
images quoted above. 
Conoeitft of the fourth type, although they oannot easily 
be anatomized, have, like the other types, mnny different uses in 
Donne• 1 poetry. Indeed, moat of Donne's imag'!ls could fit the 
categorya puns and quibbles, for instance, are really speoial 
types within the category, and so are the many odd or hyperbolioal 
metaphors or similes f'ound in his verse. An examint\tion of .several 
of them should bring us to a better underGtanding or metaph)~ical 
imagery• 
The aiaplest f•orm of this device is, of course, the witty 
or ing•nious turn or language, the development of language in such 
a way that, although a reader may find neither ~ pun nor a metaphor, 
he io still aware that be is not reading purely donotativ~ l~nguage. 
For exaaplea or thia. consider the following passage, in which 
Donne hurla a oonfused mnaa of insults against the people of his 
age. Pune, metaphors, similes follow eaoh other with little regard 
for order, and all are ooloured.by Donne's ingenious wit and 
extravagance of invention, and by his vitriolic tongue, held firmly 
in hia oheek. 
The men board themJ and praise, as they thinke, wsll, 
their beautieaa they the men1 witsa Both are bought. 
Why good wits ne'r weare soarlet gownes., I thought 
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This causA, These men, mens wits for speeches buy, 
And women buy all reds Which scarlets die. 
He oall'd her beauty ltmetwigs, her haire net; 
She feares her drugs ill laid, her haire loose set. 
Would not Heraclitus laugli to see Kacrine, 
From hat to ahooe, himselfe at doore refine, 
As if the Presence ~re a Mosohite, and lift 
His skirts and hose, and oall his clothes to shrift, 
Making them oontesae not only morte.ll 
Great atainea and holes in thema but veniall 
Feathers and dust, wherewith they fornicates 
And then by Durer& rules aurvay the state 
Of his eaoh limbe, and with strings the odds trye 
Of his neok to his legge, and wast to thighe. 
So in immRoulate clothes, and Symetrie 
Perfect aa circles, with suoh nioetie 
As a young Preacher at his first time goes 
To preach, he enters, and a Lady which owes 
His not so muoh as good will, he arrests, 
And unto her protests protests protests, 
So much BS at Rome would serve to have throwne 
Ten Cardinalls into the InquiaitionJ 
And whisperd by Jesu, so often, that A 
Pure evant would have ravish' d him away 
For saying or our Ladies psalterJ But'tis fit 
That they eaoh other plague, they merit it. 
But here oomea Glorius that will plague them both, 
Who, in the other extreme, only doth 
Call a rough oareleaseneaae, good fashiona 
Whose cloak: hie spurres tearea whom he spits on 
He oares not, His ill .worda doe no harme 
To hiQ; he rusheth in, aa it arms, arme, 
He meant to orieJ And though his faoe be as ill 
As theirs whioh in old hangings whip Christ, still 
He strives to looke worse, he keepea all in awe, 
Jeaata like a lioeno'd foole, commands like law. 
Tyr'd, now I leave thir. plaoe, and but plaas'd so 
As men whioh from gaoles to'exeoution goa, 
Goe through the great chamber (why is it hung 
With the aeaven deadly ainnesT). Being among 
Thoae Askaparts, men big enough to throw 
Charing Crosse for a barre, men that doe know 
No token or worth, but Queenes man, and fine 
Living, barrella of beefe, flaggons of wine; 
I shooke like a apyed Spie. (Satyre !III, 190-237) 
In this passage we find a contusion of imagery typical 
of Donne. Most or these images fit into the category of oonoe1ts 
of the fourth type, and an examination of the imagery of the 
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passage will serve to demonstrate the nature or the metaphysical 
image in ita simplest torm. 
First we find Donne's ironio comment on the mutual flattery 
practiced at court (11. 190-1); both the beauty complimented by the 
courtiers, and the wit complimented by their ladies are boughtJ the 
beauty is cosmetic and the wit borrowed from books. This leads to 
another conceits worthy men (those from Whom the oourtiers have 
bought their wit) seldom wear scarlet gowns, symbols both or office 
and luxurious living (11.192~). Not only have the oourti8ra bought 
all their wit, but the courtiers' ladies have bought all the red 
dye • Thia notion becomes a quibble a "women buy all reds 1fhioh 
scarleta die". ~ioh" at the time could be read as the personal 
pronoUD, and "scarlet" evidently baa at least the secondary meaning 
ot "proatitute•. Because or these double meanings the verb, "die", 
haa three interchangeable meanings• the obvious meaning or effect-
.ing a change in colour, ~omen buy all the red material Which dyes 
acarlet"J the second meaning of me~tine d~athr ~omen Who die 
proatitutes buy all the red material"J and, of oourse• the common 
Elisabetban pun ia also involved.2 In one line, then, two words 
have each two meanings, and another has two important meanings and 
another meaning by association. 
After the digreesion Donne returns to the flattery of 
court, giving for effect the obvioua and threadbare examples (1. 195). 
He breaks ott again to an ironic hyperboleJ the sirpt or the courtier 
2 
'Die' had. during the period of Donne, the vulgar meaning of 
reaohing eexual olimax. cr. Brooke, The Well Wrought Urn 
( 1947) 16. See a leo Chapter 4 above PP • 67::S • 
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perfecting his garments would arouse laughter in Heraclitus, the 
weeping philosopher (ll. 197-8). Be examines himself, according 
to Donne, as if he were prepering to enter a moeque(l. 199). 
This, an allusion to the elaborate rUbrics governing the cleanli-
neus of Moslems going to prayer, puts the courtier's preparations 
in a ridiculous light. This is interulified by the metaphor whioh 
follows. Macrine calls hie clothes to confession: they must meke 
a complete exam.ine.tion of themselves ( 11. 200-4). While in an 
ordinary confession one is only obli~ed to confess mortal sins, 
When Maorine calls his garments to confession, they must confess 
not only mortal stains, but also venial fau1tsJ by venial sins 
they are led to greater crimes, venial sins are occasions of suoh 
sins as fornication. 
Donne bas, in these few line~, made the vanity of the 
courtier perfectly ridiculous by describing it in terms of the 
most serious of human matters, religion. The ironic religious 
oonoeit does more to discredit courtiers than a page of invective. 
The next conceit ~dds to the same effect by describing 
the fastidiousness of the courtier in terms of Albrecht Durer's 
grtm realism (11. 2~-6). Finally his careful dress is made to 
•eem completely ludicrous by the perfection of a similes "Perfect 
as oiroles". (11. 207-8) The infersnoe, of coorse, is that noth~ng 
ia aa perfect as a circle, exoept the drees of the oourti~r. 
After uaing a string of conceits to satirize the dress 
or the oourtier, Donne begins a new series to satirize his 
behaviour. {11. 208·17). His entranoe, for which he he.f: made the 
oaretul preparations of a Moelem entering a mosque, is now made 
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with the case of a young preacher going to his first sermon. The 
young preacher, festidious, wary of possible error, and exerting 
every effort to make a good impr~ssion, is a figure for laughter, 
and so is Yaorine. The courtier arrests a lady; Donne puns on 
the meaning of the word by stating that he mSLkes the arrest although 
the lady owes him nothing, not so ~uch even as good will. His 
protestations of love or whatever are related ln a fine hyperbole 
to the proteatationa of protestant&J so much doeR he protest that 
equivalent protestations at Rome would have t~·r.1 Ceo.rdin.als sent to 
the Boly Inquisition. And the phrase, "By Jesu", recurs so often 
that a l18tening pursuivant would think that h~ was reoitinb "our · 
Ladies paalter" and drag him off as a papist. In this eeetion, ~s 
in the section of llaorine's clothing and his vanity, the courtier 
ia made ridiculous by exaggerated metaphor and simile, hy the in-
vocation of' aeconda.ry meaninga o1! words, and by elaborate hyperbole. 
With the foppish courtier demolished, Donne turn! to 
another figure of the court, the milou glorlousus.(ll. 219-28). 
The aeotion begina with a few examples of the soldier's behav:S.or, 
hia oarelesaneas and hie af'feottA.tion of a rough ma.uner • His 
entrance is described graphically by a t'ine oonceit; while Maorine 
came in like a Moslem entering a muaque, Glorius comes in lika a 
scout calling a camp to arms. 'l'be fieroe expression on his face, 
evidently a part of his soldierly affeotationt, is me.de ridiculous 
by the comparison to the villainous faces or the !1 om:1n soldil!)rs in 
early tapeatries of the Crucif ixion. finally two similrJs satirhe 
the military aeeumption of authorityJ his jokinb is lik~ that or 
the court fool Enld his commands a.re (~iven as if th~ power of the 
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n:'\tion "'t<:re bA.ok1nh them. Like~ e. licencno rool hiE \'Tit oonaists or 
in•ul tinr, remAt'k& • and like the lnvr he hRs r.o m~rc:v. 
!o~ lee.vee the -::ou~. not o'l:e.,r!',.tll~.~. ~n if (:';Oini;; -to a 
bet.tt!r pl•oe, but only· ae ~he~rf'ull~,. ~s f.\ mrm ls,.vin;~~ e kd;ed prison 
oell to r:o to his execution. ( 11. 229-32). The comp!:.rho~ 'lptly 
de11cr!bes thl' :1\00da ''nd the hyperbole con~~Y$ th'!! po<!lt' s attitude 
to..rnrds tht~ nils of ~llzllbethlln society. Th11 ~tti tude is emph&sized 
by th~ allusion to the e.lle~orioal fi~re of the 11ev~n de~. \lly sina 
hnn~:l.n~ in the grel\t oh&mber throur,h wt-ich ho pBS!::el'i or. his vroy out. 
The euRrds oome in for[\ ehftl"O of Donue's ill t!~mper.(ll. 232-
6). .Ne eomp11ree them to ~so!'lpRrt, the thirty-foot gie.nt oP the legend 
of' ~ir 8STis, 1:\dding th~ bold h~ttrbole: "••• men bir; enOu[h to throw/ 
Charinr, Croflse for e barre.• He deeoribes th~ir nbturee by ~entioning 
their only oriterion of worth, Rnd node another hyperbole. of\lling them 
barrels of beer. G·rierson, in hie notes on the lin!!:. says onutiouely, 
· Among these J::ir;antic f.UB.rrlsmen Donne tre!:'lt:.l'!lEl, wit'!-: F.tnother 
of' olaborf'tion,~end ~he el~ment of ingenuity @\nd wit in them is the 
taotor whioh oonfuees the oornment~tor ~~ he triec1 to exa"ttin~ the 
epeoh.l qualities of the lone,er, dh.leotic~tl conceit. The e11.me 
..'l t ' ., · io prooeae that produoes the eimile or ll e'Pied spy pr(l· ... uces n_. oaa 
notion that, with the addition or carefully work~d-out oorrespondenoes, 
Grierson, The Poems or John Donne (1912) 11, 125 
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becomes the conceit of such a poem as The Flea. It is among these 
odd aorapa of imagery that one finds the nature of metaphysical 
metaphor and simile and the simplest examples of the distortion or 
language that seemed so reprehensible to lnter critics. For, 
What this study pedantically labels "conceits of the fourth t~e" 
are exactly what the mataphysicals ~uld have called, proudly, 
"conceits"; metaphysical, quasi-logical elaboration and extension 
develop them into what are here called conceits of the first, 
aeoond, and third types. 
The fourth type or conceit oan provide the framework for 
an entire poem without any metaphysical development of a basic image. 
For example, in The Message, a poem that seems to belong more to the 
Cavalier tradition than the metaphysical, the poet introduces the 
conceit that hie mistress has his eyes and his heart, and he pleads 
with her to return them 
Send homo my long strayd eyes to mae, 
Which (Oh) too long have dwelt on thee; 
Yet since there they have lean'd such ill, 
Suoh foro'd fashions, 
And false pasaione, 
That they be 
Made by thee 
Fit for no good iight, keep them still. 
Send home my harmlesse heart againe, 
Which no unworthy thought could staine; 
But if it be taught by thine 
To make jesting& 
or protestings, 
And crosse both 
Word and oath, 
Keepe it, for then 'tis none of mine. 
Yet send me back my heart and eyes, 
That I may know, and see thy lyes, 
And may laugh and joy, when thou 
Art in anguish 
And doat languish 
For same one 
That will none, 
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Or prove as false as thou art now. 
(The Kessage, 1-24) 
There is a development of the oonoeit, but not a meta-
phyaicsl development. The oonoeit begins as a plea for the return 
of the poet's eyes, Which hRve been too long fixed upon the lady. 
With a sudden reversal, he tells her to keep them, since they have 
contracted evil from her. The second stanza changes the idea and 
brings a plea for the return or the poet's heart. There is another 
reversal, and he tells her to keep the heart aa well, for the same 
reason. The final stanza brings another reversal and another plea 
tor the return of both eyes and heart. 
In spite of the unity of icagery provided by the reourrenoe, 
in slightly ohanged forma, of the oonoeit, this poem is not developed 
metaphysically, nor i• the notion of the return ot' eyes and heart a 
oonooit of the first type. The poem changes its idea as it develops 
and there are three complete tergiversations, but the image itself, 
the lost eyes and heart notion, remains unchanged. There is no 
argument; Donne wastes no logic on his conceit. Still, the idea 
that a lady oould keep (and corrupt) the eyes and heart of a man 
is certainly far-fetched and ingenious, and so it is, by definition, 
a oonoeit. Sinoe there is no logical development, the oonoeit, 
although it is the whole poem, belongs to the category now under 
discussion. 
A aimilnr case is that of The Sunne Risi.ng, in which the 
imagery and narration of the poem are given unity by one image, 
the conceit of an address to the eun. Again the image is not 
developed in any dialectical manner. It simply is implied in the 
oponing words• 
Busie old toole, unruly SuP~e, 
Why dost thou thus, 
Through windowee, and through curtaines call on us? 
Must to thy motions lovers seasons run? 
(The Sunne Rising, 1~) 
At the end of the poem the sun conceit is still unchanged; the 
poem baa developed without ~ny corresponding development of the 
conceit. 
Sometimes the conceit is developed for a few lines, 
although the development is, in euoh osseo, not in the dialectical 
manner of the oonoeit of the third type. 
Thou at this midnight see&t mee, and as soone 
Aa that Sunne rises to mse, midnight's noone, 
All the world growes transparent, and I see 
Through ell, both Churoh and State, in seeing thee; 
And I discerne by favour of this light, 
My aelfe, the hardest object o£ the sight. 
(Obsequies to the Lord Harrington, 
brother to the Lady Lu~, . 
dountesse or Bedford,-30) 
The imagery of light and vision then develops into a conceit of the 
third type, one, in foot, that was severely c~nsured by Dr. Johnson.4 
But the oonoeit, the notion of tho clarity of thought and the 
intensity of emotion at the thought of the dead noble making mid· 
night like noon, is quite separate from the conceit Which follows 
it and is r8lated to it. First there is the conceit that midnight 
is a sort of noon in reverse, the darkness of Which allows the poet 
to aee the soul of the dead man and his own soul. Then follows the 
related oonoeit of God as the blaas and a eood man as the trunk of 
Johnson, Lives of the English Poets (ed. Hill, 1905) i, 27 
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the telescope by which we see the truth. This is a metaphysically, 
or rather, dialectically developed oonoeit. The former, the paradox-
ical equating of midnight with noon and light with derkness, is purely 
a conceit, an ingenious notion, without the philosophical follow-
through. 
Next to th~ ingenious phrase, the most common use of the 
conceits of this entegory is in the odd or hyperbolioal metaphor or 
simile. For examples 
And now the ~pring~ and Sommers which we see, 
Like aonnee of \10men after fiftie bee. 
(The first Anniversary, 203~) 
The ingeniousness of the s !mile neads no comment. Nor is any comment 
needed on the hyperbole of the metaphorr 
When~ Soule was in her owne body sheath'd, 
Nor yet by oatea betroth'd, nor kissee breath'd 
Into my Purgatory, faithlesse thee, ••• 
(Elegie VI, 11-13) 
And no commentary is needed to show the ingeniousness and aptness ofs 
And as our bodies, so our mindes are orampt: 
'Tie shrinking, not close weaving that hath thus, 
In minde, and body both bedwarfed us. 
(The first Anniversary, 152-4) 
Such similes and metaphors as these scattered throu~hout Donne's 
poetry provide the quality of ingeniousness and quaintness that is 
the outstanding ohnraot~rietio of metaphysical poetry. They are 
actually the simplest form of the far-fetched comparison, the 
metaphysical 1mar.:e by which. a.s Johnson said: "The most 
heterogoneoua ideas are yoked by violence togetherJ nature and 
art are ransacked for illustrations, comparisons, and allusions."5 
5 
Johnson, Lives of the English Poets (ede Hill, 1905) i, 20 
And Dr. Johnson gave us ~at is probably the most acute evaluation 
ever made of met~physio~l imagery When he added• 
No man oould be born a metaphysical poet, nor ~esume the 
dignity of a writer, by deaoription~ copied from desoriptiona, 
by imitations borl'owed from imit&tions, by traditional imagery, 
and hereditQry aimil~s, by readine~o of rhyme, and volubility 
of ayllables. ••• If their greatness seldom elevat•a• their 
aoutenoss often surpriaeea if the imAgi~~tion is not alwaya 
gratified, at least the powere of rafleotion ~nd comparison are 
employed; and in the mass of ~t~ri~lt Which ingenious absurdity 
haa thrown tot;e·tlu:r, genuine wit end useful knawledp:e may 
aometi~s be found buried perhaps in grosljnEoss of' expreasion, 
but ueetful to thoae who know their V!llue .~ 
The conceit of the fourth type, th~n, is the true eeaenoe 
of the •taphyaioal oonooitJ in its qualities one finds epitomized 
thoee qualiti~s Which, when developed, create the ~reat and involved 
and ourioue i.agae or Donne and hie followers. As eimile or metaphor, 
the oonoeit or the fourth type is tho vehicle for the "tone or voioe" 
of the lonr,er, dialeotio~l oonoeit. A6 ingenious or witty turn or 
phrase, it advances the effeot of Donne' a verse by its shock value, 
ita ability to me.ka ·the reader sit up ann te..lce notice of Donne's 
8tflte oi' vdnd. The real nature of the metaphysical poet' II peoulia.r 
imf\gery is round in auoh lines aat 
Your (or you) vertue two vA-st uoee serves, 
It rE\neom.cs one iex, e.ud onet Court preserves • 
(To the Counteeae of Bedfurd, 25-6) 
Or in the brilliant irony of• 
Here'• no more newes, then vartue,'I mny as well 
Tell you c~les or St .Miohaela tele for newes, as tell 
'l'ha.t vice doth hero habitually dwell. 1.-z) (To Sr tlenry ~·ooton, "J 
Or in the verbal trickery oft 
Some sitting on the hntahos, would aeeme there, 
6
• Johu.on, Lives of the English Poete, (ed. Hill, 1905) 2l · 
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With hideous gazing to fe~re away feare. 
(The Storme, 51-2) 
Or in suoh oonoeite ~st 
••• Then, ~s if he would have sold 
His tongue, he prf\:f.s'd it, and such wonders told 
Thet I was faine to say, If you'had liv'd, Sir, 
Time enough to have beene Interpreter 
To Babells briokl~yera, sure the TrrNer hAn stood. 





In the opening Chapter of this work an attempt was made 
at an analysis of tha-t complex pattern or thoug~t associations by 
means or Which communication between the poet and his reader is 
made possible • This process ot' equatin£ thinr;s • combining words. 
and ~etting e measure of communio~tion through the coincidence or 
certain mutual thoughts and concepts about the th i ngs and the words 
is uauo.lly called. for the sake of simolicity, metaphor or comparison. 
In the second Chapter it was ststed that a close ~crutiny of Donne's 
poetry had revealed that there wore at least seven different ways in 
which he used the process. Seven headings were drawn up, two 
describing what might be called simple metaphors, short images, and 
five others daeoribing developed metaphors, comparisons stated or 
implied and discussed at some length. It is with these five 
different uses of metaphor that this Chapter will be concerned. 
Developed metaphors ere merely metaphors that take up 
several lines rather than only one or a few lines. Every developed 
met~pbor has a basic metaphor, the stntemant or implication of a 
metaphor out of which the l~ngthier image grows. In Chapter Five 
three ways in Which the baeio metaphor could be developed were 
considered. The three methods of development used by the poet either 
singly or in combination were then saia to bes 
1. The introduction or further metaphorical statement to justify 
the use of the basio metRphor and arr,ue its aptness, 
2. The use of further m9taphorioal stntement to extend the basic 
metaphor, assuming itr. aptneSSJ 
3• The use of further statement, either metaphorical or literal, 
to exple.in the bt~.sio metaphor • again assuming its aptness • 
The same Obapt~r stated that there ware two occas ions on Which the 
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poet seemed to use thaf'e me·thods of develop!nents 
1 •. tfhen the statement of a metaphor led the poet to create 
furthar ~magery modifying and ~trengthenin~ the basic idea; 
2. ·,';hen a group of imn.ges bec~tme someho111 rel~ted. focusing 
in one metaphorio~l notion which emerged as the chi3f ide~ or 
bas io rae·taphor. 
These elements of developed im~gery can easily be isolated 
when we tAke them out of A corttext. But. when ·l'le are de«iling with 
an actual image we may find e combination of two or even three of the 
methode used and it may be quite impossible to say whether the poet 
created related im~~ery from his basic met~phor or Whether the imagery 
itself oame to focus on Fl. sin~le metaphor. Still. knmvledge of these 
elemellts is a vital factor in the understanding or developed imagery. 
and. although we certainly c~nnot label avery image with one of three 
methods and one of two c~uses. to ignore them ~uld greatly impair 
a study or Donne as a creator of ima~es. 
The first of the five types of developed metaphor is the 
extended image which provides th.A rr~mework for Btl entire poem. It 
is really the oame as the oonoeit of th9 first type. The reason why 
two headings ore needed is th~t the image, in such cases, has two 
separate existenoes. It is~ cono~.tit nr-d l\ comparison. a "tone of' 
voioe" and a means ol' communicatin~ an idea • 
In the Divine Meditations of 1635 t.hero is a sonnet 
oonaistint; of suoh a developed m<Jtaphor. 'l'his sonnet is probl'lbly 
the best example of the metaphor of the first type for discussion. 
The basic metaphor expres~ea what was then a common notion. and so 
the development of the imAge does not take the more common form of 
fanoiful embroidery obscuring the m()taphorical aspeot until it is ~ 
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a.lmoet im?o~:sible to saG the mtl '.!iphor for tho conceit. 
I am ~ little world m~do Junninr,ly 
Of Elametrce, ~nd nn ;..n~elike St'rirrht,. 
~ut ble.ok 8inno hath betrnid to endleoae ni11;ht 
;-iy wo!"lds both p8rts,. A.ud (oh) bot~ n~rts l"tutrt clio. 
You \"'hich beyon~ thnt he:'•.':en which w~s Tnoet high 
hnve .:t.'ound now aph~ars, flnd of" new l~nd~ Ol'!n r.i-ite,. 
f'owre new ool\s in minf' E'Yt~£,. t!,&t eo I might 
t ·rottne my world with my weepinr: crarneetb ... ,. 
vr '\"lft8h it,. 11' it must bf.l drown'd no more: 
But oh it must be burnt; alas the fire 
Of luet nnd envie h11v" burnt i ·i; heretofore,. 
And ~qds it fouler~ Let their flamas retire,. 
And burne ~ o Lord, with o fierv zeale 
Of thee QUd thy houec,. which doth in eetin~ hA~lA. 
( 1635 · Holy Sonnet 2,. 1-14) 
D~nr.e develops the image from the then-oommon notion that 
a JU.'in 'W'R~ e. m.icrocoenl• a. little v•orld. 
The world that I rep;n.rd is my selfa it is the Miorocoem 
of lltJ" oVP..:\ rr~me th::!.t I otu t mine eye on J !'or the other, I use 1 t 
but like ~ Glob~. ~nd turn ~~ round sometimea ~~r my reoreation. 
Men thnt look upon my outside, peru~inr. only my condition ~nd 
Fortunsa. do err in~· AltitudeJ for I ~above Atlas his 
ahouldera.l 
Donne r'9or<:~atl3s, as it were,. thifl common iden by tr~tt':;i:m:; the metaphor 
as if it \-rore faot. ke uee,; the fleconrl of' th~ three methods listed 
earlier, and the first of the two o~uees. That is, ~u~uminr the 
aptness of the met.~phor,. he En~·tends it b~.r further relnted matnphod.ORl 
•tatement. 
Tho devolopJPent of the im~r,e follows lo:,io~lly !'rot1 tho 
atatenent of the xr..etaphor R.nci Lortne' e: ta~i t nJ~;f.lnmpticn of its truth. 
The rer.l world,. the plnnet on wr-ioh we live, is m'=tde U-;:' of "two 
hemispheres,. one of' which reoeive11 liF:ht from the sun w'!':ile the other 
ia dark. Ooeena fAre spread e.orof's its fP..oe. 1\ nd '"'od, ?.fter punish· 
ing the sins of men by tha G.relil.t f.'loocl, prcmi!:lad flo:;.~ th~t ·tl'-e world 
l 
Browne, fteligio Medioi (1906) 83 
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would never s.ga.in be wiped out by water. The seoond punishment 
would oome in the form oi' fire. 
From the miarooof;m ima~e Donne selects ~nd rejects aa 
he thinks fit. He :.H'~e!: h1 thl! t·lfo homisTJ1'll'~r~s OJ"' the world the 
dichotom;r uf body and soul. The body, made up of earthly ele1nents, 
is derk; Wlde of the slilae of the o~rth, it hPtr life only as 
6nimals h~ve. The soul, made in the im~re ~nd likanee~ of ~od~ 
is lif~ht; made by C:od of nothing, it has life ~u: the ~nr;els have. 
The body returns to dust When it dies; the soul cannot die, exoept 
by sin. Donne's microcosm differs frcm the globe b~cause ~in has 
tllk&n the divine lit ht from thE'l -r>nrt thF.I.t should be lir:ht. Body 
and soul are alike in their darkness; the soul is de~d and the 
body will die. llis pra~r is for purrPttory punishment, for new 
sans to augment the penetential flow of tears on the faoe of his 
microcost41 to d;oown his world rJnd ~iva him oblivton, free ·from his 
sins a.nd their consequences. But, remembering the promise tha.t the 
world would never ngain be d~stroyed by VMt~r, he re.-.lizes that his 
prayer mus·t be it1 valn. His miorocosmio world muet be burnt. With 
this, the ime.bery becomes much more oompl"x. 
The i~6e of fi~e haa alWRy& ~everel different meanings. 
In this poem, tonne tekcs two fire i~~es, each of which is 
directly opposite to the other. ·rhe stlltement 1e that hie little 
world must be destro:--red, ~coordinc to the Pro!'hesy, by fire • 13ut 
it was fire, the heat of lust and envy, that deetroy~d his world 
before. And that fire le.rt his world worse, left it black wi.th sin. 
The prayer is for the ffre of the Pnraclcte, the fire that purges 
the world of sin anc darkness. 
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This method of development ie typical or Donne. The poet 
considers all the various aspeots of the referent or his image, which 
in this case is the outer world M1ich represents Donne's personal 
world, and trom them he selects whntev-er will help reinforce his 
argument or idea. In this way one image is made into a poem, and 
the metaphor is brought ho~. as it ware, with greater foroe because 
of the inor~ased weight. 
In other examples of the developed metaphor. the poet 
extends the idea without forcing so olose an analogy bet-~en his 
ref'erential notion and the idea be wants to communicate. The 
developing imagery is more about the referent than from it. 
To what a oombersome unwieldinesse 
And burd~nous corpulence my love had growne, 
But that I did. to make it lesse, 
And keepe it in proportion, 
Give it a diet. made it feed upon 
That wh1oh love worst endures, discretion. 
Above one eigh a day l'allow'd him not, 
Of whioh my fortune, and my faults had part; 
And if aomettaes by stealth he got 
A she sigh from ~ mistresse heart. 
And thought to feast on that, I lot him see 
'Twas neither very sound, nor meant to mee. 
If he wroung from mee'a teare. I brin'd it so 
With acorne or shame, that him it nourish'd not; 
If he suck'd hers, I let him know 
'Twas not a teare. which hee had got, 
His drinke was counterfeit, as was his meat; 
For, eyes whioh rowle towards all, weepEt not, but sweat. 
What ever be would dictate, I writ that, 
But burnt 'llfY letters; When she writ to me, 
And that that favour made him fat, 
I said, 1f any title bee 
Convey' d by this • Ah., what doth it avFJ. ile, 
To be the fortieth name in an entaile? 
Thus I reolaim'd my buzard love, to flye 
At what, and When, and how, and where I chuse; 
Bow negligent of sport I lye 
And now as other Fawkners use, 
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I spring a mistresse, sweare, write, sigh and weepea 
And the game kill'd, or lost, goe talke, and sleepe. 
(Loves diet, 1·30) 
The most basio form of the image is the statement that 
love is a taloon too fat to hunt. The referent is, ludicrously 
enough, a oorpulent faloon. The discussion and development of the 
image is involved with ways in which to get this bird baok in 
shape, and this discussion is carried on by means of a series of 
further metaphorical statements related to the implied basic 
metaphor. (The basic metaphor is implied beoau~e its aotual state-
ment comes only from a union of the first and last stanzas.) Unlike 
the poem just considered, Which developed by a series of analogies, 
Loves diet develops by connected images and by argument. Each sign 
ot love is food tor the fat faloon, but Donne proves, metaphysically, 
that the food is not really food at all, and eo love beoomes thin 
again. 
The referent of the image being a fat hunting bird, the 
argument is involved with the way in which the bird can be reduced 
in size. The difference between this development and the development 
in the sonnet just considered is that, instead of pressing all the 
points of contact between the referent (the falcon) and the thing 
being spoken of (love), the poet adds new metaphors, forcing a 
relationship betwoen them and the basio notion. 
The image, as it appears in the context of the poem, isa 
that love is like a falcon, and Donne's falcon has become too fat 
beoause it has been fed on an extravagant diet of sighs, tears, and 
letters. To reduoe this falcon to fighting trim again, so that Donne 
will be able to woo instead of mope, will involve a reducing diet, a 
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diet of love's least-liked food, discretion. The metaphor develops 
into a list of the foods of love. Notice, in passing, that the 
metaphor of discretion as the worst food of love is ignored after 
its statement; in the development or the image the word i~ given 
its literal meaning. 
The foods on which love feeds and gro~ tat are sighs, 
tears, and letters. But, in the development of the ima.ee, Donne 
takes away eaoh of them by giving .a proof that they do not really 
nourish; in other words, he starves love metaphysically. The 
sigh granted every day is not purely a aigh of love, for Donne's 
poverty and his sins occasion it; therefore there is not very 
muoh nourishment from that. The sigh from the lady is not nnurish-
ing because Donne proves that it ftS not meant for him. The tear 
dropped by the poet is not nourishing, because he has added to it 
the elements of anger and shame. Like the sigh, it is not purely 
a rea~lt of the pangs of love, and will therefore not bs nourishing 
to the falcon. The lady's tears will be no more nourishing, because 
Donne oan demonstrate that they are merely imitations, without any 
emotion. Be reinforces his argument with another apparently reason-
able images the lady's eyes flow with ~at would seem to be tears 
not because she is weeping, but because her eyes are perspiring 
with the constant effort ·of rollint at all men. Donne's letters 
will not nourish the falcon, because he burns them immediately. 
The lady's letters would give nourishment, were it not for the faot 
that Donne can· prove that they were not written for love of him 
alon~. So the falcon of love. metaphysically starved, will grow 
thin and hungry; Donr1e will be able to go hunting: again and indulge 
onoe more in the fashionable flirtations or court. If the bird is 
allowed to grow too tat to hunt, he will merely be able to sit 
unhappily moping. 
This development of the metaphor is in the argumentative 
or dialectical or metaphysical manner which gave to the sohool of 
Donns the misleading: name of "metaphysical" poets. All the 
convenient ramifications of the basic metaphor are forced by the 
use of spurious logio, the ideas are "yoked by violence together".2 
Such development or imagery as this oaused Johnson to write of the 
metaph~ioals that "Their attempts ~re always analytickJ they 
broke every image into fragmenta."3 And, although the famous 
comment is obviously an overstatement, it is certainly one or the 
most perceptive statements ever made on the nature of metaphysical 
poetry. 
This process of development or extension of a metaphor, 
either by forcing all the possible analogies bet~en the referent 
or the metaphor and the subject of the poem or by introducing 
apparently logical ramifications of the basic metaphor, is used 
more or less in practically all of Donne's poems. These two ways 
in which images are developed might be called the practicable 
equivalents of the three methods listed earlier, whioh were oonoern-
ed more with the reason and the method than purely with the way in 
which the poem containing the image evolved. WhereM the poet 
usually uses only one of the two ~ys just stated, he often combines 
2 
Johneon, Lives of the English Poets (ed. Hill, 1905) i, 20 
~·· 21 
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two or even three of the methods listed above. The e~rlier list 
of methods demonstrated the why aspect of the development of the 
image either aE~ conceit or as metaphor; ·~he two methods just 
stated are oonoerned purely with the ~ aspect of the developed 
image as met~phor. The prooess of developing an image, of course, 
involve& almost always one or the two how methods, one or more of 
. -
the three methods listed earlier, and is carried on for one of the 
two cauces listed. And a prooess similar to that seen in the two 
long metaphors just discussed (with some variation in the number of 
the elements used and the extent to Which they ~re used) is carried 
on in the development of most extended metaphors: the metaphor of 
the first type, which is usually tha BRme as the oonoeit of the 
first type; the metaphor of the seoond t~e, Whioh is also usually 
the same as the corresponding conoeitJ and the metaphors of the 
third and fourth types, which are frequently the same as the conoeit 
of the third type. 
Even a fairly cursory examination of one or two cases of 
each of the types just mentioned will demonstrate that much the 
same process is at work ~nd that muoh the same Rttitude towards 
the image is being shown as in the development of the two meta.phcrs 
of the first type studied above. For an example of the development 
in the metaphor of the seoond type, consider the cosmographioal 
metaphor in the Hymne to God my God, in my sickneese, a poem already 
considered in the course or this work. 
The most basic form or the metaphor is stated in the 
second stanza of the poem& 
Whilst my Physitians by their love are growne 
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Cosmographers. and l their Mapp, who lie 
Flat on this bed, that by them may be showne 
That this is my South-west discoverie 
~fretum febris, by these etreights to die, 
I joy. that in these straits~ I Ree my West; 
For, though theire currants yeeld returne to none, 
~at shall my West hurt met As West and East 
In all flatt Maps (and I am one) are one. 
So death doth touch the Resurrection. 
(Hymne to God my God, in my 
sioknesse. 6-15) 
In the second stanza quoted wa find the actual statement of the 
metaphor (11. 6-7), while in the rest of the quotation (11. 8-15) 
we find the listing. and indeed forcing home, of the analogies 
between the referent (the map) ~nd the subject of the poem (Donne 
on his death bed). In the next two stanzas or the poem (11~ 16·25) 
further imagery is introduced, ramifications of the bamio metaphor. 
That is, having accepted the notion that he is a flat map. that by 
straits he must die, but th~t East and West coincide in a flat map. 
Donne goes on to consider possibilities. 
Ia the Pacifique Sea my home! Or are 
The eaeterne richest Is Jerusalem? 
~~ and Magellan, and Gibraltare. 
----:A1T atreighta, ADd none but straights, are wayes to th!!m, 
V~ether were Japhet dwelt, or ~· or ~· 
We thinke that Paradise and Calvarie, 
Christa Crosse, and Adame tree, stood in one place; 
Looke Lord. and finde both Adams met in meJ 
As the first Adams sweat surrounds my face, 
May the last Adams blood my soule embrace. 
(~-~ 16-2?) 
In an earlier di8oussion of this i~ge as a oonoeit, there was some 
diaoueaion of the way in Which the development of the conceit moved 
the subject away from the basic metaphor of cosmogr~phy. No~, 
closer consideration of the s~me image as a metaphor rP.ther than a 
oonoeit shOWB ~y the centre of the developed image has become lost 
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in the development • The statement of the metaphor led to the 
forcing home of further analogies between the raf~rent and the 
subject. Tlhile thie is beinr, done the development is compact 
and perfectly logical, the image has unit~r so tha.t the motaphor 
itself ie not obscured. But in this poem, in which the two methods 
are combined, the other form of development is introduced after the 
exhaustion of analogies. The poet begins to introduce ap~erently 
lo~ical and reasonable ramifications of th~ imnr,e. The Pacific, 
then a mysterious and romantic thouf,ht, coincidee with the fabulous 
Ea&tJ if the West is Donne's death, as the earlier analogies showed, 
it is also the way in which he will reaoh untold wealth and the home 
of hie desires. And straits, the straits or sioknees as well as the 
geographical straits, are the only way to reach this culmination pf 
a journey. The argument in these lines is a lor ioRl ramification of 
the analogies of the seoond and third stanzas (11. 6·15). In the 
last of the stanzas quoted, the analogy of the meating o.r East and 
WeBt on flat maps and the meetinr; of de11th and h.eaven, sorrow and joy, 
in the case of a virtuous man brings flnother rele.ted im.".f;e, the 
notion that the tree or knowledge which oaused man'e fllll and the 
oross Whioh oaused his salvation stood upon the same spot of ground. 
The final ~ge is an analogy from the ramifio~tion or the earlier 
analogya the two Ada~ should meet in Donne, both the first Adam 
who de~raded mankind, and the last Adam who snved mankind, for Donne's 
West {death) will beoame his East (heaven) by both his physical death 
in the sweat of Ad~ and his .spiritu&l b i rth in the blood of 
In the wweat of thy faoe thou shalt eat bread, till thou return 
unto the grounda for out of it thou wast taken: for dust thou 
art, and unto dust shalt thou return. Genesis 3sl9 
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Christ.5 
In the metaphor of the third type. the short developed 
imabe, a Bimilar method of development is round. 
Whilst thus to ballast love, I thought, 
And ao more eteddily to have gone, 
With wares whioh would sinke ~dmiration, 
I saw, I had loves pinnace overfraught. 
(Aire end Angels, 15-18) 
The metaphor of ~allastincn love h~s the obvious ramification that 
love haG a boat, a t>innEtoe, ~nd fl. leo that the ballasting is being 
done to make this pinnnoe sail more steadily. The third related 
image is the metaphor th~t Donne's love is too heavy a cargo for the 
pinnace, from Which it follows logically that the boat is too heavy 
and will not be steady on oourse an~y. The idea is that Donne 
planned a emall flirtation for the good or his reputation as a 
courtier and to keep in prRctioe in the fashionable p~etime. That 
would be ballasting love to make love's boat sail more steadily. 
But hie love grew until it was too great for him to control. The 
boat, overballasted, ~s worse than before. The opening metaphor 
implied the metaphor or tha boat; the two together had oertain 
ramifications. Because of these, Bnd by these, the image became a 
developed metaphor. 
The forcing or analogies ~nd ramifications is the way in 
which even lees oomplicnted developed metaphors are written. 
Then from thoee wombee or etarres, the Brides bright eyes, 
For if the blood or bulle ~nd or ~oats, and the ashes or an 
bei.fer oprinkling the uncle!'.n, S!'l.ctif'ieth to the purifying or 
the flesh• How muoh more shall the 'IJlood of' Chriet, who 
through the eternal Spirit offered himself without spot to 
God. purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living 
GodT Hebrews 9zl3-4 
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At every glance, a constellation flyes 
And sowes the Court with starres, and' doth prevent 
In light &.nd pm.rer, the all-ey' d firm~ment. 
(Eoolop:ue, 25·8) 
Despite the apparent lack of unity in this image, the development 
takes plaoe in a manner similar to that used in the other imar;es 
considered. The faulty construction gives the effeot of mlxed 
metaphor• that is because Donne has not taken the actual referent, 
but the implications or it, as the wtarting point of development. 
The image of the bride's eyes as the wombs that bring forth stars 
is carried on, but the womb idea is not, exoept insofar as a·:,womb 
is an organ Whioh brings forth new bodies. In other words, Whil6 
~t developed images use a literal interpretation of the referent 
for the development, this image develops While recognizing the basio 
metaphor aa a metaphor. 
The same processes are used even in the development of the 
fourth type of metaphor, in Whioh the extension of the basic i~ge 
is not ao muoh metaphorical as linguistic, often involving nothing 
mare than explanation of the content of the imay,e. Consider the 
way in whioh the tollowin~ image developsa 
••• through no f&milie 
~re rigg'd a soule for henvens disooverie 
With Whom more Venturers more boldly dare 
Venture their stntes, ui~h him in joy to ahare. (Elegie on the L.C. 13-16) 
The content of the image is the statement that those who mourn the 
lt11te noble would have been 9·lad to h11ve died with him. Such an image 
_J 
as this needs extension, largely bee&';'' ._, ~ terse and unmodified 
metaphor could not exprees the whole or the idea. And the notion 
that the mourners are venturers trusting thomselvBs to ·the soul 
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rigged for heaven's discovery by L.c.•s family is not so much a 
new image as a complement or the basic idea, the metaphor or rigging. 
lt is a ramification, and so intA~ral e. part f th · 1 
"'b o .e rlgg ng metaphor 
that it oan sonrcely be called a metaphor itself, for it is reall~ 
only a part of the larger image. 
Another oxample of this d~velopment by completion of an 
idea can be seen in the following, quota·tion, in which the idee. is 
complemented by on~ further phrases 
Adam and i:ve had mingled bloods, and now 
Like ChimlqU'es equall fires, her temperate wombe 
Had 1tew1 d and form'd it. 
(The Progresse of the Soule, 493-5) 
The notion of stewing and forming e.re merely ramifications of the 
aimile of the alchemist's fires, demonstratin~ further the truth of 
Johnson's comment on the anal~~io minds of the metaphysical poets. 
The poet' a attitude is obviously the.ts !.f the aotfon of ·the womb 
allows the use of the simile of the ~lchemists' fires, then the 
action must be the same as that of the fires - ~rminr,, softening, 
giving shape. It ~s this attitude, and a oorr~sponding attitude 
among appreoia.tive readers, that led the meta. physicals to write in 
developed images. 
There is another type or developed imR~e, one that does 
not use the prooess of pilinG up ane.logie5 Rnd quasi-logical 
ramifications or the referent. This i~ the seventh type of 
comparison, wbioh takes the form of an analor,y bet,reen two images, 
or between an image and a denotativo statement, joining the two 
into a sal.f-explanatory whole. 
As th'earth conceiving by the Sunne, 
Yeelds taire diversitie, 
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Yet never knowes whioh oours3 that li~ht doth run 
So let mee study, that mine actions b~e ' 
14orthy their sight, though brinde in ho\r they Bee. 
(The Litanie, 50~) 
This example, which was considered in some detail in Chapter Two 
above, showa more clearly thnn n derinition exactly what this type 
of comparison is, and how it works. Another ex~tple worth consider-
ing is the following: 
And as friends may looke stran~e, 
Dy a new fashion, or apparrelle change, 
Their soules, thout,h lonr: acquainted they had beene, 
These clothes, their bocies, never yet had seene. 
(Epithalamion X, 208-11) 
A few linea after oomes another exemploa 
Now, as in Tullias tomb~, one l~mpe burnt oleare, 
Unohang'd for fifteene hundred years, 
May these love-l~ps we here enshrine, 
In warmth, light, lasting, equall the divine. 
(Ibid. :x.r, 215..a) 
This type of image is evidently more purely descriptive than any 
other, giving at least the illusion th~t its purpos~ is close to 
exaot denotation. In the example& quoted both halves of the whole 
image have been -metaphors, and both hRlves ha~e had an independent 
metaphorical tunotion. But th~ seoond h~lf, the complement, 
illuminated -4jhe first helfJ the reader has met, not the usual 
oamplie~tion of tbe iuwr,e, but a simp1ifio~tion of it. The develop-
ment was not an exercise in wit, but a poetio uae of the means by 
which one simplifies and explains an abstract lden. This is ever. 
more evident in esAes in ~ioh the com~lementary hnlf is not 
metaphorical. 
••• for h~n~ing him, I found 
That as burnt venome Leaohers do grow sound 
By giving others their soares, I might growe 
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Guilty, 8nd he free. 
(Satyre IIII, 1~3-6) 
The Whole image has the same effect as any other imagea it creates 
a measure of smpathy between the reader and the poet. But it 
differs from most images in that the creation of empathy is made 
a device for exact denotation. Indeed, in some cases, the metaphor-
ical aspect of the two h~lves is completely subjected to the denota-
tive function ot the whole image, and only the connotations of the 
words used admit the image to the canon at all. It differs from 
the other types of developed image found in Donne's poetry because 
its development is not oarriod on in a dialeotioal manner with 
constant pressing of analogies and connected images. It is often 
a oonoeit and usually both parts are metaphorical; but in its 
role as a developed image it can best be called a comparison par-
taking of the natures of both and still different from both. 
A complete recapitulation of this Chapter and its consider-
ation ot the purely mechanical aspects of the development of metaphors 
into long images would be liable to the charge of unnecessary 
repetition. The Chapter itself is perhaps liable to both the 
aoouaation that it wastes words on obvious matters and that it 
dismisses some points in a very perfunctory manner. But, its 
purpose has been to «Xamine the manner in which images are developed 
!! metaphors in Donne's poetry, and it has concerned itself with 
that subject as much as the scope of the present study allows. 
There has been a certain amount or repetition from earlier parts 
or the work, because of the oloee connection between the developed 
image and the conoeit. And beoause of this connection, this Chapter 
took from Chapter Five the three grammatical methods and the two · 
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oooasions of development. These aspects of developed imagery, 
Which emerged from a consideration of the short conceits of the 
third type, are important in the study of all developed ime.ges, 
although it is only in the short image that they can easily be 
aeen. The contribution made to the study by this Chapter has 
been in ita consideration of the actual method of composition 
used in the development or a metaphor into an extended comparison, 
and the implicit revelation of the analytio frame or mind that 





This study uses the term "simple comparison" to describe 
any comparison that is not developed or extended or in any way made 
into a long and complex image. The list of types of comparison 
given in Chapter Two contained two t~s of simple comparison: the 
simile or metaphor that is not developed into a long image, and the 
metaphorical use of a single word. In other words, the simple com-
parison is the elementary form of imagery, the most easily oompre-
bended fora of the poetic image. It would perhaps not be an over-
state~nt to say that most of the imagery of English poets other 
than those of the Elizabethan and Jacobean eras consists largely 
of simple comparisons. Here it must be made clear that "simple" 
in this case is being used in a restricted sense, meaning merely 
"uncomplicated in form•. All images, of course, work by a complex 
pattern of thought associatio~. 
In aome long images the basic metaphor, a simple comparison, 
is stated, as ina 
And by these hymnes, all shall approve 
Us Canoniz'd for Love. {The Canonization, 35-6) 
As it has been quoted, the metaphor of canonization is a simple 
ca.mparison, but within the context of the poem it is a metaphor 
basic to a complex developed image. The difference between the 
simple .and developed comparison can perhaps best be seen by contrast, 
by considering a developed image in Which related simple comparisons 
occur. 
Oh stay, three lives in one flea spare, 
Where wee almost, yea more then maryed are. 
This flea ia you and I, and this 
Our mariage bed, and mariage temple is; 
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Though parents grudee. and you, w'are met, 
And cloysterd in these livinG w~lls or Jet. 
(The Flea, 10-15) 
The basic metaphor of the long image is the idea that the 
fles. which has bitten both the poet and his mistress, has achieved 
the ideal, the perfect union of male and female, two made into one. 
This is not explicitly stated, but is implied in the developing 
argument of the i~ge. ~ithin the argument which develops the 
metaphor into a long and complex image, there are a few simple 
comparisons ~ioh, although related to the original idea and an 
integral part or the development, have an independent existence 
ae metaphors. The argument says that the flea has achieved the 
perfect union1 the incidental imagery of the poem, extending the 
main idea, says that the flea is the temple or Hymen, the nuptial 
bed, and adds that the union of the two bloods (spirits) within 
the flea is like the union of two persons (spirits) within a 
cloister. There are two undeveloped metaphors (11. 12-13) and one 
metaphorical use of a word (oloysterd, 1. 15). The developed b~sic 
metaphor or the poem and the three lesser images use the same 
prooese, the metaphorical process outlined in Chapter One, but there 
is an Obvious difference in use. In the case of the developed 
metaphor, the idee is made into an argument, a fairly long discussion, 
while in the case of the simple comparisons there is merely a state-
ment of the idea. The images work in the same wayJ the difference 
is ohiefly one of extent. 
Onoe the metaphorical process has been studied and is 
thoroughly understood, the use or the simplo comparison in both its 
forma beoomea so elementary that, like the atom before the twentieth 
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century, it de~ies analysis. There is little, if anything, to 
discuss. And in Donne's poetry, simple comparisons, the most 
common of poetic devioes, nre surpriainf,ly faw, for, as Johnson 
saio of the metaplwsic!l.ls, "In forming descri!lti.ons, they looked 
out, not for i~a~es, but for conc~its".l 
Donne's simple comparisons often have ~n element of the 
conceit about them, and aeem to be on the verge of development • 
• ~ Taper ot' his Toroh, a oopie writ 
From his Originall, and a faire became 
Of the same warme, and dazeling Sun, though it 
Must in another Sphere his vertue streame. 
(To Sir R.w. 5-8) 
The images quoted are somewhere in between the categories or 
deTeloped and simple oomp~risona. There is, in at least the 
first t•o images of the passage, a sort of double metaphor. The 
King's authority must be ~ torch before the Ambassador's can be 
a taper lit from the torch. His qualities must be called original 
oopy before the qualities of the Ambassador oen be called a trans-
cript. The third image is really a comparison of the fourth type. 
The Ambassador is a beam from the King's sun; the image is comple-
mented by the further statement that the beam 1!lUEit shine in a 
different sphere and complicated by the statement that it must 
"his vertue streame", which changes the idea. 
Clearly What Donne intended was a sort of parallel 
construction, in which three illlF.!.ges alike in form would join 
to ro~m one stanza full of extrava~ant flattery both of' the King 
and his Ambassador. Sir Henry Wotton. But eaoh image is really 
a combination of two metaphors, one more vital to the poem than 
Johnaon, Lives of the English Poets (ed. Hill, 1905) i, 33 
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the other, end yet dependent upon the other for its meaning; and 
the third image of the stanza is oomplicated so that it actually 
beoomes a developed imt!ige, while the firs·t; two, althour.;h not 
extended, at least refleot the a~alytical process behind the 
developed imae;e. Suoh ~n image as " ·" Taper of his ·roroh" is 
certainly a simple oompllrison, a motaphor decorating one line of 
poetry; still it has oharaoteriutics or the developed image. 
This short discussion may seem to have negated the 
listing of types of ima~es. Actually it has not, but it has shown 
so~~ething further about Donne's ime.r;ery, a.nd further demonstrated 
the analytical tt~n of his imAr,inatlon# the fact that Donne always 
thought about his images. Usually, I believe, the poetio image is 
a result of the union of imagination ond fancy. Donne's images 
seem al~ys to be results of a oombinotion of imagination, fanoy, 
and reaeon. The hard, unemotion£..1 nt.turo of Donne's imagery!!_ 
imsr,ery oan be seen in the mvtaphors of Satyre I: 
A~y thou fondlinr, motley humorist, 
Leave mae, and in this ete.nding woodden ohest, 
Contorted with these few bookes, let me lye 
In prison, and here be ooffin'd, When I dyeJ 
Here are Gods conduits, grave Divines; and here 
Natures Secretary, the Philosopher. 
{Satyrs I, 1-6) 
The metaphors in this pass~ge ~re far from being profoundly 
emotional or even evocative, at leRst in tho context in which 
Donne has put tham. They com~unio~te, not the anber which under-
lies the whole poom, but rnther e. pose of wry self-deprecation. 
To be "oof'f'in' d" in h:J.s atudy at denth s eoms quite a pleasant idea 
to DonneJ how different the same image seems inz 
Some oottin' d in i•b =dr oabbins lye,' equally 
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Griev'd that they ar~ not dead, and yet must dye. 
(The Storms, 45-6) 
The first group of images work by contradiction, by using metaphors 
that appear to be unpleasant to describe that which the poet thinks 
is Tery pleasant. The intruding gallant is called a clown, a 
"fondling motley huaorist". And from the opening insult, Donne 
ruahes on to admit his anti-social behavior and to list the images 
which the gallant would use to describe his study and his habits. 
The rcoa in which the poet sits contentedly among his books is a 
"standing woodden ohest"J at his studies Donne is "In prison•: 
~en he dies the study will be his coffin, as, indeed, it is now 
since he is dead to the social world. The obvious meaning of the 
three metaphors is that study is a very gloomy way to pass ones 
tiae. but. in faot. they communicate the very opposite idea. By 
an ironic admission of the truth or the statements which the gallant 
might make, Donne implies that he feels it better to be dead in a 
study than alive in polite society. The feeling conveyed by the 
metaphor& is made to turn baok upon itself and negate itselr • What 
is conveyed is that attitude or not oaring, of having such contempt 
for the listener that whatever he mi~ht say means nothing; hie 
ima~ea can be interpreted in a way directly opposite to the way in 
which he meant them. A similar use of metaphor can be found in 
another poea in which Donne dismisses an intruder• 
Call us What you will, wee are made suoh by love; 
Call her one. Jaee another i'lye, 
We'are Tapers too. and at our owne oost die. 
And wee in us finde the'r:;agl~ and the j;ove. (The Canonization. 19-22) 
The last metaphors of the passage are not as subtle in their working 
aa the otber&J nor are they any more emotional or evocative. 
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Churchmen are conduits of God simply because they aro the means 
by whioh knowledge of God streams to earth from heaven. Philosophers 
aro secretaries of nature because through them the knowledge of 
natural life is made known to the world. l'he metaphors describe. 
but they only communicate the poet's state of mind if the re~der 
happens to concur with Donne's implication that knovlledce of God 
and nature is a good and a pleasant thing. 
The peculiarity of the imagery just considered lies in the 
taot that the images themselves. although they communicate by the 
references of words in tho usual metaphorical process. communicate 
also by symbols; that is. they Are both poetry and prose. It is 
the context. the speech more than the imagery. Which conveys Donne's 
attitude. making the reader interpret images or death and imprisonment 
into pleassnt thoughts and making him reverse th~ aombro connotations 
of "grave Divines" and "Hatures Secretary. the Philo:;opher". This 
reason!!.ble. iaagery is characteristic of Donne • tho poet who always 
thought about his poems, and who, beoause he always thour,ht about 
his poems, tried to oornmunioate passion rather than emotion. and 
to communicata it by tone and argument rather than by the emotive 
power of scattered images. In the study oi' l:ihe sim;::- le comparison 
this tact emerges. In the &tudy of the lon[!;or developed comparisons 
and conceits the tone and the argument interferod, as it were, with 
the vision, so that the exact, lo~ical use of the mE>te.t't:or as a 
descriptive device could not be seen. But now we Cftn Ew e that Donne's 
strongest feelings ~re oonveyed in the broad sweep or ~ long passage, 
by the development of an image rather than by tho ima;e itself. 
Donne's comparisons. despite all that has been said about their 
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extravagance, are almost always reasonable, d f 1 1 e eno b e by reason; 
and to Donne, it would seem. reason --s far 
• nQ more important than 
emotion. 
In this way the nature of the sleep between death and 
reaurrection is described; 
Thinks that they bury thee, and thinke that right 
Laies thee to eleepe but a Saint Lucies night. 
(The second Anniversary• 119-20) 
Saint Lucy' a day is the shortest day in the year. The reader, 
knowing this, can easily understand the comparison. Because of 
tha shortness or the day, the night of Saint Lucy's feast is the 
longest or the yeer. The comparison, then, communicates the 
comtort of taith that death will not be oblivion, but only an 
exceptionally long eleep, a very long period of darkness that will 
come to an end. Yet the emotion in the ilU.ge does not seem pro-
toundly moving; at least it is not as profound as the thought. 
And certainly the emotion of the metaphor is not as intense as 
that expressed in the following long image, although both use 
the same referent. 
Tis the yeares midnight, and it is the dayes, 
Luciea, who scarce seaven houres herself unmaekes, 
The Sunne ia spent, and now his flasks 
Send forth light squibs, no constant rayes; 
The worlds whole sap is sunke: 
The generall balme th'hydroptique earth hath drunk, 
Whither, as to the beds-feet. life is shrunke, 
Dead and enterr'dJ yet all these seeme to laugh, 
Compar'd with mee, who am their Epitaph. (A nocturnal! upon s. Luoies 
day. 1-9) 
One oa.n easily see the difference between the thought in the short 
image and that in the developed image •. Although both are based on 
the same idea, the longer image with its related imagery and its 
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develo~nt communicates a state of mind and an atmosphere, While 
the ehorter communicates only an idea and a part of ·t.he poet's 
state or mind, scarcely more than prose would have done. In the 
longer ~age the shortness of Saint Lucy's day means a great deal 
to the poet, epitomizinr, his mood. In the shorter image the 
length or Saint Lucy's night is only an approximate analogue for 
the length of the sleep of death. Both convey more than prose, 
but the short imar,e is much less intense than is the longer on~. 
to Donne emotion was something to be rationalized, and rationaliz-
ation involved definitions and ramifications and subtle distinctions. 
And so his short images, simple comparisons, never convey the power 
and pasaion of his conceits and extended imagesa they are, one 
might say, overshadowed. 
Donne's simple comparisons often convey more by their tone 
than by their actual content. We see, for example, an image thnt 
should be in a love lyric used ironically to convey contempt: 
At last his Love he in a windowe spies, 
And like light de~ exhal'd, he flin~s from mee. 
(Satyre I, 106-7) 
Many of Donne' fi comparisons a.re not the stuff of poetry at alls 
And they who write to Lords, rewards to get, 
Are they not like sinrers At doores for meat? 
- -{Satyre II, 21-2) 
Equally unpoetioe.l is the reference to the lunge as "bellows"• 
For, wee to live, our bellowes weare, and breath, 
l•or are wee morta.ll, dyinr; , de!ld, but death. . (Elegie on Mrl.B 
Boulstred, 29-30) 
And many or Donne's ~im~l~ ~omnarisons are short conceits, 
1 A. -en spendin~, the Christmas season odd and shocking compar sons. ~ t ' 
in the country inste~ c' cf at oourt is deeoribed as ans 
Unseasonable man, statue o.f ice, 
••• 
(Eoologue, l) 
The l&diee attsnding a bride are warned to: 
Conceitedly dres~e her, and be assigned 
By you, fit place for every flower and je;~ll, 
Make her for love fit fewell 
Ao gay as Flora, and as rich as Inde. 
(Epithalamion made at 
Linooln~s Inne, 19-22) 
Thflt a. bride should be as gay as li'lorn and a.s rioh as the Indi~s i8 
not a startlingly new thought, but that she should be fuel for love 
ia typical of' Donne. The idea is oommonplac~, but tho comparison 
ia not. 
The metaphorical use of a single word is probably the 
simplest form of the poetic image, since it iG easily comprehended, 
almost incapable of conveying complex feelings ~r ideas, and bears 
even leas intensity of feeling than does the simple u1~taphor or · 
simile. It is almoet r.a.lways an incidental image, although conoeiv-
ably a poem could have such a comparison as its most important image. 
Such comparisons, although they do charge the word with greater and 
sore intense meanin{'; than i ·~ woulci have in normal uEe, oommunicate 
very little compared with the depth of weaning of more extended 
imagery. It would seem the.t the ne.rrow space allowed by one word 
oonfines the metaphorice.l procf!ss. Consider tt,e metaphorical 
adjectives of the followings 
Oh monstroue. superstitious purita~, 
Of refin'.d manners, yet ceremoniall man, 
That when thou mt.!let' st one, with enquiring ay&s 
Dost aenroh, and like a needy ·broker prize 
'the silke, and gold he .,.,ear.:~s, auu to t h :lt rn.te 
So high or low. doet raise thy forma.ll hat. 
(Satyre I. 27-32) 
The idea of establishin6 ~ proportion between th~ dress of a 
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gentleman and thl!l height to which one rsis oz hiH h"l t to him is es. 
oonoeit; the i.mBg;e of the broker ic ~n ordinary simile; \vords 
auoh as "aupi!rstitious", "re.t'in'd", "oeremcnie.ll", and "formell" 
are in the category of metaphorical words. One O'Ein e.:'ts :i.l~r see 
that they are images, that they use the 141.atnphorioal proceee; but 
it ia equally evident th~t they do not communicate eny greet e.moun·t:; 
of poetio feeling, any more than does the metaphor inc 
Yet though he ce.~aot skip forth now to greet 
Every fine silken painted foole we meet, ••• 
(~ •• 71-2) 
Or the metaphorioal adjective oft 
Canst thou for gsine beare'l and munt t:tvery bee 
Whioh cryes not, Goddesse, to they Mistresse, draw, 
Or eate thy poysonous words~ 
(Satyre III, 26-8) 
The one-word comparison as a verb conveys eomethinr, that 
is lese poetic feeling than an overtone of meanin~. ay using this 
deviee Donne describes ~n action, achieving almost th8 erreot of a 
pun. The subtle intrusion of sin flnd de'!!.th into the gflrden or Eden 
is de!oribed by a verb oonneoting the concept with the Rerpent& 
0 Sonne o~ God, who seeinr. two things, 
Sinne, and death crept in, ••• 
(A Litanie, 10-ll) 
The image has ite being not so muoh in the conventional parsonlfioa-
tion of sin and death Rs in th fl metAphoriosl use of the verb • The 
verb ie more obviously I!! metaphor in: 
A.nrl spyin~ heiref! melting with lu.,;:urie, 
Satan will not joy at their sinnes, s.s hee • (Satyre II, 79-80) 
And in: 
Who oan blot out the Crosse, which th'instrument 
Ot God, dew'd on mee in the Sacrament? (The Crosse, 15-16) 
.. 135 .. 
Tl;P. inv-~:;ti c; ~. tic·ns of thiz Chartar h~v<J broush-t to lig;ht 
one fact thf'.t we.s obscured by t 'h.:: p.'lsdon~to!: ~:lrgurn~nt3 end startling 
Donne's oomp~risons are usu~lly logicnl ones m~de without sny ~pparent 
emotion; Goo th ~< t ronr.e' s reason ::. hr-ys 'P.Orked on his comp~ri.sons • 
making certein th~d~ distinctionc, definitions, r;.nd so on could be 
invoked to pro,H.: the comporia on ~ood. Ii' we rer,lize that a well-
trnined an(\lyticel mind produced John t' onns' s imnr-_:.,s, then we ee.n 
underst"lnd the n'!!tur ;-, of m9t~n~y$ic~l imn r,~ry, th ':'l conceits of the 
•• < 





The OED defines B pun as "The use of a word in such a 
way as to suggest tvrc or more rneening:s or different associations, 
or the use of' two or more words of' the same or nearly the same sound 
with different meanings, so ~s to produce a humourous eff'eot; a 
play on words".l Punnin~ seems to have been considered a legitimate 
device by writers and reeders during the Elizabethan and Jecobean 
eras. Shakespe~.re's gree.t skill as a punster is well known, and 
does not appear to have received any adverse comment until Samuel 
Johnson denounced his "quibbles". Whatever be the dignity or 
profundity of his disquisition, said Dr. Johnson, 
whether he be amusing attention with incidents, or enchaining 
it in suspense, let but a quibble spring up before him, and he 
leaves his work unfinished. A quibble is the golden apple for 
which he will always turn aside from his career, or stoop from 
his elevation. A quibble, poor and barren as it is, gave him 
auch delight, that he was content to purchase it, by the 
sacrifice of' reason, propriety, and truth.2 
Although Donne's playa with the meanings of' words are not 
as numerous as Shakespeare's, it cannot be denied that he was an 
extremely skilful punster. Usually his puns show a considerable 
amount or subtlety and real wit. Usually they have been cleverly 
integrated into the context or a poem, and often they have been 
made ~taphorioal and developed into important images. In at least 
one oase a pun has been m~de the basio metaphor f'or a long conceit. 
The simplest form of pun is the use of a word Which combines 
two words that sound alike but have different meanings. 
What delioacie can in fields appeare, 
OED sb 1 
2 
Johnson, Works (1796) ii, 94 
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Whil'st Flora'herselfe doth a freeze jerkin weare? 
(Eoclogue, 7-8) 
The pun is alaost too simple to need any commentary. The double 
meaning ia, as it were, isolated to one wordJ it is terse and 
witty as it stands, and neither affects the context to any great 
extent nor is affected by it in turn. Indeed, we cannot be certain 
whether the pun was intentional or merely accidental; we cannot 
even be certain that it was not merely a printer's error. At any 
rate, the passage is about the frozen state of the countryuide, 
and e frieze jerkin is called a freeze jerkin.3 The notion, of 
course, is metaphorical. The countryman protects himself from the 
winter wind with his frieze coat. The flowers and trees, being 
frozen, can be said to have wrapped themselves in a coat of winter. 
So we have the pun, freeze jerkin. The two meanings are brought 
together within one word. Here it can be noted that the use of 
the pun does not detract from the even flow or the poem. Bad Donne 
written •thick jerkin" instead or using the pun, the lines would 
have remained substantially the same and the metaphor would have 
been changed only slightly. Had he written "snow jerkin" the 
metaphor would have been unchanged. But, by using the pun, he 
strengthens the effect of the metaphor, combining two metaphors 
The context in which the word e.ppears seems to verify the 
statement that Donne intended a pun, although the .state~nt 
is made without documented evidence. The OED says that the 
alternate spelling, 'freeze' instead of 'frieze', was in 
use at the time (161') When Donne wrote the Ecclogue, citing 
a reference dated 1611 in which the word is spelled 'freeze', 
and another as late as 1683 using the spelling, 'Freez'. 
See OED, freize, sb 1. Despite this, Donne's habitual uses 
of words and the poem itself' allow at least the suspicion 
that the word is a pun. 
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in one aa he combined two words. Without the pun the lines would 
be good; with it they are stronger. Donne does not "leave his 
work unfinished" tor a pun. 
In other oases the pun is more important to the exposition 
or the poem. 
My minde, neither with prides itch, nor yet hath been 
Poyson'd ~th love to see, or to bee s~ene, 
I had no suit there, nor new suite to shew, 
Yet went to Court • 
(Satyre !III, 5·8) 
There is a difference between the pun on the meanings of a word 
with the sound of "freeze" and this pun, ~~th i~s two similar words 
related to the court. In the first example, the two words, "frieze" 
and "freeze" were drawn togethel" within one word. The context 
evidently implied that "frieze" was the required word; the spelling, 
•treeze•, showed that both words were to be considered together. 
The combination gave new life to the metaphor of nature wearing the 
ooat or winter. In the second example the two words used in the 
pun are not drawn together; both words are stated. Instead of 
joining the two words, as it were, forcibly, Donne relates the two 
words to one thing. Men go to court either to present some suit, 
or to be admired in a new suit • rhe pun on the t110 meanings or the 
word, "suit", is not brought about by combining th6 meanings in one 
word, but by relating both to the word, "Court". The second pun has 
not the terseness or the first. And, while the first oould have 
been omitted accidentally without greatly changing the poem, the 
second is a part of th6 actual exposition, the prose content of the 
poem. 
In the Holy Sonnet on the Hativitie the pun depends on two 
meanings of one word. The use of a pronoun instead of a repetition 
of the word oomplioatea the pun so that only a olose reading will 
reveal it. 
Seest thou. my Soule, with thy faiths eyes, how he 
Whioh file all pleoe, yet none hold$ him, doth lye? 
(Holy Sonnet 3, 9-10) 
This pun is obviously not intended to be humourous. It is intended 
to oouvey tersely within the limited framework of the sonnet the 
paradox of the Nativity, and the paradox finds expression in the use 
of two meanings of the word, "plaoe". God fills all plaoe (i.e. 
spaoe) but no plaoe is large enough to hold God. 
lmmensitie oloysterd in thy deare wombe. 
(Poly Sonnet 2, 14) 
And no place (house) oould be found in whioh Christ oould be born. 
There are two meanings to plaoeJ the word means both space and ~ 
particular part of apace. e room or a house. The paradox of 
religion, that God is in no particular place although he is in 
every place, is combined witn the mention of the Gospel's statement 
that no plaoe oould be found in Bethlehem for the Nativity of 
Christ. 
This pun also differs from the first example given. The 
first pun considered was one word made up of two. Th~ context gave 
one meaning, the spelling gave another, and so two words, sounding 
alike but having similar meanings, were joined. The second pun 
related two words that sounded alike but h~d different meanings 
by suggesting a similar function for both. The words themselves 
were unchanged. The third pun made clever use of differing aspects 
of one word, sugGesting by ita oontext the different meanings of 
the word, "pl~ce". From this it can b~ seen that even the simple 
pun, the play on two words, is more complex than it might seem 
and works in more than one way. 
The most common pun in Donne's poetry is the pun on the 
words, "sun" and "eon". This pun, especially when used in a 
religious poem, is often metaphorical. 
Thy blood bought that, the Which before was thine, 
I am thy eonne, made with thy selfe to shine. 
(Holy Sonnet 1,1633, 4-5) 
Thet the poet is a eon or God is a matter or faith, and is written 
as a factual statement. But, by adding the notion of shining, the 
statement is made a pun and a. metaphor. '!'h~re ls the combination of 
two meanings of the word with the sound of son; there is also the 
metaphorical statement about the soul's ultimate relation to God. 
The same pun is used in praise of the Second Person of 
the Holy Trinity. In the seventh sonnet of La Corona it becomss 
an integral part of a. conceit. The nsoenadon or Christ, God the 
Son, is related to the rising of th~ sun; the exposition of the 
former idea is parallel to the development of' the latter, so that, 
by the use of the pun, the passage is both denotative and metaphorical. 
Salute the laat and everlasting day, 
Joy nt the upri~ing of this Sunne, and Sonne, 
Yee whose just teares, or tribulation 
Have purely waeht, or burnt your drossie clay; 
Behold the Highest, parting hence away, 
Lightens the darke oloude, which bee treads upon, 
!!or doth h"e by ascending, show alone, 
But first bee, e.nd bee first enters the way. 
(Ascention, 1-6) 
In this oase both words are given and the pun results from the context. 
Every day begins with the rising of the sun, the last day of the world 
~11 begin with the rising of the Son of God, and the ascension of 
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Christ m~rko~ the ber,inning ~r the everlasting day of the new 
order. A~ the ascension of the Son started a new day in the world, 
Donne describes the aso~nsion in terms of the rising of the sun to 
start a new day. To make his point olear he repeats the sound using 
the dit'f~rent spellings, "Sunne" and "Sonne". 
In another sun pun, in a letter To Mrs M H D 
---------·-•• onne uses a 
combination of context and spelling, as he did in the first example 
oonsidered. 
Mad paper stay, and grudge not here to burne 
With all those aonnes whom my braine did create. 
(To Mrs M.H., 1-2) 
The pun joins two notionsa first, that Donne wants to burn his 
verse&J aeoond, that Donne fathered the verses. The ideas of 
burning and oreation, of suns and sons, reeult in the use of the 
pun. 
A more complex pun on the two words with the sound of son 
oan be found in the Epithalamion made at Lincolnes Inne. 
And you frolique Patricians, 
Sonne of these Senatore wealths deep oceans, 
Ye painted courtiers, barrels of others wits, 
Tee country men, who but your beasts love none, 
Yee of thOse fellowships Whereof bee's one, 
Of study and play made strange Hermaphrodite, 
Here shine. 
(Epithalamion made at 
Linoolnes Inne, ~-31) 
Grierson points out that the men to whom Donne is referring are those 
who 110uld be the eons by marrit\ge not of the Senators themselves, but 
of their money; more s~ply, they are young men who want to marry the 
daughter or a rioh man. But, at the s~e time, they are suns, in 
that they would drink up the "~altha deep oceans". Grierson 
strengthens the caEe for tha reading by a quotation from ~ 
StorLle.4 
it rain'd more 
Then if the Sunne had drunk the sea before. 
(The Storme, 43-4) 
Another example of this pun, aeain r~f6rr;"~ to Chrl."st 4 ~ ... -e. ' .-.s 
in L Hymne to C·od the Father .5 
But sweare by thy selfe, thnt ~t my death thy sonne 
Shall shine as he shines now, ~nd heretofore. 
(A Hymne to God the Father 15-6) 
The pun develops from the notion that the Son mAnifests God's mercy; 
&s the sun in th~ sky dispels actual derkn~ss, so the Son of r:od 
di£pels metaphorical darkness, or sin. 
Donne's dcuble m~anin~s P-r~ not al~ys easily seen; in 
aome oases it is their very simplicity that makes a reader miss 
them. In The Progresse of the Soule, for example, Donne says that 
he baa lived almost six lustres, lustres being periods of five 
year a. But, since a lustre is also a sort of cloth, Donne's 
lustres are not lived out but worn out • 
••• my sixe lustres almoet now outwore. 
(The Progresse of the Soule, 41) 
Anoth6r example is the more famous 
5 
And new Philosophy calls all i~ doubt, 
Grierson, 'lhe Poems of John Donne ( 1912) ii, 94 
Belen Gardner's edition of the tivine Poems uses the reedinbs 
Sweare by thy selfe, that at my death thy Sunne 
Shall shine as it shin~s n~r. 
~lthou~h these readings. whioh are taken from the MSS, mak~ the 
pun less obvious thBn it is in the 1633 edition, whioh Grierson 
accepted on these two lines, Mi~s Gardner's notes indioete that 
a pun is intended. See Gardner, The Divine Poems (1952) 110 
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The El~me~t of fire ia quite put out. 
(The f'irst Anniversary 205-6) 
The word is written as if th~ ordinary meanin~ were intended; it 
is then f'ollowed by a verb suggesting quite another meaning. The 
living of thirty years (six lustres) becomes the wearing out of 
six lustres (lustrous oloths). The~ rejection oi' the theory that 
tire wa~ an element b6comes the putting out of the fire. The verb 
oreatoti the pun. 
The pun booomea moro complex when it is developed, as in 
th«' passage quoted above from one of' the La Corona sonnets. Often, 
the pu.n is aooepted as a factual staternent and a poom, or a large 
part of a poem, is written around it. 
Hast thee harsh verse- as fast as thy lame measure 
Will give thee leave, to him, my pain nnd pleasure. 
I have given ·i>hee- and ye·t thou art too weake, 
Feete, and a reasoning soule and tongue to speake. 
Plead for me, and so by thine and rrry labour 
I am thy Creator, thou my Saviour. 
(To rAr T .w •• 1-6) 
Here the pun suggests the conceit. Donne has given his verse feet. 
he say•, but the measure is lnme. 'l'he pun on the two meaninp.:s of' 
the word feet (feet and metrical reet) b~comes a metaphor. Since 
he has given his verse feet and, of course. the ability to speak 
and plead, he is the creator of the poem. 
Another example of a pun developing into a conceit is the 
pun on the word, "comprehend". in Vpon Mr. Thomas Coryats Cruditios. 
In this oase the pun is at the end of the oonoeit rnther than at 
the beginning, and the whole is written to 1~ake the pun efreotive. 
••• if thy leaves do then 
Convey lihese rares in parcels unto menJ 
If £or vast Tons of Currnns, and of Fi~s. 
Of Medioinall an.d Arom!\·tiique twigs, 
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rhy l~aV69 a bottcr method do provide 
Divide to pounds, and ounces sub-divide; 
If they stoope lower yet, and vent our wares, 
Home-manufactures, to thick popular !'"'aires, 
If o~i-praefnant there, upon warme stalls, 
They hatch a 1 wares for which the buyer calla; 
Then thuB thy leavos we ju~tly uay oolMJl~n<.l, 
That they all kinde of matter comprehend. 
(Vpon Ur. Thomas Coryats 
Crudities, 37=48) 
'1'he pun is the t'ocal point for the elaborate insult. Coryat's book, 
according to Denne, has a noble f'uture. The leaves of his book '.'Till 
be useful to mankind. - for wrapping pills for the he'llth of the 
world, stopping muskets for the aafety of hngland, but most of ~11 
for wrapping produce. And, because the leaves of the book will wrap 
auoh a great vari"'ty o.f' things, Donne, the critio, can fr"'ely suy 
that they comprehend all kinds or mst;ter. 
In auoh poems as the twc just quoted the pun beoames a 
me.jor image. In the first the two meanings of hfeet" aug~ested a 
conceit; in the second connected images formed a conceit which 
culminated in the st&tement of the pun. In the Hymne to God my God, 
in my aicknease the pun becomes th~ uniting factor, th~ notion 
holding together the oosmoeraphical oonoeit. 
Whilet my Physitians by their love nre growne 
Cosmographers, and I their Mapp. Who lie 
Flat on this bed, that by them may be sho~~e 
The.t this is my South•'W'Sst disooverie 
Per fr~tum feb~is, by these str~ights to die. 
(Hy;aee to nod my God, in my 
ihcknesse • 6-10) 
The poem has been quoted in full and discussed above both 
as a oonoeit and ns fl m~taphor. Th~ oonoeit beeinfl with A sort of 
double metapho~; Donne's ~hysioians are cosmographers ~nd h~ i~ the 
map they ar., studying . The pli.n on the ·t;wo meaninr,s oi' the word, 
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"strnits", becomes a r.>ew m.:;tap}.or. 1'ho!:: three m.staphors combine 
in the development of' the conceit. 
One ol' Donne's favourite puns is that on the two meanings 
of t)l• wor...:a. "'lnr.-eln. A 1 i' 
.., •... o nge s, o course, sre much in the mind of' 
anyone so much given to theolo~y as Donne. And an &ngel is a ooin. 
The pun appears in ~legie XX. Loves W&rre. 
F'ranoe in her lunatique giddines did hate 
Ever our men, yea and our God or l~te; 
Yet she relyea upon our Angels well, 
~bioh nere returne; no more then they Whioh tell. 
(Elegie XX, 9·12) 
In Elegie XI it is developed into a long conceit. The poem describes 
how Donne lost his mistress's bracelet. and was obliged to give her 
twelve golden angels to be melted down f'or a new one. Making the pun 
the basio metaphor for an extended oonoeit, Donne bewsile the loss 
o.f the ooina by complaining of the in,iustioe of· oa.sting twelve good 
angels into the fire prepH.red for the wicked angels. 
Mourne I that I thy seavenfold chuine have lo~t; 
Not for the luck sake; but the bitter cost. 
0 1 shall twelve righteous Angels, which as yet 
No le~ven of vile soder did admitJ 
Nor yet by any way have atraid or gone 
From the first state oi' their Crea.tionJ 
Angel•• which heaven commanded to provide 
All thin$& to me, and be my faithfull guide; 
To gaine new friends, t'appease great enemies; 
To comfort my soule, When I lio or rise; 
Shall those twelve innocents. by thy severe 
Sentence (dread judge) my sins ~reat burden beare? 
Shall they be damn'd• and in the furnace throv.'Ile,. 
And puniaht for offences not their owne? 
They saTe not me, they doe not ease my paines, 
When in that hell they'are burnt and tyed in chains. 
(Elegie XI, 7-22) 
The poem continues with the develop~nt of the pun. Donne lists the 
different types of leas worthy coins, ones deserving to be oaat into 
the "everlasting fire pr<:lpo.red f'or the devil and his angels". He 
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strengthens his pleas by invoking the scholastic doctrines on aneels. 
Thou aay'at (alaa) the gold doth still remain~. 
'£hough it be ohang' d, e.nd put into a chaine; 
So in the first falne anbels, restath still 
?!isllollll!t and knowledge; but, 'tis turn•d tc ill: 
Aa theso should doe good work&J and should provide 
Heoeaaities; but now l!lWt nurs.:t thy pride. 
And thoy are still bad angel&J Mine ure none 1 For, forme gives being, and their forme is bone: 
~itty theae Angela; yet their dignities ~ 
Paaae Vertuea, Po~rs, and Principalities. 
(Ibid., 69-78) 
It is eQaily seen that, aB the poem progresses, the pun bcoomas less 
a verbal pun and more nn ~laborcte metaphor based on a pun and developed 
~ttily and ingeniously into & long oonoeit. 
Before ending any d1eouesion or Donne's uae of puns in his 
poetry, we have to oonaider hie puna on his own nese. "For", George 
Saintsbury says, "he waa never ~~nry of punnin~ on hie namo."6 
Walton tells us that, "~diately after his cierniss1on from his 
service, he sent a sad Letter to hie -;·ire, to aoquaint her with ita 
and, at'ter the aubaoription or his name, writ,. John Donne, Anne Donne, 
Vn-done, and God knon it proved too true.•r'l 
In Donne's po~~ there are two puns on the name. One is 
in the recurring line in A Bymne to God the Fathera 
Wilt thou forgive that sinne where I begunne, 
Whioh ia my sin. tho~gh it were done before? 
Wilt thou forgive those minnea through Whioh I runne, 
And doe them still: tllough still I doo dcsploro? 
When thou hast done, thou hast not done. 
For, I have more. 
{A hymne to God the Father, l-6) 
The pun ie repeated in the eeoond st~n~a and in the third. 
7 
Saintabury. 'Introduotion' to Poems of' John ~onne {od. Chambers 
1901) i, :axii 
Walton, Livea (1927) 29 
I have a sinne or teare, that when I hav~ spunne 
My last thred, I shall perish on the a~ore,; 
Sweare by thy ealre, that at my death thy ~unno 
S.hall shine aa it Bhinoz now, !Ulu h!:)retofora; 
J.nd, he.ving done that, Thou hs.st done, 
I have no more. 
llere the pun is en e:<ercise in wit, but not in humour. Donne u&es 
it to JMke a sharp, clear point; ovttn whon God hao done so muoh 
he hRs not yot got ro!4'"le safe in Z!e~wen. It is such IJa. devioe r.s 
a olever preacher might use; the aeemiU{~ pt.radox and the pun 
tobether make the point ole~r without any wnate of wordti. 
Finally, from a letter ~·o Sr Henry l(otton• 
But, Sir, I a~iae not you, I rnth6r doe 
Say o'er those lessons, which I learn'd of you1 
Whom, free rrom German sohismes, and lightnesse 
Of Franoe~ and faire Itnlies faithleer.eese, 
Havinv. tram tbeae auok'd all they had or worth, 
And b:ought home that faith, which you oarried forth, 
I throughly love. But. if' my melfe, I 'have wonne 
to know my rulec, l h&ve. and you have 
DONNE& 





Usually no distinction is made between puns and quibbles. 
Dr. Johnson uses the word quibble to mean pun; and the OED gives 
as the first definition of the word. "A play upon words. a pun."l 
But there is. quite definitely. a distinction. whioh is implied in 
the second OED definitiona "An equivocation. evation of the point 
at issue; an argument depending on some likeness or difference 
between words or their meaning.s. or on some circumste.nce of no real 
iaportanoe."2 Neither definition is clear. although both come near 
explaining what the verbal trick really is. The device here referred 
to as a quibble ean best be defined as an implied pun. This definition 
can be clarified by a consideration of the language in the following 
paaaage from Satyre !III. 'rhe lines begin with a pun on the meanings 
of the word, "spare", and go on with the meanin~s of the word,"crown". 
••• He tries to bring 
J[e to pay a fine to scape his torturing. 
And saies. Sir. oan you spare me; I said. willin~ly; 
Way. Sir. can you spare me a orownef Thankfully I 
Gave it. as Ransome; But as £idlers. still. 
Though they be paid to be gone. yet needs will 
Thrust one more jigge upon you: so did hee 
With his long complimentall thankes vexe me. 
But he is gone. thankes to his needy want. 
And the prerogative of my Orowne. 
(Satyre IIII, 141-50) 
The verb. "spare•. has only one meaning out of oontextJ the double 
meaning comes from Donne's manipulation of the line. There is a 
difference between "Can you spare me" and "Can you spare me a orown"a 
the context gives different meanings to the verb by ohanging the 
objeot. The play on the meanin~s of the word, ncrown", is similarly 
OED ab 1, 1 
2 
OED ab 1. 2 
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effected by Donne's handling of the context. The two meanings 
are not brought together and contrasted within one flound; the 
pun is not direot. The reader could be literal. and say that Donne 
had not the prerogative of his crown since he gave it away. 
The ·two double meanings in the passage quoted are not 
exactly the seme as puna. The first of them might be celled a 
pun. sinoe it oombines two senses or a word within one sound. But 
it has not the direotnoss of' the simple pun. If' the quibble on the 
meaning of "spao~" is compared with the pun in 
What delioaoie cnn in fields appeare. 
'Whil' st Flora 'hereelf'e doth a freeze jerkin weare'l 
(Eoclogue. 7-8) 
the difference becomes quite olear. "Freeze". the word spelled. 
and "frieze"• the word obviously implied by the context, are two 
diff~rent words. although they sound alike. The line says that 
Flora i~ wearing a frieze or heavy wool jerkin; the spelling brings 
in the senae of freezing. The two words. which are not even remotely 
oonneoted in meaning. are br~ught to~ether. In the quibble on "spare" 
there 1a only one meaning to the word; there tire two meanings to the 
sentences. Similarly. the two meanings or "orown" are not brcueht 
togsthor; the double meaning is used to develop the witty notion that, 
sinoe Donne baa given his follower a orown (coin). he oan escape him 
by the prerogative of the crown (the right of a king). There is no 
contrast. neither is there any joining of the words. In both of these 
there is a pun of sorts, a diffuse double meaning not brour-;bt to the 
sharp fooua of the real punG It is this devioe Which we oall a 
quibble. 
Another example oan show perhaps more clearly What is meant 
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by e. quibble, and how it differs from a p1.m. 
••• he hath travayldJ Longf NoJ but to me (~bich understand none,) he doth seem~ to be 
Perfect French, and Italian; I replyed, 
So is the Poxe. 
(Satyra I. 101-h) 
A pun is obviously intended. Donne's idea is to juxtapose the 
notion that the travelled man is. or seems to be. as polished as 
a European, with the reference to syphilis. The traveller is perfect 
Frenoh and Italian; syphilis is the French pox or the Italian pox. 
But the play on words is not stf<t'!!dJ it is implied. There is no 
actual union of the two ideas, French citizen. and French pox. There 
1• an implied pun, a quibble. 
Elegie XI, itself an ext~nded pun, contains within the 
discussion of angels a passage on foreign coinage ~ich is full 
of quibbles. 
Were they but Crownea of France. I oared not, 
For, most of these, their naturall Countreys rot 
I think possesseth, t.hey oome here to us, 
So pale, so lame, so leane, so ruinous; 
And howsoe 1 r Frenoh Kings most Christh.n be, 
Their Crownes are oircumcis'd most Iewishly. 
Or were they Spanish Stamps, still travelling, 
That are become as Catholique as their King, 
Those unliokt beare-Whelps, until'd pistolets 
That (more than Canon shot) availes or lets. 
(Eler.;ie XI, 23-32) 
Donne is playing with the meanings of words, but in a roundabout 
wa.y. The idea is that, although the King of Fre.noe bee.rs the title 
of His Yol!lt Christian Majesty, French ooins are usuQlly cut around 
the!r circumference - literally ciro\mciaed. The pun implied in 
the line oomes from a too literal interpretation of the \'I'Ord, 
"Christian", in the title, and the addition of a reference to the 
Judaic custom of circumcision to modify the comment on the paring 
ot Frenoh ooinage. The quibble on Spanish coins is similar. Donne 
starts with the title of His Most Catholic Majesty of SpainJ to the 
title he adds a reference to th~ use of Spnnish gold for corrupting 
state&men af European nations and for paying agents. Since the 
Spanish ooins have beoome so universal, so o~tholic, they oan be 
said to be as oatholio ae their king. In this case tha two meanings 
ot the word are united in the sound of one word; but the device is 
not a s~ple pun, because it is meaningful only within the context 
of the lines in whioh it appears. Th~ third quibble in the passage 
oalla the Spanish ooin by another name, a pistolet. The idea is 
that the pistolet, since its chief use is bribery, does more harm 
to another oountry than a oannon could do. The quibble is concerned 
with the two meanings of the word, "pistolet", and the reference to 
oannon, sinoe a oannon is of the same family as the weapon named by 
the aeoond meaning of pietolet. The pistolet, a coin, does more harm 
than a oannon; a pistolet, a small side-arm, does more harm than a 
oannon. The first paraphrase obviously says What the poet means, 
While the aeoond brings out the secondary meaning Which connects the 
cannon with the coin and adds to the line metaphorical expression of 
the damage being done by Spanish gold. 
In Satzre II the same double meaning is used, but in a 
manner that brings it somewhat closer to the simple pun. 
Rammea, and slings now are seely battery, 
Pistolets are the boat Artillerie. 
(Satyre II. 19-20) 
The quibble again uses the two meanings of the word. "pistolet"• and 
the oomparison with heavier ordnance. But it is less diffuse than 
the earlier example. Paraphrased as "The best weapons are pistolets", 
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the double menninr, oomee out with tho foroe and tersenGss of the 
simple pun. Both m('!~ninr,s of the word are balanced, and onl~r the 
oontext makes one more important than the other. In the earlier 
quibble the pistolet~ nre called "unfil'd", a reference to the faot 
th~t they wer~ not cnrefully eha~ed and rounded. From this we can 
see that one meaning only of the word was in mind when Donne wrote 
the lin~ ~d the notion of c~nnon was brought in afterwards. Both 
are quibbles, nnd not simple puns, but the second ex~ple is closer 
to the simple pun because it is more compaot. Both sre quibbles 
because the double meaning depends upon the context for its effect. 
A slightly more complex quibble oan be found in An 
Anatomie of the World. 
Who, thou~h she could not transubstantiate 
All states to gold, yet guilded every state, 
So that some Princes have some temperanceJ 
Sa.. Counaellera some purpose to advance 
fhe oommon profit; and aoae people have 
Sa.. atay, no aore then Kings should give, to crave; 
Some WDmen haTe a ome tao 1 turni ty • 
Some nunneries aome grainea or ohastitie, 
She that did thus much, and much more could doe, 
But that our age was Iron, and rustie too, 
Sbee, shee is dead. 
(The first Anniversary 417-27) 
The key word here is the verb, "transubstantiate", and the quibble 
is between the literal meaning of the word, "gold", and its 
metaphorical meaning, i.e. a precious quality. But the word is 
not repeated, although the idea ia, in a ohan&ed form. The quibble 
usee two words, "gold", and "gild", one a noun suggesting the 
literal meaning of the word, the other a verb suggesting its 
metaphorical meanin~. There is also some confusion between the 
meanings or the repeated word, "state•. The reader cannot be 
oertain Whether Donne means a political state or a state of being. 
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The quibble is followed by a serieR or ironioally 
hyperbolical statements which further the confusion ba·cween the 
two possible meaning;s or the word, "state". '.rhe alchemioe.l notion 
of the ch&nging states oi" metals is brought. in again with a 
rephrasing oi' an epithet borrowed before from Juvenal: 0 Age of 
rusty iron t (Satyre V, 35) The whole pa&sage is an extended 
metaphor complicated by the fsot that the two most important words 
in the referential notion - "gold" end Kstate" - have eaoh two 
meanings. Donne 1 s eta.temen·t:. is tho.t Elizabeth Drury, although she 
was not able to perfect all the elements of the world to their 
highest form, was still able to lend some of her O"ilrU perfected form 
to the world and give e. thin coating, as it were, to the lower 
elemente and to those lese perfect. The firs·t part of the metaphor -
the notion of the transubstantiation of' all state& of elements to 
the highe&t form, gold - tak~s th~ form of a literal statement, 
although it is probably motaphorical. The second part -the gilding 
of every state - is e mate.phor whose rei'erent iG the first metaphor. 
While both are metaphorical, the seoond is moro obviously metaphorical 
than the first. Th~re has been a chan~e in th~ idea expressed by the 
referent, gold. The idea is further complicated by ·the fact that no 
olear distinction is mad£ between the t~o pos~ible meanings of the 
word, "state". In the first part ~ st&te is evidently a state of 
being; in the second it is both a state of beir~ and a political 
atate. But the use or tho word in its political sense is not 
inapplicable to the first stotom-:Jnt. 
By olos6 reading it can be seen that both uses of the 
word, "state", have two meanings, one of which is primary and oan 
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e~sily be seen. and another ~ich is secondary and comes from the 
context. The primnry m~aning in the first use is evidently a st&te 
of being. In the second usc this is a secondary meaning. and the 
primary mac.nint; if, evidentl:r ~- political state. In the context the 
primary m9auing of the second use becomes the secondary meaning or 
the first. The first notion - that of transubstantiation - r-ives 
'-' 
both uses their alohemic!'.l mea.ningJ the series of ironical state-
ments that follonB the quibble gives both uses their political 
meaning. The vll:. ole ima ~e de-pends upon the possible meanings of two 
words and upon the Axtent to ~ich they are metaphorical. The state-
ment that "she could not transubstantiate/All states to gold" h~& 
the metaphorical meaning thc.t she was unable to perfeot the whole 
world; it is also an illustration. possibly meant to be read quite 
literally as "she wns incapable to performing wonders.• We cannot 
be certain \lhether the not:ton is merely an illustrat:l.on coloured by 
the preciousness of r,old or whether the notion is the referent for a 
metaphor. It is thi~ sort of contusion Which creates the device here 
oalled a quibble. The simple ~un balances two meanings of a word, 
making one ~eaning quite suitable to the context and letting the 
othor add a new Ghade or me~uinr,; euoh images occur When. for 
instance. Donne speaks of +.he damnation of his angels. intimating 
th~t the angels of Which he speaks as heavenly beings are really 
gold coin•• The quibble often implies suoh a device, but does not 
clearly express it. ar.d depends on confusion between meanings. 
In Donno's poetry there are many more simple quibbles. 
aoae little more than feeble attempts at punning. suoh aar 
He ga.zeth on her race with teare-shot eyes. 
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And up lifts subtly with his russet pawe 
Her kidakinno apron without feare or awe 
or nature; nature hath no gaole. though shea hath law. 
(The Progresse of the Soule. 477-80) 
Here Donne is playing with the implications of the phrase, "natural 
lawn; although there is a natural law. there is no natural jail for 
Jc:;he punishment o£ transgressors. There are two meanings for "law" 
in this oaae; a law is a rule and the law is the system by whioh 
rules are enforced. The device could be called a simple pun on the 
word, "law", were it not for the fact that suoh a pun could not be 
extracted from the context. The double meaning only exists because 
Donne has argued it into the word. 
In Vpon Mr. Thomas Coryats Crudities there is a quibble 
in which the contusion exists between ideas rather than meanings 
of words. 
It for vast Tons or Currans, and of Figs • 
Ot Medicinall and Aromatique twigs, 
Thy leaves a better method do provide. 
Divide to pounds. and ounces sub-divide. 
(Vpon Mr. Thomas Coryats Crudities. 
39=42) 
The quibble in this passage ia not between the meanings of the word, 
"divide•, so much as it is between the types of division suggested. 
the leaves of the book, Donne says, will divide produce in that they 
will wrap pounds and ounoe&J they will also divide produce, in th~t 
oalculations will be worked out on their margins. 
Probably the s~pleat quibble in all or Donne's poetry 
is the one in a letter To Mr R.W., Where the similarity of the 
sounds of two words leads to a developed metaphor. 
All newes I thinke sooner reaoh thee then meeJ 
Havens are Heavens, and Ships wing'd Angels be, 
The whioh both Gospell, and sterna threatnings bring. (To Mr R.W., 15-17) 
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Another simple quibble appears in the Epithalamion. in 
~ioh Donne playa with two ideas expressed in like words. Man is 
made or dust and will go to the worms; gold is dust and silk comes 
from worms. The quibble emerges as• 
thus thou descend'at to our intirmitie, 
Who can the Sun in water see. 
Soe doat thou, When in silke and gold, 
!hou cloudst thy selte; since wee which doe behold, 
Are dust, and wormes, 'tis just 
Our objects be the fruits or wormes and dust. 
(Epithalamion, ~9-54) 
We see that the quibble is quite different from the 
ordinary pun. The chief difference is that the quibble usually 
implies the double meaning instead of stating it. V':Jhere the pun 
depends for its effect upon using a word in its proper context 
and adding a secondary meaning from the overtones af another word, 
the quibble depends upon contusion bet.aen the possible ~anin~s 
of one or more words. 
The aiapleat form or quibble is that Which, without 
putting a double meaning into a word or phrase, repeats it so 
that the same words have another sense. 
And through that bitter agonie, 
Which is still the agonie or pious wits. 
(A Litanie, 163~) 
The word, "agony"• is used to great effect simply by 
implying the contrast between the agony of Christ on the Cross 
and the agonised disputations or theologians. There is only 
one meaning for the word in this context, but the senses in 
which it is used are obviously different. 
The q\!ibble can arise as a rfliD.ifioation of a pun. For 
example, in Goodfriday, 1613, Riding Westward, a quibble emerges 
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from the oonvontionnl pun on Christ as tho ~on of God and the 
~un or the world. 
This day, When my Soules forma bends toward the East. 
There I should eee a Sunne, by rising set, 
And by that setting endleese day beeetJ 
But that Christ on this Crosse, did rise and fall, 
Sinna had eternally benighted all. 
Yet dare !'almost be glsd, I do not E~e 
That speotaole of too much weir,ht for mea. 
(Goodtriday, 1613 •• 10-16) 
In other words, if Christ, the Son, had not risen (the Sun), then 
the world, without a sun, would have been "benizhted" and left in 
perpetual darkneaa. The mtaphorical pun givea rise to the notion 
of darlmeas, which b developed for three linea. The darkness· 
notion b followed by yet another quibble, arguing the idea the.t 
death must be faced before man sees God and oontueing the literal 
and mDtnphorioal senses of the notion of de~th. The ide~ or seeing 
or not aeeing is oarried on from the nir~t quibble whioh developed 
tram the original pun. 
Who aees Goda faoe, that is selfe life, mu~t dyeJ 
What a death were it then to see God dyeT 
(Ibid., 17-18) 
The confusion or senses of a word in arvuaent is the 
means by Which yery mAny quibbles srs developed, and, indeed, 
the word properly ueed refers to auoh contusion. 
A Litanie ends with a perfeot quibbleJ the poet states 
the theological doctrine that ein, since it was not created, is not 
real, and is, in tact, nothing, o ner,ation; sinoe sin is nothing 
then it should not be found anywhere. By assWilinr, the doctrine anc\ 
reading a philosophic term as a literal term, Donne goes on to a 
lor,ioal oonoluaion. 
As sinne is nothing, let it no Where be. (A Li tanie, 252) 
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